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ABSTRACT 
The geography and freshwater icology oP KCbumeetan trill 
those human activities which affect the snail eco3oy are described. 
Q. turkestanioum. S. bovis &n8 §. hasmatobium 'were the only animal and 
hman blood flukes found in KhuzeBtan. The-mollusoaA hosts of both 
species of SchtBtosoma is Betr tus whereas U. tttrke$tanicum is 
transmitted by L. gsdra" The infection rate of ©. turke taniaum 
in rumtuante was high and causes considerable economic lass. 
The morphology oP U. turkestanicum and its distin ishing 
characfrietiea from othb achiatoactnea are discussed. The prevalence 
of ©. turke tanicum and S, boviri infection in ruminants in IChuzestan 
abattoirs was studied. Infection rates of O. turkeetAnioum in cattle 
was higher than abeep and Coats. The intensity of f turkeotanicu n 
in naturally infected cattle and sheep was determined. Shoe suffered 
More than cattle from the. fliest e. The int l.: of O. turke8tnnicum 
demlinod with increasing ago in cattle but in r used in sheep. 
/1xpp rimental.... 
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Experimental, studies were carried out, on, caly^ s,, sheep, 
goats-and buffalo-self infected with O. turksatanicum an §oboovvis 
The intensity, pathogenicity and pathology of 4. tnrkeatanioum and 
S, bovis in naturally und. experimentally in!. ctAed ruminants were cc 1par®d. 
.b ovis causes mars. exio damage to c"ts than o. twke oui. 
In O. t k*xtaniaum inf eetiom -the duodenum wes the Saat intensely 
involved. organ and the liver was loss affected and large intestine 
was. free from infection. 
, . 
bwis was evenly distributed along the 
alimentary tract. 
Susceptibility of different species of rodents, carnivores 
and birds to O. turk. dtanioum were tested. Only Ta, 
ý, 
tera inY,., dii,,, ca (a wild 
local rodent ) was fond to be susceptible to O. t rkentanioum infection. 
Carnivores and birds were resistant to infsotion. 
In the hetexolo ous immunity experiments mice We '+ immunized 
with different numbers at p. turksetanic ceraarims and challenged 
with ft. bayie, B. baematobium and S. man___ý_eont. Homologous immunity rr&e 
4180 studied,,,, 
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also studio in mica with ä. bovia. In these . xpsrim nts nie. 
produced a partiall, protection against the oballoW infeotionr. 
Rroiprooal hoterologoua immunity experiments were oarrisd 
out in calves and sheep using 8. b_ ovis , and a. turke tanicum . Calves 
ehoxed a high degree of protection but the of feat was poor in sheep. 
Calves immunized Uritb repeated inooulations of . haer,. tobium oarcariae 
developed some immature worms and produced considerable resistance 
against challenge infection with 01 , turkeetaniawn and ;. 9 Calves 
also developed a considerable immunity in homologous system with 
©. turkestanicum and. . bam . 
Studies were carried out on the distribution eM eoology of 
Mea gedrý the tntermediat3 host of p. turkeitantcum in 
)hussstun. Detailed studiso were made on the population dynamics of 
this snail by fortnightly surveys in different type of habitats over 
+, Period of 12 months. The results showed that peaks of snail 
population.... 
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population occurred in 2 sa nn, spring and t" Tr m, nieaion 
oaaurrad throughout the year in Canal$; in spring, nur autumn 
in swamps I In spring and autumn in ponds " Canals and swamps access äle 
to liwetooks were tarsi to be Important transmission sit*$ of 
®. arks slaua. 
Laborstar . xpwiu*nt" vors carried out to study the develop. 
sent of larval stag of t3. _ rk. atan&o p 
in &, qg INA att+rr the 
snails lad been exposed to various nu aber at mirºuidia. Tyr results 
showed that the miruidisl . xposwri doss. did not a eot th. 
oires ial prepatent period, but the 11l. "e of lnfectoa umil" was 
uhoDtar and all the sails srp+ard to 20 $ ±? *OidL$ ehM ceraariar " 
'o m anfls expos 4 to 12 air+ vidia each *hO firer cerCsriM 
2n those exposed to 5-20 miraoidia. 
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GENR1lL IMODUCTION' 
The present study was uMertaken to assess the vetrrinary 
ilportanss of Ornithobilharsia titrksstarnivu*' and SghistosomA boyis 
in livestock in Iran by dsteriining the prevalsnce and intensity of 
infection, tba/ thogenioity of the parasites and the factors affecting 
transmission. Observations were also made on various nepeots of the 
izmun* respoa. e to infection with these parruites and th. r' inter. 
rolation9hip with the echiatosomes of human. 
The field grid laboratory studios were Gasried out, in Iran 
but the isvelopnrnt of the experimental teohniquos and the anaysis 
of the data was carried out in the Department of M dical. felminthology 
in tho London School of Ilygianu and Tropical Medicine. 
For sonv. nisnoe the thesis in divided into eeperate sections 
to oov r the main topics* The general intrcduotion which ladelau a 
geographiaat account of the area with particular reference to castors 
1 ikely 
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likely to effect traxismisuiou of sohistoaosiaais, followed by a 
section on materials WA methods. This is followed by four distrust 
"parts". The first dealer with the study of Ornithobi1barzla 
turkeatanioum in the def*nitive hostp this is followed by the parallel 
studier on 8ohioto®oM boviu. Fart III deals with the obsomtions 
o4 homologous and h. fierolo ous immunity and the int. n'elatic hip of 
the bovine nM humans oohiatoso e. Tb. final section# Pact IVY is an 
account of the studies in the field and laboratory as mnaaa 
edrosiana the interwdiate snail hart of A. turrksolMnig . 
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KHULESTANt G1 3TMAL D CRIi 'ION OF THE FNDMIG ÄREAp 
8huzeotan it an area of Iran about 157,000 squire kilostrss. 
Its southern bouMUT is thi Persian Gulf in the north and east 
it extends to the Zagros Mountain Ra n&* ( Map, 1). In the fest the 
Iran-Iraq borther farts an artificial separation between Khtz estan 
and X. sopotsmia.. In Laat, Khusestan is aF o1on ation "a st ar of the 
Mesopotamian plain $ad the two area" are indeed continuous and 
homogeneous in their pl ioal geography and also to a certain extent 
in their human geograpy. 
The plain 18 rueential]y alluvial, Its aub«sail contains 
apmosixbls deposits at jrpsu* and salts which tend to cams to the 
surface when the ground water level is near the surface. Brown desert 
*oil* predo mats. In the higher land which dominate t"plain on the 
north eaat# in caloareoua formational thorn are numerous a' relatively 
large springs. 
Th. clii*te of the fl* "stsn plain 16 s. si. & iA(oiassit'is6tion 
at Thoaritbwait. ). fiha imam t. mpiz*tuý?. o oxo very, Ugh ifl the 
Su mer(over 50*0u) and the mini ml winter rates u. arm" 0 *0. Daily 
texperatur" 
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temperature variations us very great. The relative humidity is 
usually fairly lo but it varies greatly depenUng on tt& direction 
of the wind, It is low, particularly in summer, when tho winds blow 
mail ay fror the north and the north*s t. It rius when the winds 
blows from the soutbo which happens mare frequently in winter. 
Rain it 11*it*t to the period from Ncrveub r to £ wil with 
an averap of 100 to 200 an* but tbsz* is considarab3o nriation in 
rainfall not only ! "'tom plans to plaoe but from year to year. Uuch of 
this rain fails are in the ton of violent downpours. Uonthly 
tomperature sad. r'inta]ie records are shown in (I'ig. 1. ). Tho zabulosity 
is low and the stint is very strong. 
OwAng to th"* a1 do cc n iiti. oni, %hQ major part of 
Khuzestxn is a rub-desert stepp.. But the plain it oroau*d by important 
str*a r which Plows from the south-. ust, rn slopes off' the high Z+ a* 
1tountain R&nge. This cc bi ºtion Of R 8r4i-ari4 o1iate With r. 1att . 17 
abundant earfaoe waters Mkse Xbuzeetan a aountr7 of striking contrasts. 
flarer, ead dutee are found not far from large s, pa. A wid" qtr aphjlja 
aaiml farina is ovorf1ovx by an eXo. ptiOM ly AlbuMMt aquatic avifauna. 
flies 
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Map, 1. 
Part of Khuzestan to show the main endemic foci of Lymnäea gedrosiana, 
Bulinup trun and the main river system 
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Rice plantations alternate with oorz Yelds. Among the herds driven 
back every evening to the village buffaloes walk side by side with 
oheap# Coats and cattle. The population of %huze3tan plain is 
about 2 uillion# mostly rural peasants practicing agricultural 
and cattle raiving, The number of cheap, coats and cattle in the 
whale of 1huzootan amount to 2#700,000 hoad(Doprartaon#t of Agriculture) 
your different ethnic e ements# Lur, alchti i, Deztuli. d 
Arabs live in the Ihuzoatan Plaint Lur in the wostt Dakhtieri in the 
cast# Lozfuli in the north and Arabs in the south. The population 
density is high In the irrigatod cross, low or very bit elsewhere. 
The principal oropo are wheat and barley, both being producod. with 
little irrigation] as well as rice: sesame and bodna« The prosont 
output is low, because of the archaic agricultural practices and 
lack of u3tor in au=or. Apart from the oil croa$ the economic 
and social development of the country to poor. 
Cmel-ai T1 o1agioa1. Anj2ectfs 
Az 
. roap-m-hy; 
Rivera -and la natural ! kaintti 
Fivo major rr ter cou ce darin. $1 o couth-weat slopes of 
the Zaroo Ranja and iravOrßa the plain of uzeot (KAP, l"). 
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Lying in order j'ran the south4. ast to the north-avant they are 
the Rindijan, the Jambi, the Kaxun, its large tributary the Dszq 
aM the Karkheh, The most important is the Karun Dez river, not only 
because of the great size of its drainage basin (54,000 square 
kilometres) but because of its average volume of water flow(750 a'/seo. )4 
After it comes the Karkheh (200 m3/ceo. ). Both the Hindijan and the 
Jarahi have an average volume of flow of about 150 m? /sec. The flows 
in the summer are smaller than those of winter and sing, and the 
flow vol es are very irregular from one year to another. Floods are 
not usual. The water is vary tuxbid but the amount of solids carried 
is acparative1y small . The water of the Dez is of low salinity aM 
clear. The ICarun and the K, arrkheh are more malty ai the Uin i jan 
WA the Jarabi have a relatively high salt content. 
Between the K rhkeh and the Dez there in an unaaual water 
cours®p the Shahur. 'hie eprin s in the north mostly 1 om irritation 
overflows. It follows a coarse that is probably an ancient irrigation 
CaMi, and at the lower and it becomes divided into numerous 
irritation channels. Its volume of flow is small but it merits mention 
/because..... 
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because it may play a very important role in the transmission of 
human and animal schistosoniasis. The other main atreama in the 
north part of Khuzestan are the Abjirob, the Lursh and the 5hurSh, 
east of the Dez river. Downstream# these drains assume rather rapidly 
the aspeot of a river, and before flowing into the Dez, they give 
rise to new irrigation network. All these rivers and streams have 
an irrigular and occasionally semi-torrential flow. Their csoura" 
are winding and impreoi®e; they often spread in flood plains which 
sometimes reaches several kilometres in width. 
Eulogy = 
Pt y-8ioo-chemical data, 
In summer the water temperature remains lower than that 
of the air during a 24 hour period. Particularly in the daytice# the 
extreme atmospheric dryness results in very strong evaporation which 
largely Oompeneateo far the effects of solar heat and the maximum 
temp*ra, ture observed in wr#rater remains under 37oß« seldom exceeding 
35°C. while the air temperature in the shade reaches and exceeds 
50°C 
/ urfaae...... 
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Surfeca water in Khuzeatan contain a pli jeneralr higher 
than 7, from 7 to 8 for running wabre of rivers and cola, and 
from 7 to 8.5 for stagranfh waters. In the stagnant waters, the . 
varies in time. It is rather higher in winter with some sharp drops 
to 7.7.5 after heavy rainfalls. 
Fleas and faunal 
All stagnant or slow running waters are rapidly mrrun 
by abundant aquatic vegetation. The vertical emerging vegetation is 
particularly abundant. The most representative groups are DEpha, 
olub"ruehoa, rushes and various species of couch-grass. Rushes are 
$carc and rather creak. Pol onum in often found at waters edge and 
is more or less immersed. By oontrast, the floating vegetation is 
scanty. One can fin btamegeton and occa81nally Zj mna and Sal iniai 
breed macroaaoplO vegetation is irrsgular, eo ietimes abeam but 
20matimee vwry abundant farming a thick layer, The toot common groups 
Zoniahiellua in winter# Runoý,, one copse in spring, Gerato r ilu* and 
ohraceae in summer &ns autumn. various filamentous alp* are also 
found and occasionally, 1I rär etiOn, 
/Tbe quats() .... 
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The aquatic fauna is abundant and includes tadpoles, as 
Well as diptera and odonate larvae with usually only one stage of 
the lif*-oyole in water, hemiptera(hydrometres, nautoneotee, naucroree, 
beloBtomee) which are plentiful and oolooptera which are fairly rare. 
Small oruetacea are very abundant, particularly Ostraoode, 
Choncoatracs and Cladocers (Daphnis). Shrimps are only found in 
large permanent vamps. Ikytricarines are numerous. Lseches are very 
scarce (Gaud at alp 1962). 
Vertebrates aotually living in water are represented by 
rather rare species of fish. Those found in small stagnant water 
collections seemed unable to reach their full development in such 
an environment, judging by the size of the specimens obseved. 
On the other hands the fauna of aquaphUic vertebratas in 
extremely cbundant. The birds constitute its important element. They 
inolude a great number of a eoias s. peiioaniforma (carmorants and 
Pelic . ns), ardetfc (herons az4 stocks), cnseriforas(goose and duoka), 
l, Lrforms(terns), ralllformo(rattles and coots), coraciadiforms 
(kingfishers), but mostly oharaäriiformr(gisrooles, plovers, lGpwin(e, 
/rum, 
ob* 
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ruffs, snipfe, aandplpes, atilt-plovers)* In addition to birds, one 
may observe the presence of numerous turtles of the Clete type9 ý 
and snakes of the Tropidonotus type. The amphibia, particularly frogs, 
are specially abundant. 
The aquatic molluscan fauna is rather limited in species. 
The pulmonates are represented by species oft Bu1ý tru e, 
found in different typos of hf.. bitatw; Pi iyea acts, only found in a 
limited area in north of Ahwaz in canals and ewanpe; a° tru ncatula 
found in some swamps and drains; LZmnaea godroýR the most common 
species occurring in the area in different types of babitutu; 
G aulus int. ixtus found in moat habitats with other epeßiee; 
Planeýo, 
ý, rbie 
plan__ýý_orbie in rar* but eoaaetimen found in aw mxa #rut drains. 
Among the prosobranoheo found ores Mol, 
laanoides 
t2bara+a1ata in running 
waters and in some swamps; several species of janopaio are found 
in running water,, Vela q oootata, hO. 1anORmiFj , ra ar4 
Z'. elno gia noämna; Viv ruz b* o ro4r4 in a large swamps; 
Th odoxus cintellus in eoi e. treamr. 3iphonoomto pree (ouoo3nes) 
are very scarce. Nle, dor e, , Wollib=54, ago: mostly ton In 
/xtmning..,. 
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running waters and irrigation canals, 
Pert plaayed by man in the ecology of the snails# 
This section deale with those hWn= activities whiob are 
more or laue directly connected with the ecology of the snails. 
Agriculture is obviously the most important of these activities, and 
following five types of habitat are considered: gardens, rice fields, 
marketga dens, cattle breeding areas and the clay pit®. 
Ordensi 
What they usually call gardens in this area should more 
properly be called orchards, an behind the high walls which surround 
Y 
these places, one finds mostly trees, mainly fruit-trees, but also 
other type of trees. The area covered by these gardens is generally 
larger than that of the village itself. It may be twice or four times 
as large as the village area or even more. In most cases, only ont 
gate gives access to the garden. The gardens are cool places, with 
efi trees poorly out, growing sometimeu in great disarray. The irrigation 
canals form a network which seems more orderly devised tkan the paths 
themsev®a. Their terminal branches link up with one or. two drt1rc and 
/end Outside.... 
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"nd outside through apertures made in the laws? part of the walls. 
Excess water sometimes farms email ponds inside the gardens but more 
often drainage water colleote in ponds and swamps outside the walle. 
Inside the gardens ponds and drains play a role in breading of snails 
in hot seasons. Swamps and panda outside the gardens are most 
favourable breeding places for ensile. 
Rice fields, 
Almost each village is provided with its corn rice field and 
the areas devoted to rice cultivation differf. each year. Rice is sown 
in need beds in June, thinned out in July-August and harvested by the 
end of October. During cultivation there is no drying until a little 
time before the harvest. The quiet, tepid and shallow water of rice- 
fields constitutes a favourable breading place for snails particularly 
Iffmnaea gedro . During the euer the rice field drainage waters 
maintain even to a larger extent than the garden drainage zetere, some 
breading places which otherºiao, would be dried up. 
Direotl7 related to rice culture a practice is being 
/developed.... 
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developed which seems to be favourable to the spread of bulinid 
snails in particular. The villagers used Typba, leaves for tying the 
bundles of rive, when planting it out* Abe plants grows spontaneously 
in swamps and on the stream banks! The villagers themselves transplant 
these TZLha leaves to nearby ponds and swamps to get sufficient amount 
of `lam for t)* next aoaeon" In this war they spread the Bulinus 
onails to th new ponds with Typ roots and leaves. 
Market teener 
Around each village ec ae vegetables are extensively cultivated 
For the personal use of the villagers: onions, carrots, radishes, 
beatroata, rßelona, watermelons, cuaumbera, iggpl ta, epinaoh and. vrioua 
aromatic herbe. There are some areas, owing to the vicinity of Dezful 
or the highway, in which market gardening is continuously ate. intensively 
praoticed, the products intended either to be sold in the town or 
exported to the north of Iran,. particularly Teheran. In addition to the 
above mentioned vegetab"ble., they also cultivated in theee', nreee tomatoes, 
pimentoes, garlic, but mainly iittuos. In these gardensp intensive 
tertilizin, g(humen and animal mannure) is required beoause of the 
/Vsz gexa... 
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Villagarlo desire to obtain several crops per yoarf for rnarq 
consecutive years* Lottuoo, whose cultivation alternates öy 
rotation with that of cucumbers, particularly needs fortilicerot 
In these areas werd found IMlinue r largo population of p zrn ea 
in the drainage watoro On tho' oourzjo followed 'L the drains, coma 
ponds are dug which are used for washing the vegetables before 
carrying theca to the market. The remains of the vegetables after 
washing conntkuto an abundant food for Bulinus and rmaoa. In the 
noantirno excess waters from those Cardona permanently supply water 
for owa'nps and ponds noorIVO 
Cýttla bracding areaso 
Livootock are abundant in the oultivatod area,,, consisting 
of about 20,000 equines (horco, donko ap mules), 309000 bovines 
(oxen and buffaloes), 15,000 Croats and most impofttant about 100,000 
cheep. Those animals directly atiootibd the ecoloC7 of Dulinus and 
1, naoa, because thoy usually drink stator from the canals causing 
leaks which food stagnant watorponda. Also their oxoxota fill waters 
with organic matter which is tavourablo for snail brocdiug. Iinally 
all those animaln1 particularly buffa1ooo may carry bulinid snails 
in the 
. mud which utiok 
to their feat and body a may thorofore 
afford those snails an opportunity to be dieoemi, nated. rather f 
WAY from their original breading places,, 
/Cl y pigs.... 
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O1 n,,.... 'tea, 
q; ay>, pW, a coneidorablo part of the life of the villagers. 
It is the main material for wall building and when mixed with otraw,, 
t for roof l" ft in used for making several utonsiles broad ovonog 
anirsa . mangers, nests for setting hona# vococle of various forma 
and capacity, particularly individual storing plaooo for corn:, 4, In 
order to have clay available at + 4º time, the peasants die pits 
near the yill e to which thoT convey either the drainage water of 
a ncarl garden, or the water from an irrigation canal, The slow 
sedimentation of water in theme ponds allows for sorting of the olay 
particles which settle on the rougher grains of sande. Theo* ponds 
are rapidly invaded 1 miorocoopio algae, thou by aquatic vegetation. 
Thoy coon booorae of no use as clay pits but they arc not filled up. 
All thooo ponds oonotituto snail breading place which are all the 
more danCorouc as their bw o ma v easily 'bo used for hurnon and 
animal dofaeoation. 
8.114Gmatobium, S. bovin And Q. tuxkorittn kurt are the only 
t a1i , oohiwtooopea ooaurine in the Khuzostn onde io circa. 
Q. turk®ntaniaurn and 8. bovie ooours mostly in xrun1inanto,, the 
PDCvalonOG. of O. turkeott asieum in hi har than 2. . ti. haenatobium 
is the only human aohictocomes and tharo too no ovidence of animal 
iiItOation with this p' ite. 
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MLP1 tIAL AND GENERAL METHODS 
Sohistosom. s, 
The four species of "chistoeonier used were maintained in 
the laboratory in the following 'hosts r 
Ornithobilharzia turkestanict (Skrjabin, 1913) ? riom, l929. 
An Iranian strain freshly isolated from naturally infected 
cattle vas maintained in lj2Ma9& g droaiana and salvos. 
Schistoooua bovis $onsino, 1ß76o 
An T*snian strain freshly isolated from naturally infected 
oattl" was maintained in Bu lius truncatus aM calves. 
Schl tö oma taamatobium Bilharz, 1352, 
An Iranian strain £reehly isolatsct from naturally infected 
buman urine after paacage was maintained in Bulinus trunýtua. 
Schirto omjj ui&'bün, 19O7. 
A Puerto Rican strain originally ieýlatsd f: raý 'ten was 
maintained in Aio phaieria labre emä albino mice. 
/sil&iio, 000* 
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Snai Yf 
Lymnaea gedr. A laboratory colony was established 
from a batch of wild snails collected from the field. This snail is 
the most susceptible snail to Q. turkestanicum in Khuzestan, 
Bulinus trunoatus, A solory was built up from the local 
wild snails in laboratory. This snail is susceptible to the both local 
epagiea of uohistosomeo bovir and 5. haamatobiun in Khuzes sn. 
Snail. vulture 
The snails were reared in the laboratory in plastic tanks 
( 14 x8 x-8 inches ) containing stored river water ani weeds with a 
fine gravel substratum. Light was adequate and water temperature 
ranged-. from 25-2700. The aquarium water was changed wherever nsoesearv 
from a main storage container of deahlorinated river water. The snails 
were fed daily on dried and fresh lsttuoe with ocoasional addition of 
powdered barley and rice seedse Oceaeionally the tanks were infested 
by the tree-living neziºtoäea1 Chaeto, aeter epp. and Cyprodo sir and 
aometimes by a brownish growth on the sides of the tanke believed to 
/be of bacterialr""" 
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be of bacterial origin anti harmful for growing snails Norlelland, 1 q64), 
which necessitated alearing out the tea. 
Snail infection 
Fttocoü, from infooted large animals were diluted in 0.9 % 
saline and 44aved through a ufre mesh to separate the large particles 
and repeatedly eedinwnted until the supernatant became clear, about 
25 minutes being allowed for each sedimentation. A final washing with 
ice-e©ld water was mate to remove traue of saline. After the final 
washing the sediment vas poured into petri"dishee, diluted with 
dechlorinatsd fresh water at 30°C. and placed undor a strong light. 
Miraoidia hatched in a few minutes. This technique was also used for 
determining prepatent periods of O. turkeetanicum and 8. boovvi_a_ in ruminants. 
The miracidim were tr*nsforred by a Puuteur pipette to a. 
watch glass # 3uai1® 4-6 .' site were added ar4 . kept 
for over 4 hQUI? B 
under adequate light and tsmp+xat vre. Intecod snails WSro kept in 
big plastic tanks at 2y-27°ft. until they started to shad casrcariss. 
/ shedding ... 0 
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8h dding and counting Of cercarias 
At least 100 snails infected with 5-7 miracidia were used 
for the cerearial ehsddinß. The snails were put in 250m` beaker 
containing fresh water at 270C. and exposed to direct bright sun light 
to stimulate o®rcarial shedding. After 2 hours the cercarial suspension 
was separated from the snails and the number of oercarias per ml, were 
counted by the ninbydrin staining technique of MoClelland(1961). 
Exposure of rodents to cercariae 
A variety of small rodents and carnivores (laboratory 
bred and wild caught) were exposed to cercariae of O. turkeetanicur in 
Us laboratory. Before expueure to cercariae the animals were left 
for about 20 minutes In warm water to stimulate the evacuation of 
faeces and urine which might ultimately reduce the viability of the 
oercarise (Azim and Watson, 1948) " The animals were exposed to infections 
with a Counted number of c roariae in a glass jar for about one hour. 
Reoover7 "ýý" 
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Rroovsry of adult worms from rodents 
The perfusion technique deacribed by Smithers and Terry 
(1965) was used. The animals were anaestketized by injecting a done 
of O. 5 ' beparinizod nambutal intraperitoneally. The perfusion 
solution was prepared by adding 15 gram* of sodum citrate to one litre 
of 0.9 of saline. The animal was akirmQ , the thoracic and abdominal 
cavities were opened and part of the rib, were removed to expose the 
heart. The animal was suspended on the vertical plate of theppporatua, 
the portal vein was alit open and a perfusion nasale wau inserted into 
the left ventricle of the heart. The pressure for pertuaion was 
provided by a rotary pristaltic electric pump. The perfuaed worm 
collected on a fine wire mesh and were then transferred to a jetri-dish 
containing Wine for counting. The bowels and livers were removed 
SM washed in saline to collect sny adhering worms. The liver was 
then crushed between two glass plates to detect arty remaining forms. 
After perfusion the liver and bowel were preserved in the deep-freeze 
for egg oounts 
Tissue egg counts xodente 
The pepsin digestion method of Nelson it. al (1966) was used. 
/T liver 
*. 
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The liver and bowel were digested separately. Each organ was minced 
and transferred to a polythene flank containing the digestive fluid 
(1 % pepsin and 0.5 % JIM in normal saline), After an incubation 
period of 16 hours at 37°C. %ie dineated tissues were precipitated 
in conical urine flasks for 30 minutest after which the supernatant 
decanted and 25 
1" 
of 0,5' % by'doxide eodüm was added to dissolve arty 
remaining undigested tissues. Three 4.1ml* samples were taken by a 
McDonald pipette for counting the eggs after agitating the whole 
saiºple. 
Iifeetiön of large ani loy 
For Infecting the large animals carcariae were collected 
from at least 100 infected- snails. Different species of animals 
(calf, sheep, goat and buffalo-calf ) aged 7-9 months were used after 
repeatedly examination of faeces to ensure freedom foam ertiy ecbistonome 
infections. 
Th. 1arge ani"Is were - iAfootoä by toot immrsion- technique I 
the right front leg of the animals were closely clipped by electric 
/hair aaipperrj .... 
"}res ý' 
a' 
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ýý 
Plate, I 
ftiotograph ill'sstrating t'ks infection technique used for 
exposing large animals to sereariae. 
By this technique recovery rates of up to 70% for S. bovis 
sM 48% for O. turksstaniota were ashisoe&a 
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hair clippers, wMaod aM oleaned with warm water. The leg up to 
about 3 inches above the knee was then is isrssä in"a thick polythsns 
bag containing the oeroarial-suspension. The upper part of the bag 
was tied-firmly-to the-leg to prevent loss of the ceroarial nuepenoion. 
The animals were immobilized by tying the foot together and they were 
kept still for '45 minutes (es. Part, I). 
Recovery 
_of 
adult worms from large animals 
The animals were starvad for 12 hours before autopsy to 
avoid raving to deal with a full and distended rumen. The animals 
were killed by "xaan« triation and to prevent the shift of the adult 
worms to livers no anaesthetic was used. Fast bleeding of the animals 
Prevsnted air significant clotting of the blood in the mesenteric and 
portal veinn$ 
A 4idp+vantz'al incision was than made and the abdomen was 
'Opened. The worm recovery teobnigee was similar to that used by 
Cheever (1966) on human cadavers, Wormy were recovered eoparate1y from 
the liver and msaenteric veins in the following manners The viscera 
were "moved 
s,, 
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wore removed on bloc from oeeophagus to rectum end the rectum was 
ligated. e russen,, abamasum aM rrtioulum were than removed fx'c t the 
intestine. The rest of the viscera including lunge, liver, small, and 
large- intestine ware, than tra sferrwd= to the laboratory. The liver and: 
] ung r. z. separated from the intertinna= and, the liver aM intestine 
gare, perfus. & eep&rrately. Before perfusion a wsdge of liver tissus - 
was removed for histological study. 
A glass cannula with a nylon tube connector van inaertod 
into the inferior versa cave. above the liver for perfusion of 'the liver 
in a direction reverse to that of the blood flow, 7-10 litres of tap water 
were used, the liver was massaged intermittently during rtusion. The 
liver gras tbon sliaed to collect any remaining parasites and rinsed 
1-4 tap water to remove adherent warms. 
The mosenteriee were also perfumed. Firnt the small intestine 
Irere removed from the mesentery (After pushing all the wnx in 
eapi11e veins on the surface of the intestine into 1ttr wr branohea 
of rae$enteria veins), The meaenterio veinri were then prrfuse from the 
Portal vein in a retrograde manner after cutting trio nesenteria veinn 
near their *0,0 
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near their insertions to the bore],. The free margin of the mesentery 
was massaged during perfusion to help expel the uorr . The major 
branches of the mesenteric veins were then perfused individually. 
The colon and caecum were then removed and the veins in this area 
separately searched for the warms aM pushed out by a needle pressure 
on the surface of the veins. The intestines were placed in a separate 
container and the muooea was separated from the bowel wall by hand 
and noarcbod for any worms remaining in the voins. 
In general there were about 10 litres of fluid from liver 
perfusion and 20 litres from, intesine, The fluids were eeived through 
a no. 100 gauge wire mesh to aeparate the worms, Worma were transferred 
to Petri-distusg males and fwma10i ware oauat. d separately. 
Tiomue egg count: in large animals 
Titres portions of liver weighing 20 grazer each werd taken 
from each animals from the portal tract and the peripheral areas of 
both the right and left lobes, were minced and diges#od in 10 volumes 
of 4.5 %% P©ta sium hydroxide in saline water for 5.6 hours at 50°C. 
/Three. 
*ý 
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Throe 4.1mß'' samples taken by MacDonald pipette were counted. The 
dean nursber of eC per gram of liver fron the 9 specimens was taker, 
on the egg count per cram of liver. 'A total of 13 orcanet lung, liver, 
apleoni rumon, retioulum, omaeuml nbom uzn, duodenum, jejunum, ileum, 
caeouu, colon and rotzt= wore loolatod: The contents 1 the digestive 
tract were washed out. From each part LO groom verp digested in 
poteesuni hydroxide (Zoff) as described before and egg counts were 
performed* 
Faecal e count in 1, r is animalo   IWiWlýýll ýWW1W 
A single specimen of 10 Crams of faeces was taken and 
diluted in 10 % formol saline and a few drops of glycerol wore added to 
removo the eggs from adherent partiales. After 30 minutes samples 
were soivod throuch a mesh to separate ier o particles* After seivine 
they were cedimonted for 30 minutes and repeated several times in 
normal saline to clear the sediments. After a final wach the samples 
Wore made up to 50 ' with water and 7-10 samples were taken by 
MacDonald pipette and the egge were countod 
Post mortem e . na. iox of anima1o 
for 
natur xi eoj n 
ination5 were carried, out ter tranailluminMine tho 
cneuontorio veins with a strong direct 2i ht. This toohnique sooMot 
/to bo vc x' '.... 
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to be very effective an even a single schiotooome worm could 
be readily detected IV this method. The heavily infected org= 
gore transforrod to the laboratory for the further porf ion of 
the adult worms and tissue egg counts as described above. Aioo, 
other organs of infected animals particularly livor were carefully 
examined, groats pathological changes were recorded and pieces of 
different tissues were taken for histological studies' 
i 
PART I 
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STUDIES ON ORNITTTOBILItARZIA TtRK'ESTA! tTCUU 
( RRSAB r . 191) PRxaE, 1929. 
C«.. 
ý. 
PT, Fei 
, 
Z. 
T ODUCPION 
Tho igcnus Ornitht bilharaia wo originally domcribod ter 
Rudolphs (1ß19), and Odhner (1912) from Rod Sea birds., The related 
blood fluke which was first found by Bkrjnbin (1913) in cattle in 
Rursarian Turkestan first called 3 hiet t; r Orton , but 
Price (1929) transferred s. tu koetaniau i to the c^onuar Ornithobilhorzia 
(Odhner, 1912) and called it Ornithobilhartia turkootanicum on the 
basis of its morphological similarity to other species of that 
genuar. no nuaCested that in view of the morphoiogioci relationship 
of O. turkostnnicum to species ooouring Im birds it may be assumed 
that thin paracito may be only an accidental and facultative 
parasite of cattle and sheep that they co arnormally parasites in birds 
of acme sort. Further to$onomio codifications were proposed by 
Butt and Srivastava (1955) who euggeatod trannforing the mammalian 
Ornithobilh , species to a now gonue called Orientobilharmiar 
while Le Roux (1958) proposed the name I obiiherein. 
A still-cOQtttniO ... 
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4. urko aniciun has boon rocordod by Popov (1926) 
from the cat in Razokotcn= by Tadrgiwa (1931) in mongolian cattlol 
Ir Maoi±attio and Chadwick (1932) and Maofattisr (1936) in large 
enimala ih Iraq; - by bra 
(1938) fron sheep from North China; by 
Ab4i; sual; um and Barvar (1952) from a sheep in Patriot= at 6500 foot 
above sea lovoll IW Srivastava and Triaal (1957) and Dutt et al 
(1964) from cattle in India; by ßoov (1944), Lavrov of al(1964# 
1967), Tuaov ('19409 Zakhrylov (1964)1, and Aoimov at 1(1965,1966, 
1968) from various part of the southern USSR. WIen'borg and Lona (1966; 
reported Q. t_nkostaniou-m from field rats in the South Turkoy. 
Q. tu o nia i fas first reported fror Xhuzeotan, Iran ' yr the 
23ilharziaaia Pilot Project (1962) t and later by Sabbaghicn 1 4.00 
(1964) and Artaa 1(1965) from largo anißal. o. 
'rho wide distribution of ®. tn) koet iaur. ý in 8huzootan 
and the economic importance of the paraoito in ruminants 
necessitated the present detailed studies on different aspocto of 
this paraoi'te in various laboratory and domestic animal . 
i 0RPflQLA0Y OP O TUR ; ST tdlCÜJS 
male! 
Lon h 2»10 oo ophmgus ebow3 only one posterior 
/dilatation 
.... 
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Lilstation. Tb. oral, rnak r 14 aubteratIL.. l cover d Uritb apin+s. 
The testis varies in awebw from 50.90 and occupy the intraarural 
space, starting some what bobirA the ssstabuluu sit continuing is 
about the middle Of the body. In ventlßl View tW 40 0" ße 
trasswru]. 7. r1oxst44 par eb*prd bodies arrsn8Pd to two intearlooking 
rtrwg, with their narrow on" pointing towards the Lid liz* of the 
body. The test on do not stain deeply with waeta- armim SWAiDS 
M ac, can be came i like other ahinta o o: The mv]or of o. t rk 
diititguishad from ml" of gehistoo-omm by mir arsi, 1. r site and 
t)i* largo numbor of t utoa. 
LO wt 
langtb 2"(i ' o. «opha us in simple. The on csac m, 
extends for pore than half thi length of the body add diyid. s in the 
anterior halts *Yar7 is situated anterior to the o*eeal union 
and it a spiral, cleated aM anteriorly coiled ar, o This vitollaria 
consist of rounded folliolea situated an eitbar side of the iat08tian1 
*"cum* The avlduot starts fror the paitoriar exi Ltty Of Us ov º 
sttcr w shrvt winding vour, s p"&** into the uterus wbiab 
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continuous anteriorly between the two intestinal oase&, and contains 
only a single egg. 
Tb. egg usually bears a blunt spins at the one pole and 
a roughly nipple-shaped appendags at the other and; This appendage 
may brnä away from the axis of the seg ; Plata, 2 ). ' aggs are of 
variable shape, mostly elongated and oval and about 7611 x 261 "iss, 
immaturs sgge being smaller in sire. Females of q. t1rxeetanioum can 
be distinguished from Females of Sohietosoma by the smaller size a ui 
eingi" typical intro-utartns egg and spiral ovary. 
The females are u*ually in copula with the males and 
therefor it is difficult to a*i then $ because they ae completely 
hidden in the gpaesophcx'ic canal. Smstimur, prticul. ar2y in the 
small laboratory animalsp two or more females rre Been in the 
anaroophoric oval of a single =I** Wo agrooä with UacHattia (1936) 
that the "tubsrsulate" appsazanoo of the worr= ißt duo to montra. tion 
Of tb. autioule of the sß, 1" worms during fixation # and we did not find 
/any of the... 1 
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any of the tuberoulat" d. turkestanicun, xefered to by BbAlorao (1932)9 
The miraCMta of n. turkestaniawn are very active and move 
rapidly in water. They +. t b" distinguished from 8. bß and ; ,. 
Ywa. maý, __ 
tob1t 
airacidis under the low power of the dissecting microscope by their 
smaller eise and fart movement. TM percentage of "ggs with majurs 
mtrasidia in the intestinal wall and liver of ruminants was low and 
most of the eggs were excreted without a fully developed miraoidia. 
The aiz. of immature air in the faces was auch smaller than mature 
eggs with a viable airacidia" 
The oercariw of , 
g1: ýturkertaniawa is aphar rn6. &, brsylfuroate 
diatom. with no eye spots, tM osraariae are disohar d . from the 
snails in " puffs " em»ýrgenos usually takes place at early morning 
and it Is most rapid in direct sun4light. Tho cerosria. didLOOowe i 
no predilection for the aub-eurtaoe position as shown by the, Sbovts 
and 5.3 ntobt aeres riari but were fairly w. 1l distributed throu&h- 
out the water and after sometimes most of the o. raarias were found 
resting on the bottom of the tube. The oerearias of Q. t krnt. rºj0 
is s7cf 3chistosom. s oero riae always progress bead. first, 
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CHAP E 
STUDIES 
_ 
011 ' PRFVA. LE1CE AND T lT 7TSXTY 
0. TUf1 EST CCUf III DOMESTIC Al ALS 
TA-,, KlU MAT, ANIS 
INTRODuc r'oN, 
ö. turcoataniour is provalont in Khnzoctan, couth oot of 
Iran. In Rhuzootcn, tho moat affected area, is in the northern and 
control parts ( D©zfu1, Chuohtar, Masjid-i-Solaii on, Ahwos and 
Daoht-Niahou ) .` In the southern part ( Abadan, Khurramoh r and 
Shrdogan )the parasito is rare booauco there im no animal raising 
practice and also no suitable brooding places for the onail 
inter diato hoot exist ( Soo Map, 1. ). 
I other parts of Iran it can be assumed that share is a 
patchy distribution of d. iurket tank irt. In northern Ireton near the 
Ttxrlcastan and Cauoasue areas whore Russian invectigatoro have 
reported a high provalenoo of Artaa t, ß(19ö5) 
reported One case of O. turlcesj i+c , info Uon in cattle aiauchiOred 
In a Teheran abattoir apparently on inaiinC from this area. Lice 
Ale-Dawoad (1963) reported infootion in 419 cheep and 4/8 cattle 
/axiincd,,.. 
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examined in the Da'6o10ar abattoir in the Caspian , rea(north of 
Iran). Furthermore 2/8 cows and Q/11 eheop were found infeoted 
in the Esfahan abattoir in -the central part of Iran. 
The Esfahan infection map have originated in Zhuzoetan 
due to tho'uoaaonal migration of Ba. htiari tribes with their herds 
From Esfahan area to Xhuzooton in their aearoh for win*tbr pasture. 
The infeotiona in northern Iran probably originated from couthorn 
8usoia: as 
, PERL&L An IMTTIOD3, 
A total of 632 cattle, 607 shoep# 89 goats and 96 
buffaloes were examined in Doztul and , shwas abattoirs in oeeroh 
of eohiwtoromesi infection. Twenty *no heavily infected. cattle and 
12 sheep in different e4o Groups were perfused and tissue egg 
counts wore performed. 'ßofore perfuoion, s=pies fron Liver, and 
Cut worn taken for hiotopatholoeioal studies. The oonditiom of 
the animals and their sex and plane of on n were recorded. 
Animals ( u0u417 cheep und fpato ) wl4oh were from outoido the 
Zhuzoetan area were not included ire the data, , 
We also, uzen 
other gala. which died dorm this period in the crow inolu4in * 
Four doni: oyot one wild boar, 2 foxy*. to 3 coon ooeaa. 
/Rorm1i`aa, + 
so 
RESULTSp 
Prevalence, 
g. tur : eat iM 18 pravnlont among cattle and eheop in 
the villcgoB in t? l most of the irrigated areas in xhuzestan 
( Tablet, 1. } thou, it is difficult to ascribe infection to 
precise villaCes 8 animals are watered at snail breading tlaoce 
eituated in different areas, Infection , rates of 31.6 
% and 25.0 % 
were found in the Worthut pat (Doefu and.. Shushtar) and central 
part (Ahwas and Dasht-41ishan) of Xhtzoet -reepeotively, '. whereas 
no infection wore found in Abadan and Khurrwnuhahr (southern part). 
Tablep shows the prgiv . lenoe of O, * tzrke tanicum in the 
different type of hooto in the northern part of Xhuzcbtan. The 
infection rate in cattle, sheep, coati and "buffaloes wall 30,3 %ý 
15«6 %, 6.7 % and 2.1 % roopeotivol7, 
ddult wo e4QVoricý 
A total of 21 cattle and 12 sheep hoovil. y'infootod with 
9«turkOst mit in were porfuofkd end tunte ej oounta wore porformed" 
Tho cattle Vero otudied in 3 oupo too6rdino to th it aCo ( Tabico, 
3r 4,5 ii whoop ware at tad in' ^ beparAto 'iO eoüp C T+ blob, 6,7)o 
The data on cattle and choopg oolloctod from Aay 196qß to ilaptOE, bor 
1970, ohowed that the number of worsia and the number of es,, e per 
/cram..., 
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crem of tioouoo deolinod con idorabljr in the oldoet cattle. In 
ehoop however, no ouoh reduotion was observed ('ig. 3y 3 j. 
The number of worms in the mo oratorio wins of catf1, o 
varied fron 2 to 7374 and in sheep varied From 2 to 722, E In cattle 
the mean -number of corms was 1168: 312 fron the 1-3 years old ado 
group! 1823 1749 from 3-5 yearn old ace group and 764 t 252 from 
the 5-7 years old ago group ( Tableo# 3,4,5 ). In sheep the 
mean worm burdens was higher in the 3.5 years old ( Tables, 6,7 ). 
Tissue egt*'"oaun4ef r ii nrr+rýrýrý ýý. rýnar+r 
I= cattle the #imaue ogg oounte deolined with the ages, 
but 1n sheep ihcre W , alightly inan'otaed with ae 
(Soo TAbicm, 
2.7 ý" 
'The nw bcr of egge pier Crag öf ios ueu' is ccttle was 
hlcieot in the 1.3°1eariu, old. aea group with a me= of 6151= 298 
ogas per Cram in tl a.. liver and. 1149 : t, 
137,05 
PCUGO per , rrAm In the 
cnctl Intestine. In the 34 gears old see group 166 43 og 
ware found In liver ,. 7339 
13455 eggo in the o mall intostinö. 
In tha 5-7 ye a old a group fewer oC&v were raaovered(i23±71 oggD 
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Per grave of liver and 1444 - 628 eggs per gras of small intestine), 
There were no egge in the large intestine and other organs, and the 
number of eggs in ileum was V1ry law compmd with the high number 
found in the duodenum. The pattern of ", g densities relation to the 
aga of sattle and sheep ax. shown in Fig. 3i a" 
DISCUSSION, 
PrRSº 
; tost of the sattle, sheep, goats tend buffaloes slaughtered 
in Disful abattoir were brought from the northern part of Xausestan 
and the annals slaughtered in Abwas abattoir wer. brought mainly 
from the Dasht- i. hsn ar. s. In the south of Xhuzestan (Abadan and 
Khurruisäabr) the uni lo cam* vainly trot outside Khus. etan from 
Kazezun, Behbahan and Ker hsh. 8ehistosomis recovered from the 
ruminants were mostly 2. tuack st ani wx an indtoated by the small 
$is" of the worms and shape of the *Cgs. 
fiä* Leval+lw. of D. turkestaniaur in oxttla was higher than 
/iil Ctb0T a. ao 
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in other ruminants ( cattle 30.3 , sheep 15.6 goats 6.7'' and 
in buffaloes 2.1 4) in spite of the tact that the laboratory experiments 
( nos chapters 3) sbowet that goats are as susceptible to this parasite 
as sheep. The low prsralsnoe of infection in goats may be this to 
their habits avoiding unnecessary contact with water, kneeling on their 
for. logs at the edge of the bank while drinking and not standing in 
it an other animals so often do. Only 2 very light infection with 
immature worms were found in buffaloes. In sontrast to goats buffaloes 
spend most of the time in very close contact with infested water bodies, 
resting inside swamps and ponds for a long period Ovexy day. Subsequent 
laboratory experiments showed that buffaloes are Very poor hosts for 
O. turkeetantaan compor. d with outtle and cheep. 
There are certain disarepannaiee between those results and 
those of previous workers* For example MaeHºttis (1936) reported 
that in the Marsh-Arab area of Iraq(near the Dasht'tishan area in 
Khuwetan) about 84 % of the ania&ls were infeoted with Q. turkeetanicum. 
Again, Artaa tai (1965) reported up to 69 % of cattle, 25 of sheep, 
35 % of buffaloes and 100 % of goat. in tho Disful aroa4 in Xhtzestan 
VNl: $ *so. 
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rare - infected with . 
ýa rk ý anioi The disezepanoise ate' as duo 
to their --data bs1; basod on apparon l 311 and oeaoiatod animals 
fromýr*strist `arssS rather tbin`b. ing random samples fom the general 
animal populations as in tbt pr. a. nt observations. 
I ity, 
The vors. load aßä tissue egg counts declined with inereasing 
age in the cattle suggesting that tb q develop soss degree of 
resistance to infection. This effect was demonstrated experimentally 
in eaiver ( see Fart, II ). In contrast in sheep there wes no eueb 
r. duetion, it was later shown that the iiaune response is less well 
developed in ebeep. 
Th. *oet striking result of the tissu s 099 Counts WAS the 
pattern of distribution in the different organs. The duodenum bad the 
highest egg dennitise the liver showed relatively l(* egg counts 
ssp. aially in oattl" where this organ was loss aft'aateä than is sheep 
aM goats. The large intestine aas sntirel7 free frcia eggs. This 
/oontraats,.. 
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contrasts with S. bovis, ß. eaani and,,. japonißum in definitive 
hosts wheats the large intestine is the most favourable site of egg 
deposition ard the liver is =oh am affected. 
The other animals ermined, did not seen to be important 
hosts, although one of the douksys and the wild boar had a few worse. 
Nome of the mongooses "d fox.. were infeofed. 
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Table, I 
Distribution of O. turkestanicu* in Cattle 
in the Khuzestan area 
Looalft7 Total tto, Total 110 . PcroontaCo of 
examined positive infootion 
Uorthorn 512 162 31#6 
Part 
Central 120 30 25,0 
part 
southern 80 00 
part 
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Table, 2 
P"val. enc, of A. turkestanicwn, in the ruminants 
in Khuzestan, Iran. 
Type of 
animal 
Total No. 
of cnimulo 
o . nod 
Total Na. 
of positive 
Porconta o 
of 
infection 
cattle 632 192 30.3 
cheep 607 95 15.6 % 
coats 69 6 6.7 % 
buf'faloo 96 2 24 % 
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Fig. 2 8. 
Hietogras showing the decline with, age in the 
densities of 0. turkestanicum eggs in the tissues 
of naturaly infected calves. 
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Fig. 3d 
Histogram showing the increase with age in the 
densities of O. turkestanicu* "ggs in the tissues 
of naturally infected sheep. 
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Cgº 
PARASITOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS ON EXPERT NTALLY 
INYJ CTED URGE ANIMAä. 9. 
m rBoDUCTION, 
During the p. at few years ins rsaaing interest bas been 
taken in the study of . cbato. omiari. of ruminants baosuse of the 
economic importance of the disease. Previous studies on &. tugrksstaniouae 
have been concerned either with the snail hosts (Dutt 11 a&-It 1964 and 
Lzinov 
jtt., 
1 968) 0 or with the "pide*iologor ad lathol of naturally 
inf"Ctod anivAl" (Asimov; 1965 aM 1966, Lwraw 11; 11' 1967)" But the 
full lit. -history of the parents beet not been Adequately studied in 
täa laboratory, the follcNing observations were made to sluoidati the 
behaviour of the par" Ito in the d. tinitive hosts. 
to ial and , 
Eight calvsat 5 sheopr 2 goats, ans buftalo"oul. f and on* 
young wild pig were exposed to O. tukutaniaura, oaaroaariaa in the 
/laboratory.... 
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laboratory, to determine the infectivity and pathogenicity of parasite. 
At the same-time some of the animals were used for immunologieal 
studier (a.. Pasts III) " 
The animals were obtained 1osa11 and were 7ý9 *ontbr old. 
Repeated ezinationPof the faeces wire made to ensure that they were 
free from sohiatoaose infections 
The salves and abeep were divided into 2 groups. Group I 
included 5 calves aid 3 sheep which they were autopsied 9 weeks 
after exposure to O. turkestaniaum oeroariac. Group II includöA;; 3 
calves and 2 sheep autopsied 18 weeks after exposure to the initial 
exposure of ®. turkestanioum oeraarias. Two goats, on* buffalo calf 
and one young wild pig were exposed-to O. turkeltanioua oereariae 
and were autopsied 9 weeks later. 
The prepatsnt periods of the infeetione vere dotes ined by 
the laical egg hatching technique of 8tand. n (1949). The daily egg 
output in the fasco was "x rýaýd ° air (eggs p rýdJ4) .: a ci a1ýro as 
(egge per fetale°worm per-day) byfloolieating'approximately Overnight 
faecal speoimens from sash anima kept ii ivi&uai11 im r eleaa boxing 
room. The total daily *ga xtuation divided by the rAmb*r of female 
worms recovered giving approximately the number of eggs in the faeces 
per female worm. /Uee 1t..... 
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MIRS t 
Pyre patent period., 
The prepat. nt periods of O. turkestanicun in the different 
hosts (oalvos, sheep, and goats ) are shown in Tables $. The prepatent 
period appeared to be unaffected by the type of host and varied from 
43 q. ä. day's. The numbers of eggs in the first days of their passage 
( as , judged by the number of hatching miracidia were very low, then 
increased gradually. Throughout the propatent period the animals were 
healthy, but with the appearance of eggs in the faeces there was a 
rapid de (ioration in their condition. 
Infectivity, 
The infectivity of 2. ture tanaum to the different typos 
of host were determined Brom the adult worse resovsred. In calves the 
mean r. oowsry rate war 37.6 %, In sleep 53.9 % and. in goats 22.5 % 
set Table 9-12)" 
In the buffalo the worm return was =4- 9.6 %1 in the, wild 
pig infected with 5,000 ceroerioe+ ashy 26 - immature wom were 
recovered. Furthermore, the worms, recovered from the =. buffalo, and pig 
were smalleü than. normal aoarma.. i': 
/Distribution.... 
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4 
Distribution of adult wormsp 
Some differences were noticed in the distribution of the 
worms in the differcht hosts ( Table, 13 )o Very low number of worms 
were recovered from the hepatic veins ( 3.1 ga in calves, 8.3 % in sheep 
and 5.2 % in goats ) compared with a large number in the'mesenterio 
veins, particularly the veins from the duodenum, ( 96.9 % in calves! 
91.7 % in sheep and 9a. ß % in goats )o No worms were detected from 
the inferior mesenteric veins. The unpaired worms in the liver were 
smaller than paired males in the mesenteric veins. 
Faecal *j ohs. 
The daily egg output of Q. turkestanio in different- hosts 
are given in Table 8, indicating that the mean number of 6991 Per 
gram of faeces per day was higher in cattle than sheep and goats, 
179 142P 37 *4 and 59 *1 respectively. The daily egg output in the 
faeces per individual female worm wasalso higher in calves than in 
sheep and goats ( 203 in calves, 52 in sheep and 82 in goats at 63 days 
after exposure to ceroarias, Table, 14 )' No signifioan decrease of 
egg output was observed at 128 days after exposure to the cercarias, 
but with obovis there was ,& considerable deolino in egg output in 
faeces as the duration of infection sac prolonged (see Ct, II ). 
/di t ibution of eggs.. r" 
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Distribution of ewe in the visceral or s 
The duodenum was the portion of the alimsntasy tract most 
intensly involoved as a site of egg deposition ( Tables 15,16,17 ). 
The density of eggs declined gradually in the jejunum and few eggs 
were found in the ileum. The large intestine was entirely free from 
eggs. As are shown in Tabls, l3v app oximately 97.7 ýP^ 99 % of egg. 
in c&l. vesp 89 %- 90.8 % in sheep and 79.4 o eggs in goats wort 
found in the small intestine particularly the duodenu*. The liver 
showed very low egg counts in calves (1 %"2.5 % )' but much higher 
egg counts were recovered in sheep ( 9.2 %- 11 %) and in goats 
( 20.6 4 )e 
The distribution of eggs in the different eta of the 
liver (left lobe, right lobe and portal tract area ) showed no obvious 
differences. The other organs (lung, spleen, rumen, retioulumt 
omasum and abomasuai ) were tree from egge. In the buffalo only a few 
nonviable eggs were detected. 
DISCUSSSION r 
The - propatant" periods in ' the small : ena Burge , ruminant. 
varied from 43 to 46 days but it wee, 62 _da s 
in, T&, i iMM {a wild 
local rodent }. 
, 
/The calves.... 
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The saves aM steep showed a higher worm return than goats, 
buffaloes and wild pigs were poor experimental hosts for O. tgrkestanioumm, 
Our prevalence studies showed also the same differences in the naturally 
infected animals. 
" wormer always Outnumbered female worms and sine tits 
sercarias for infection were pooled from at least 100 heavily infected 
L. gedrosiana, this probably shown that male a. raariae outnumbered 
female soroariae in the original suspension, persumably there were 
more male larval stages in the snails. The rradaininu nse of the male 
warms in sxp rimental animals is well known, Girgss (1934) faun, excess 
male wom%s in the portal system of human cases in Egypt and Cheover(1960) 
touAd a slight pz. &ominanoe of gala worm. of  nsoni 
in humans. 
Wright aad 1. xm. tt(1967) Sou more malo worms in hamsters infested 
with a. baumatobium. Fairly t al(1930) found the mate, worms twice 
as MAY as the females In coats infected with Our cbservationi 
on expsri urntally wA naturs ly intaot. t &AJjnA3, a with tot 'u tanioum 
show*d am rksd pr. ciominan. e of iwiii- worms in di. ftsrtint hoats. ' h, s 
lei stier number of male worms in nature, ehr be due to more resist rice 
an& therefore longer survival of male oereariw than female eercariae 
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oar alt. rnativ. l7 the male miraoidUa may be mors sommon or mors 
inie. tiv. to the snails. 
Most of the worms were found in the t anum, declining in 
numbers from there' dann the intestine. No worms or eggs were 'found 
in s large intestine, The number of worms in the liver w" y rr l oar, 
particularly in ulvvs. 
Studien on the eg diatribution of various straits of 
S. a onisum, fi. s nscni sind 8!. haomatobiun, in the different orb of 
infected mina, hamster and rhesus monk y have shown that the pattern of 
egg distribution is a strain characteristic (Hsu aß, 1960; 8aoud, 1 %6; 
Wright and Bsnnstt, 19671 N. 1aon At sl , 1968). Hsu st al (1960) also 
suggested that distribution of eggs of sohistosonnss in the visceral 
organ. of its host are influenced by the species of the host and the 
intensity of the infection in the host. 
In our experiments the natural host$ of Q,, ir. stnni_ (ealýrsr, 
sheep and goats) were infected with the same number of ocrosriae but the 
resulting egg densities differed, in particular the livers of goats 
contained mangy more eggs than sheep and calwx. The pattern of dtatributian 
Of eggs along the alimentary canal was the same in different hosta f and 
the eggs were mostly deposited in the mucous membrane of the intestine, 
in the duodenum. /There... 
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There was also a olose correlation between the egg densities 
per gram of liver and the pathological changes which were more 
severe in sheep and goats than in calves ( see Chapter, 5 )f 
The number of egge in the faeoes per individual tamale 
worn was very high in calves (283 but lower in cheep and goats (52 
and 82 respectively ). This differences ere mainly dues to the largo 
amount of faeces produced by calves ( average 2,000 gram ) compared 
with sheep and goats ( average 700 gram per day), 
The daily egg output of 2, turkeotanioun per gram of 
faeoen are given in Tablo, 4 (179 in calves, 37 in sheep and 59 
in goats ) which calves passed mare eggs than sheep and goats, 
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? abler, 8 
pare itological behaviour of O. turkestanic= 
in Calves, Sheep and Goats 
7'pa, Na. of No, of Total Prepstent , w, w i'er gram 
of animal caraariae worms period (d+ s) 
of faeces per 
aninala recovered =s. E, 
da'63 daYS 
after exposure 
1 0,000 2272 44 133 
2 to 2550 44 215 
3 1236 43 150 
Calves 
4 1862 46 125 
5 5450 43 372 
6 3031 44 130 
moss 6,004 27374569 44'4 179,442 
1 5,000 1134 46 50 
2 2342 45 40 
Sleep 3 " 1847 43 30 
4 2219 44 25 
5 929 46 40 
l eýatt 5 000 16941248 44.8.0.5 374 
1 5,000 1165 46 58 
Goats 
2 1086 46 60 
Se- 50000 1125139' 4640 5911 
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Table# 13 
PoroontaGo diwtribution of vAulta and cep of 
O. turl: o__ 
____ 
n, in diffo ant orb of Calvois, 
s hoop and aoatQ oxporimontn1 infooto4. 
Typo 0 Duration Egg diotriburion ttorra diotribution 
of onicýrl nfoo°-ion 
WOO 
Livor Small Largo Portal f! ooontori 
4 intootino inteatino voin voino 
9 2.3 97.7 0 34 96.9 
Calvoo 9 2.0 99.0 0 
10 1.0 99.0 0 
9 12.0 89.0 0 8.3 91.7 
Shoop 
9*2 90,8 0 
Coate g 20,6 79.4 0 502 94l0 
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It 
CPýft2tIrTTTj`ý. L S UDIES ON TTE . 'SUSCEMBTLITY Iýrýrýw'rrirr ýýrýrr ý+rrýlýrý I  ýrirrrý4rýr. r r . +rrrrýwrý 
OF RODEfi1? 3 5MAL OARMIVORES A? TD BIRDS To 
4r2URMTANIctfll" 
I1'3T'RODUCTIbr, 
Thcoo stucijoo were made in anx effort to find a 
außooptiblo animals for the laboratory i aintonanoo of a. turkoatnniau, 
and to evaluate the usefulness of vrarioua hosts for invoati, ation 
of difforent phases in the biology of the parwiito under laboratory 
conditions. At the dams time it was hoped that the study micht 
indicate which if any of the wild z mnlo and birds in iuoootcn 
might be oapablo of trunoraiting,,. turkoet . nioun in natura. 
1ATF tIAL A2mD A'WITO $,, 
Most of tho wild aalr used in this e orimentss c6ro 
oomraon throughout tho lbuzeDtan provinoo$ 
Taterz invieft (corbi7 ) in VO carman in the mt$ivatod 
araas and hoar houDcr; N12indioa ( bandicoot )ß. s found in 
/ thO oultivateä.. 
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the cultivated areas near water oourooo; Ratttu o rates, the 
COfl 2ou house rat is found throughout the Khuzositan; Z raue , 
the Oomnon houeo aouoo is found in human habitations, and 
L©rpo1too app. (aongoooo )' inhabito canal bznba in cultivated 
o"roaa throughout the irrigation cyetomo in T huzootan. 
Common otrAy dogs and amts and difforent laboratory 
rodents ( albino mioa, h actor, rabbit and multixanmato rate 
n&, ) werd also used. Common dar ratio ducks and 
chicken it+ra also tested. 
The mamalm were exposed to different rn bcr of coroariao 
kr immorsion in coroariai suspensions* Among thooo animals only 
the mongooae was anaOothotiZed ( with chloroform ) before eiposure 
to oeroar . ash. 
The birds were OXaoaOd to oaroariae by paddling and 
also oarcari ouoponoion worn administered through the youth. 
Animals ware autopsied At Vaar$Ouo intervals to allow the poraaito 
to covolop" 
lis LTS I 
The racul t3 of exporimOntzü, infooiione of small r ma. rj 
and biro aro ehown in Tab1C9# 18,19. 
/T ho only.... 
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Tho only vtild rodent that dovelopod a fair good infection 
was Tat era in diva the local gerbil, this rodent lives very close 
to houses and fercas. A moderate percentage of the words were 
recovered as filly developed adults about 15.1 %P with propatent 
period of 62 days. Aproximatoly 15 % of the total eggs in the ": 
tißaueo contained fully developed rairaoidia 10 weeks after exposure 
to oeroariae. 
In the other wild rodents the numbers of worms recovered 
vzried from 1.8 ink au ua to 16.4 % in Nesýn indion 
( Tables 13 ). In other apooios numerous immature eggs were depooited 
in ýi. vor, but no viable eggs wore observed. Rattttuo rant and 
uý_ý_culuss wore very poor houto with the very I uature worm 
return of only 3.7 % and 1.8 % respectively. 
Of the usual laboratory animals, white mice, hmr. ster;, 
multin. an. mato rate anä. rabbits were all infected with parasite 
with recovery rates of 26.9 %' 34.2 %' 25.8 % and 21.0 % 
roepootivolyf but non of them produced viable 'ggr, 
one young dog 2 raontha old, 2 kitton4,3 mongooaoo, 
6 duke and one ohiclcon worn also exporimentally oxposod to 
/difforont.... 
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different number of 2. turkontv. ni. cu. m coroariao. The cats died 20 
days after cxpoouro to corcarian due to Some food toxicity. The 
do(, monuoe-3co and birds acre autonoioc! 10 to 12 wooko later, no 
ä. i-4y 0. tu.. rlcc tvnickm worm were detected. Thooo anmale woro 
thorcfor oc'nsidered ao insuocoptiblo to infootion with 0. turken t,.,, - 
( Thale, 19 ). 
D7, )CTJSýýIýý;, 
It has been known since the earlier investiGa-tio-na on 
suhistosoniiaNis thu± many domestic and wild a nimal. z arc rca. dily 
susaeptiblM to infection with cchictosomoc infecting main . and such 
animals servo as ma1nteiiance hoots and opocially for S. janoniqurn 
and so enhance trancmiosion to man ( soo Review by ITolcon 1969 am 
1971 ). A similar situation occur with oohistosomao of vote"; "' 
impor"canooý for example ". mat h ei and S. bovic in Africa of wlhic; 
may antolopco are natural hooto ( Lo Roux, 1930 ). i 
The oxporimontal infootiono reported hero cho! 7 that 
Tar,. ra ind i ca ire a moderately ouoooptiblo hoot for O. turkeotanic»: ~ ani 
oV shown by numbor of viablo cG, ^o in tho tit+ouoo and faccao. 
ir1itenborg and Lon£, y (1966) roportod O. turtootanioum from an 
/unidontifiod... 
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u"i/ entifioc1 field rat naturally infected in cauth Turkey in 
1930 ( preserved material ) and Arfaa of al (1965) recorded that 
Tatera indica was susceptible to infection producing viable ogge 
with a propatont period of 80-832 days. It in unlikely that this 
animal is a true mammalian hoot in nature in Khuzoatan. tiaofattie 
(1936) reported the dovolop1ng of ß. turkoetanicum in rabbit, 
Guinea pie and white mouse but only a few pairs of innature worms 
were produced with no egge in tiaauoo or faccoo. Azimov of al(1968) 
also reported that O. turkeetanioun, from Anau Darya in Unbokstan 
were developed to maturity in the rabbit. 
Tho laboratory maintonanoo of O. turkcstanic= in 
Tatera indioa proved rather difficult. This wild rodent does not 
brood easily in laboratory and stooks had to be provided from 
aniiala trapped in the field. It proved easier to maintain the 
parasite on oalveo or sheep. 
Tho roculto of the tvxvcy Of ma =ac in fl1 oDtan and the 
laboratory atudioo cu; cont that tho wild q=e play little port 
in maintaining thin infoction in naturo And that the only airnificant 
hooto are the dor ostio rtiinato+ 
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Toblo# 19 
The rovuito of oxpooina coollanoouo ani? ale 
and birds to the coroar1*ºe of Q"turkostarsiowý, 
Host No. Coroariao Duration Worm 
exposed of rooovOZ7 
Ranio lean irifootion ° tissue 
(wooks) 
aoucgs ntn 
Dog 1 5000 5000 10 0 
Cat 2 1000-200 1500 3 0 
Moz oora® 3 500-150 1000 12 0 
Doak 6 500.300 1000 10 0 
Chicken 1 3000 3000 12 0 
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CATER 5 
TIM, PAT OLOGYrrrOFr_ 17LT URALLY L DrEIPERU -ä2JLLY rrýrrrr"rrr ýrrrr ýýu. rýý rrYrrý rrr ýrr. r iirrý.. "" 
I1 T A, u 1rs 
INTRODUCTION, 
The present study was undertaken to assess the patholoCiCol 
oonaequano©e of O. t Ye$t ieum infootion in oxporirnentally 
infected oalveog, sheep and coats. Observations wore sled made on 
naturally infected animals inoludin, 21 cattle and 12 sheep heavily 
infected with ß. turkeotanioun collected from Dezf`a abattoir. 
RESULTS 9 
PATHOLOGY OF M PERDTF23 , 'AL INFECTIONS, 
CAL 
Ants-Hort®m o2M. ination! 
Tho clinical oonditions obaervoa in the 12 calves 
oxporiraontally inf©ctod with 0"tur-estanicwh could be divided into 
3 stages, the first etaCo characterized by restlessness and 
emaciation at the early prepatont period; the eooond stage mostly 
diarrhoea with Poettd faeces, haseh hair coat and hollow appearance 
of the .... 
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of the abdomen; the third stage was the recovery stage in which 
the acute manifestations disappeared and the animals showed eil 
of recovery. In conparision with S. bovie infections the acute 
stage in ß. turk©staniclun infection was vary short, mild and most 
of the calves recovered, but the emaciation persisted. 
Post-mortom examina-ion, 
There were s1i, ht serous effueionu in the abdbmina1 
cavity, thorax and some degree of by ropericardium. Lymph nodes 
were sightly enlarged and pigmontod., The liver chewed no obvious 
chango3 with no evidence of any minute greyish grtanolumata soon 
on the r urfaoa in O. trrkeotaniow, infections. The density of 
o. turOxeatanici m eggs per gram of liver was very low in comparieion 
with 8. bovi . The mosenteric blood vessels in the duodenum war© 
the most favourable site for adult worms and showed come degree 
of dilatation. The duodenum slightly swollen and some red focal 
lesions were observed in the muooea. The charaofiotio eggs of 
O. turkeetanioum were readily demonstrated in muoosal scrapings 
or the affected bowel ( Plate t3 
)e, 
Miorosoopio exam. ination, 
.......... ... 
O. turkootaniczum produood no oov©re patholo gy in tho 
calves liver. Zn nicroscopio pr®parations there was cone cellular 
/infiliaration.... 
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infiltration in the intrahopatio Spaces in early etacos particularly 
eoainophil infiltration. 
In they intestinal traotp the eggs wore found chiefly in 
the raucous membrane and oooaeionally in the iumenjo but not in the 
subaucosa as oharao ristio of A. bovviis infections ( Platen, 49 5 ). 
Xany of the eggs in the intestinal mucousa showed peculiar 
degeneration. They were distended and contained dead miraoidio and 
were surrounded by lyphoid cello (Plates 6 ). In Coneral the 
4. tuthestanioum infection in calvos was much less serious than in 
S. bovin infeotio4. It seems O. turkostanicurl`, ottor adapted to 
cattle than any of the other bovine schictosornos. 
s: EP 
Ante-mortem oxam nation, 
Sheep were more affeatod 17 O. turkeetaniaum thaw calves 
and the clinical manifestations were quite obvious with logo of 
wool, lack of appetite, progressive emaciation, mucoid faeoe$ and 
occasionally haemorrhagio diarrhoea. In spite of a good quality 
diet the weakness and loss of weight was pronounced. In, somc oases 
mild pneumonia with dty cough was obvious. 
/Posit-mortom.... 
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Post-mortem examinations 
In post-. dortoni examination there was a small amount of 
serous effusion in the abdominal cavity but considerable 
bydrothorax. Lymph nodos in goneral showed enlargement. The liver 
was chiefly affected with numorous minute greyish granolumata on 
the surfgloo of livor under ßliesaon's capsule# but there were no 
lymphoid nodules in liver such as were aeon frequently in S. boý,,, vi 
infections. Large numbors of adult worms were readily soon in the 
meaontorio and portal voins bp holding up loops of intestine to 
the )ight. The mesentry and portal voins showed considerable 
dilatation. The intestinal Wall was friable and easily damaged 
on examination and in come oases-the duodenum was a dark-gray colour 
with haemorrhagio foot in the mucousa, 
Miorooeonio examinations 
Proe cent dopoDition of pigment and oooa, ional thrombö- 
phlebitis was noted in the liver= there won also cellular 
infiltration in the intraiobular spaces and in the neighbourhood 
of Glieeoü'o aapeule. The egge arreoted in the liver and intestine 
Cave rise to a well-defined nodules uth numerous eoainophile and 
lymphoid cello infiltration but the reactions were not co marked 
/and aoriaua.... 
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and serious as soon in S. bovis infootiono. 
In the intestine the eCga were mostly, found in tho 
mucous raombrano with cellular reaotion and heavy eosinophile 
infiltration botwoon the villi. Thio1cening and nodule formation 
in tho intootinal wall particularly in the duodenum was pronounced. 
GOATS 
Ant --horte o rühr tion,, 
Qom-to showed better tolerance to O. turkestaniaun 
infection than oheop, ant the percentage of worms rooovorr was 
lower. Clinical manifestations started with restlessness, 
emaoiation, coated faeces and ocoaoional diarrhoea but the genera]. 
condition of the Coats was much better than in the sheep. 
Post -ýmortem e2xwnin ,t Ion, 
Thoraoio, hepatio and neoenterio lymph nodoo were 
slightly enlarged. The worms were mostly in the duodenal vonuloa. 
The livor ohowod numerous minute , royioh ranolumata, the gall 
bladder wan dietondod. there was no sign of lymphoid nodule 
formation. 
/Mioroooopio.... 
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%oroooopio oxaminationg 
The liver of the Coate ehowod well dofinod granoluraata 
with cellular infiltration with degenerated eggte in the contra 
im intre]. obular spaoee" The most striking picture in goats was the 
Roeplli phenomenon with ai., en-antibody deposition around the eCgs 
producing a, oidophil rosette-formation. The eggs were prevalent 
in the mucous medbrano of the duodenum with some cellular 
infiltration. 
PATMOLoff JN; 
ýýATURAL 
VJP"EQ T ONS. 
Oboervatione on 21 cattle and 12 cheap heavily info ted 
h O. turke tanicuw showed that naturally infooted cattle 
harboured moro paraoitee than aheop and goatct but tho patholocic01 
ohonges in the internal organs were more covore in cheer 
than in battle. 
Q TT 9 
The clinical condition of the naturally infcotod cattle 
wan poor with harsh hair coat and emaoiatiom. In moot oanot 
/osturkOstaniaum.... 
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O. turkestanicu was associated with heavy Fas ciola gi. antics 
infection so that it was impossible to be sure of the relative 
importance of O. turkeotonioun as a cause of the illness but the 
elender and narrow shoulders of cattle was charamtýxistio with heavy 
O. turksstanicum infections. 
In post-mortem examination in heavily infected cattle the 
mesenteric fat-bodies were replaced by oedematous effusions with 
considerable amounts of ascitie fluid in the abdominal cavity. General 
hypertrophy and enlargement of the lymph nodes wao noticed. The liver 
was not changed in appearance except for hypertrop1r of the hepatic 
lymph nodec, and distension of the gall bladder. In general the 
number of worms recovered from the liver was very low aM the egg 
density was also low. Histological examination showed few changes 
mostly eoeinophile infiltration and rare egg particles. The intralobular 
changes in liver were mixed with fibrous formation due to the 
faeaiolaaia. The mesenteric veind were distended and loaded with a 
large number of'adult O. turkestanicum. 
/The muoo us ... 
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The mucous membranes of the small intestine was seriously 
damaged with a mass of Cellular infiltration and haavy egg deposition. 
The most interesting picture was the general sosinophils infiltratiom 
with dead eggs in intestinal musousa without defined granoluna 
formation. 
SHEER, 
In spite of the low worms burden in sheep compared with the 
high worm recovery in cattle, the cheep were more affected than cattle. 
The progressive ensaoiation and the paleness of the caresses of sheep 
suggested O. turkestanioum infections even on superficial inepeotion. 
In the abdomen there was considerable serous effusion, degeneration 
of the fat-body and oedematous reaetions in the mesentry . Ealargement 
and pigmentation of the lymph nodes was eemmon in most of the heavi33 
infected sheep, partioularly the medial lymph nodes in thorax. 
Dilatation of the moesntsris veins, tortuous apposranes of the intestinal 
veins and the dark colour of duodenum were conspicuous. 
/Tbe liver,.,, 
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The liver usually showed either mild or moderate pathological 
changes. Macroscopically, the most outstanding findings were the 
minute greyish pseudotubercies all over the liver surfaoe and deep in 
the liver substance. Microscopically these greyish dots contained 
O. turkestanicum eggs in different stages of disintegration surrounded 
by a variety of cellular infiltration and granuloma formation. The 
eoainophile proliferation was pronounced in both liver and intestine. 
In the intestine the eggs were found chiefly in the mucous membrane 
and lusrn of the duodenum. A st±tkthg feature vas the intense eorinophil 
and lymphoid Sell infiltration in the villa of the duodenum(P1sti, 7 ). 
In very hea ], y infected sheep the intestine was dark i colour with 
a weak walls whiob was Basil r damaged in pulling it away from the 
neeentery, 
DISCUSSION, 
Yamagiwa (1931) for the first time described the pathological 
finding of O. turkestanioum in naturally infeoted Mongolian cattle and 
described the aoidophil rosette-type reactions around the 2oturk. stanicum 
/ma 
4 ... 
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ova, & phenomenon whioh was later described by Ho. ppli (1932) in 
S. japoniicum infection. According to Yeeagiwa the pathogenicity of 
O. turkestaniaum in cattle is mush milder than S. japoniou*. In our 
investigations we also found that 0. turkemý produoed e mush 
milder disease than S. bovis" maoI&ttie (1936) reported serious 
effects of heavily infestations in sheep and goats with O. turkestanicum 
but he also mentioned the by pathogenicity of this parasite in sattle, 
Lavroy t 1(1964,1967 ) studied the pathological aspects of 
O. turkestanicum in Usbekstan ruminants and the pathological changes 
of affected organs particularly enlargement of the lymph nodes were 
iuntionod. 
The oonclueion from the present study of the pathology 
of O. turkeetanicum is that although cattle are heavily infected, the 
disease is less severe in cattle than in cheep, Adult cattle are 
we11 adapted and can carry heavy loads of the parasite but sheep can 
be seriously ill with the disease. It is not known to what extend the 
lesions in the duodenum affect the nutrition of cattle, there is no 
doubt.... 
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doubt that O. turkestanicum in sheep i# of considerable economic 
importance with severe losses in meat and wool; the damage in the 
intestine also makes them useless for processing as sausage skins. 
In Iran and Iraq sheep and goats intestines are of considerable 
economic importance for the country by exporting to other countries 
for us" as oaSings for sausages and Ilse for 80920 other industrial 
products. The intestines are ozamined for their ability to hold water 
and tested one by one by practiced workers and according to their 
quality are graded "high " or to low " or discarded entirely. Tbus 
porous intestines known in the trade as " sprinklers " are discarded 
and intestines showing pataby thiahness are of little value since 
thsy are not of uniform strength. The went part of Iran (Kersansbab 
and Xurdestan ) produces excellent casings while the south-rest part 
(Khuzestan) show a high proportion of " sprinklers ". Maolattie(1936) 
also reported a large number of discarded sheep intestines from the 
southern Iran particularly Baasreh area, due to Sohistosomiasis. Damages 
usually cause by deposition of eggs in intestinal walls and tissue 
reactions, /Propbvlactio.., 
i01 
Propbylaotio measures against bovine schistosomiasis 
in the absence of a control program could include, keeping animals 
off pastures and water courses where surveys bad revealed infected 
snails; providing clean water supply; sending the weak and infected 
animals to slaughter as soon as possible; ke*ping young stock and 
±ha adults separate from "point of vier of pastures. 
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Plate, 4 
Duodenum of $ e. lf sharing numerous ova, of Q.,, j}}'kssjWi4JF 
in the musosa (LE " 120 x) o 
Plat, 5 
Typical Q. t n; kt oW in the iauoour m«brawr of the 
int.. tini with aifruad «ilular infiltratiaait( H. so z 240 ). 
ý" 
W 
plate, 6 
Distended egg with dead eaboyo of k. twThtai iSM in 
intestine with ti*auu response ( H. s. x 560 ). 
Plats, ? 
D*gorisration of "uperfisiul awor" of intestine. Uns &re 
apparent in the dueco a with den.. eoeinophü infiltration 
1U1 
(natural infe®ta& /h*., with O. tw&m Wci , H. L. x 12U). 
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PART .II 
SCHISPOSO A BONTB 8ON51110o1876. 
INMODUCTION, 
Sahistosomt bovie was first found by Sonsino (1876) in the 
portal veins of a bull in Zagazing, E17pt. Subsequent records are by: 
Blano and Deeportea (1936) from Morocco; Anderson and Gobert (1934) 
from Tunisia; Van den berghe (1934) and Merry (1952) from various part 
of Congo; D(mdeswell (1938) from Kenya; UgeMa, Rhodesia, Angula and 
Mozambique (W. H. O. tech. oeries, 139,1957); Edw'Lräa and Wilson (1958) 
from Ghana; Sobrero (1960) f5rom Somalia; Marill (1961) from Mauritania; 
'awper (1963) from Nigeria; Dinnik and Dinnik (1965) from Tanzania and 
Zambia; Soliaman (1956). Eisa (1963), Mlek (1961,1969) and Hussein 
(1969) fron 8udaflo 
Outside Afriea,. bovis exists in several iiediterranean 
countries including# Sicily ( Grassi and Rovolli, 1896); Sardinia ( Ba*. 
Felice and Loi, 1897); Italy ( Bertolini, 1g08); Corsica ( *rumpt, 1930) 
and Spain..,, 
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and Spain ( Sanchez £etija, 1955). 9. bo___viee is also a common parasite 
in the Middle-East and has been reported from am, imale in Iraq by 
MacHattie and Chawick (1932), Iäacfa, ttie (1936); Israel by Witenberg 
(cited by Lena', 1962) and. Tran ( Bijan pl Al p 1958 artaa, 1959; Arfaa 
at a_. 1P1965). 
S. b ovis in princ ipa13 ra psrasite of cattle to which it i2 
well adapted and sheep and goats, occasionallyyýhorsest donkeys and 
camels are definitive hosts of secondary importance. Faulkner and 
Eilatein (1957) andDinnik and »innig (1965) have suggested that African 
3. bß originated from the Mediterranean area after A. D. 666 and that 
the parasite was widely disseminated by migration of domsetioated 
animals with nomadio people into north-reget Africa, and gradually to the 
south via the eastern coast of Africa. On the other hid g. matt i 
is izuiigenous species to central and skouth Africa where it is maintained 
iii nindigenouo wild mumm o and onails. 
There is a very close morphological resemblance between 
8. bovie and s. matthe®i anti this give rise to considerable discussion 
/ On their.... 
i08 
on their validity as ceperate species (Maollattie and (Th cbrick, 1932! 
van deb btrghe, 1937s A]vos, 1949; Pitchfawd, 1965; Dinnik and Dsnnik, 1965)" 
The original morphological description of S. bovis by Ithlil 
(1924) was largely modified by MacUattie and Chadwick (1932) after 
examination of over 4,000 specimens of a. bovis from different species 
of domestic animals in Iraq. Detail accounts of the morphology of 
S. bovis were aleo made by Lengy (1962 in Israel and . Dirinik and Vinnik 
`1965) from the Sudan. 
S. bovie is very infective to cattle, sheep azd goats* It 
has also been found in pip (LLea ek, 1961 j; camels ($olaiman, 1956)1 
antelopes ( Van don bergba, 1937) &Ad the vodent,, lLophur e, fiayopunctua 
in Kenya ( Nelson at alj 1962). 
Experimental infection with S. bovis has been reported in 
various species of small laboratory animals, calves, cheep a oat and 
/donkey.... 
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donkey ( Brumpt 1930; 2dalak 1961,1969; Laney 1962 a ; flues®in 1969). 
The moat susceptible laboratory animals for :; ). bovia as reported by 
Longgl1962 a) wao the tester. Lurie and UeXeillon (1956) reported 
that Laei t°pya natalermia was a good experimental host for S. bovis. A 
gerbil Tatera indica was reported to be a good experimental hont for 
this parasite in Iran (Arfaa et al, 1965)o 
The objective of the present work was to study the behaviour 
of this parasite in different type of ruminants in parallel with the 
observations on O. turkestanicum (see Part, I ). The tpm nological 
interactions of 3, bovis with the other eohietosomom ocouring in the 
area have also been studied (pee kart, Ill). Observations on ý3u2ln_ýze 
t mncatus the snail "veotor" of S. bovie and b. haemetobium in 
Khuzeatan have been reported elsewhere (see Chu, lSa®eoud end Arfaa, 1968), 
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CHAFTIMO 1 
STUDIM ON TIE PREVALENCE AND INTENSITY OF 
`ý99BOVIS L] D(? 1SSTIt; . _11ALi !1a 
UZE TAN. 
I TO DUCTI : rr, 
Dijan at al (1958) was the first to report this paraaite in 
Khuzestan(Iran). The intermediate host of this parasite is Dulinus 
trun___, catus in Iran and the same snail is the intermediate host for 
$. raematobiont . The stay of this parasite in remnants was considered 
worthwhile because of its economic and zoonotio significance* Infection 
of man with 9. bß meema rather unlikely but eggs resembling 3. bovis 
have been found in man ( Raper 1951, Kiener of al 1953, Solddran 1956, 
Malek 1961 g Blair 1966, D''iiahon 1969), w 
A study on . bovin infootion in animals in JQMzextan was 
carried out by Arfaa at al (1965) and revealed that 20.8 % of cattle 
azad 14.0 Op of sheep were infected with this parasite. This data were 
/batted on "*e" 
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based oxr the cxiination of mozont®rio voinn of animal vicoorae 
slaughtered in Daefu1 abattoir fron 1962-1964 which was before 
the antibilharzia snail control measures against I3. runoatus 
were undert&con. 
In the present vtudy the ozie toohniquo were used in the 
came area in large number of animal. e from 1969-1970 approxiraat017 
5-6 years after extonsivo snail control measures were initiated 
(see Maaooud 11 41 1969)" 
M. STjjMs AND CONCLUSIONS a 
Observations on 632 cattle, 607 sheep and 69 goats eboi*a 
i 
a dramatic roduotion in the S. bovie infection rate in cattle from 
20.8 % in 1964 to 0.8 % in 1970. The reduotidwin-sheep W** from 
14.0 % in 1964 to nil in 1970 ( sea Tablas 31. )' OA17 5 oa$tl* 
were found infected and. the infection were very light and were 
mostly mixed infections with 9. t keataniöuro. 
These r® is chow thwt the provaienoe of bovine 
eohietoeomiaaiu can be used as va index of the effectiveness of 
oontrot mo&n 'es &, gains* liwnar sohistogomiaeis, partioularly° in 
Im Ondemi . , " 
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an, exideiuio area like Khuzectun: whore the intormodiato host of 
S. haamotobiur ( the only ' human I achit tooono) and S. bo is the 
or-no (If. t tuo) . The life-open of ruriinanto usually does not 
exceed more thrn 7-10 yoaro and during thin period if proper control 
moaouroo againot molluscan host are achieved the sharp reduction 
of infection rate among ruminants indicates that snail destruction 
and interruption of tranomiccion in the area has been ouoaeosful. 
Our data oollecred from 1969"-1970 on S. boovvie after long 
snail control moasuros ( Maosoud a 2,2969) compared tt, $h data 
collected IV Arfaa ß(1965) fron 1962-1964 before snail control 
r3Oaauree in the carne area on q. r chows a ctriking reduotion im 
infootiorn rate of s. b among zvvminants (Table# 31 j. 
Tho data on human urines echistoeomianie in the same area 
of 8huseotan bofore and after snail control measure and ohomotharapy 
ahoxa a considerable reduction of infeotion rate in human population 
from avoraco 38 % (Dilharziasia Pilot Projoert-Report, 1964) to under 
10 % (Arfaa at ml , 1970). The incidence studies on 606 negative 
children from 1966 ohowed only 3.5 % infooted in 1968 (Arfaa a' al 
1970) most of the in 'ootod ooeoe coming from the southern of Study 
Area. Therm roaulto indicates that oompaienx a min" the snail 
intermediate hoot arc effective for the control of human and animal 
cohictooo iabiu. 
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ftble, 31 
Cop inn the i 'oatton ralo or 13. ßc in eattio 00 
id cheep before and tamer rß. 1 control do ro 
In Imo t= 
Type of 1962 64 1ý Jý 
animal tto. 
o in. d 
Do* 
infoctod 
infoction 
rate % 
V04, 
i3 
Vol 
,i ntooto 
nfoc S. e 
rate % 
cattle 250 52 20.3 63' S 0.0 
71 lo 14.0 07 0 0.0 
No t 
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CFMAP=j 2 
PARASITOLOGICAL ODS1 VATIONS 07 EXPIM LT 
YN7OT T LARGT &i t1W s 
wr. rr. rýýrrrrr. rir. rýr... rr. wr. 
The o'bjeotive of this study was to ilu, trate he 
behaviour of this parasite in' the various rumiranta in Khuzeotan. 
The animals used for this etw37 were 7c lvesp 5 ehcepf 2 Coate 
t one bu "`alo-oalt, 7-9 months old. 411 -the animals were 
exposed to 5,000 oeroariae of a»bam and were autopsied at 9 weeks 
6 18 weeks after erpoeure* The faecal exo aination were bo *wn 35, 
days after exposure to oeroariae. 
IM MI 
e a, ton# Periods. 
T lie prepabent period, of, 1. bo! lo Lo . von Van sbortOr 
than irr Shoop and goats (, range 44-45 dagni mean 44.6 # 0.2 , 
in, 
ca3. veei range 4Tw50 days, meat 48.6 ±, 0.6 4cys im ebeap; range 
47-4 days, mean 47.5 deye in , goats 
( e: eo Table, 20 The 
differeno, a between the nee of the prepatoui periods in Calves 
and cheep wore istatiaticolly significant P(0.001 
/ InThotivity«... 
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Infant iviity. 
A can be neon in Tables, 21-23 the mean number of worms 
recovered from calves varied from 2693-3562 ( moan 31.04 
1146) 
this represents a reoovery rate of 62.0 % In sheep the worm 
recovery varied from 1624.2496 ( moan 2072 * 193 )s representing 
a recovery rate of 41t0 %. The Corresponding figures for the 
Coats were 3077-3656t (mean 3366 289 is r©oovery rate of 67a 
Slightly more male worms wore reoovored than female, though the 
differences wore less than those observed in 4. t rlteatanionrt 
infootiono ( coo Part, I )' 
Di! tribuiton of aftul* woxm5. 
Most of tho wormer were rooovorod from the meeenteria 
veins ( Table, 24 ). In oe1ves the mean number of worms oo2 eoted 
from the hepatic voine was 440 * 153 and from the meeentori© veins 
2664 ß"1ä7 ( total 14 % in liver )I in cheep 158±72 worms were from 
the liver and 2072+3.93 from the meeentoria veins ( total 7,6 im 
liver ); in goats (357 t ozma wore i'rom. 'the liver , and. 25©9 'from the 
meBonterio veins ( -total 24 % in liver ). 
f The ato$ritrationý.,. 
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The distribution of worms in the mesenteric v@ins was 
entirely different from ü. turkeatanicum= warme were all evenly distributed; 
in veins down the large and small intestine in ß býovis whereas they 
were all in veins of the small intestine ( euperiaor mesenteric veins) 
in O. turkeetanicum infections (see Fart, I 
Pascal ogil eounts. 
The daily egg output of S. bovin are given in Table, 20. 
The number of oggs per gram of faeces per day varied from 40-135(75 « 15) 
in caly®e, from 41-92 (60 I ß) in abeap and from 75-76 in goats. 
The nwiber of ee per female passed per day in the faccaa 
was estimated as described for 0turkestanicwa egpe The number of 
0998 in calves declined from 106 eggs per day per female worms at 63 
days after exposure to 67 at 126 days after exposure, In contrast in 
sheep this number inoreaeed from 52 eggs per female per dad? at 63 days 
after exposure to 112 eggs per day at 126 days after exposure (see Table, 
25 ). 
Distribution... 
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Distribution of egge in the visoeral arty. 
The pattern of egg distribution of a. bovviin differed from 
O. turkeatanicum .g in the name hosts ( see Tables 26-20 ). Egg 
densities per tram of UBOUSS had a fairly uniform distribution in the 
small and large intestine. The total mean number of egge per gram of 
tissue was highest in sheep and goats ( 6466 t 610,7007 ± 215 ) and 
least in salves ( 3143 1 383 ). The percentage of egg deposition in 
the l ivor, small intestine and large intestine was 23.3,38.5,37.7 in 
calves; 50.3,2). 9 and 25.0 in ebeep; and 22.2,45.2 ad 32.6 in goats 
(Table, 24). 
The most striking picture was the increasing number of O W& 
per grata of tissue in sheep with increasing duration of infection, but 
in contrast there was a decline in egg densities with increased 
duration of infection in oalvea ( Table, 29 ), This su, 8eete that 
there ie a partial iznune response in calves, but no response in steep. 
/The pathological .. 4 
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The pathological manifestations particularly in the liver of sheep 
and goats also becamo more severe with increased duration of the 
infection. 
A statistical analysis of the egg densities of 5. bß in 
different parts of alimentary tract in calves and sheep can be seen in 
Table, 30. The differences between egg densities in various or to at 
9 weeks were significant only in the liver and ileuut, but 18 wanks 
after exposure tho results were striking and the differeYiee in egg 
densities were highly ei aificant in all Partei of alimentary Danl. 
This is illustrated in the Tablas 30 and Fib;. 3 and 5 
Digestion of other organs including the lung# spleen, rumen, 
reticulum, cmas= an aboraaauin ahowe that only tho abanasum was 
affected but from pathological point of view the densities were 
ins i$nif icant. 
The exposure of one buffalo-calf to 5,000 coroarias of Seborls. 
produced no traces of am achietonoms infection at autopsy 9 weeks 
after exposure to ceroariae. 
/ Discussion.... 
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DISc115sI ON 9 
It is generally accepted that the normal node of entry of 
5. boviB cercariae into the hoots body is via the cutaneous routed 
Len,, y (1962 b) infected sheep successfully with this parasite by 
immersing the logo in contaminated water for 2 hours; MsCully and , 
Kruger (1g%9) aimilarly reported a satisfactory wazrm return of P_o 
rtat t heei by infecting the cheep by i=aereing one of the front logo 
into the cercarial suspension in a large glass Jar for 30 minutceo 
ha1ek(1969) used a glass ring with 3. bß cerearial suspension puting 
on the shaven skin of ruminants. Saved and Nelaon(19$9) Used Partial 
tail imieaeion in calves with s. mattheei and 5. manaoni corcariae. 1iOU 
Of those workero produced such a high worm return as in he la'essnt 
study ( 67 .3% in goats, 62.1 ý,, in calves and 41 .4 54 in she®p 
). The 
method used was a modification of , Kruger'e methods the cerc&riee 
being 
suspended in a polythene bag which was fitted to one of the front leger 
of animal for 45 minutes. This method has proved to be w onvenient 
and satisfactory method for infecting lases Ut;; at loould be 
adopted for laboratory studies with other animals euch as monkeys., 
The duration.... 
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The duration of the prepatent period in eohit, toaon*a bne 
been used as a criteria for differenoiating ®chietoaomes species 
(Schwatz, 1951,1954); and also to differenciate geographic strains 
Hsu and usu(1954)1 Baoud (1966); Nelson et 11(1968). 
IIusaein (1969) reported that the pre tent period in calves 
experimentally infected with a. baý averaged 48 days. Mlek(1969) 
reported that the prepatent period in the 6udan strain of S. bboovie in 
oalf, sheep and goats were 609 51 and 65 days respecstivelyt which was 
considerably longer than our findings with Iranian otrain of SobOvi$ 
in the same hosts (44 days in calves, 48 days in sheep and 47 days 
in goats ). 
The results show that the prepatent period is longer in 
sheep and groats than in calves. The lower number of egg densities and 
shorter prepatent period in calves indicate that 3. bwis is well 
adapted to the cow which is probably the main hott for the maintanenoo 
of Ssbovie in nature. Sheep and goats are Ia'obably of aeoondaacy 
/importance.... 
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importanoa as definitive hosto and are rare oorioualp affcoted'7 
5. 
bß: than cattle. 
The expcrinental exposuro of the buffalo to gobovis and 
our epidox2iologioat data on 96 buffaloes *lau tared from 1969. "1970 
and 65 bu faI0,8ß slauahtcred from 1952-1964(A, rfaa 21 3, i1965) irr, ffý 
Xhuzootan suCCost tat this animal in naturally roniz to to, 24,1gyis 
infection., Faust (1924) z ate8 that water buffalo wades inarea 
inf4otoa with coroariac of S. afonio without developing infootion, 
and ho c CLentod that the thlok skin of these animals might explain 
their apparOnt i tnii7o But FairX. ey(1930) showed that buffaloes 
oan be infected preoutanooualy with the oeroariao of S.  pidda1 
.` 
In the buffalo-calf expoeur© to O. turkestanlour. oeroariae by leg 
immersion toohnique 9.6 % of the wo=e developed (Boo Part, S ). 
These obocrvationo oonolude that tho buffalo in naturally resistant 
to s. bovi and 8. a onioum but not to S. eýni or , 
Q. turkoetaniours. 
The number of malt worms iw aha 1.1glis , nteotions 
aliChtly outnumbered the females& The recovery of ßR vie was 
tmoh hichor that with O. tusk®c tanioM infections in oAttlep sheep 
and Coate. This aoy probably explain the more wide-spread distribu- 
tion of S. bovic although the distribution of the snail host iss also 
Dore wido-oproad, 
/Tbo moot.,,, 
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Tho most interesting finding in the faeoal egg counts 
was tho doolining m=bor of oggß per fer. 1o per day with prolongod 
duration of infection in calves and in contrast to the increasing 
egg output in choop" 
Malei(1969) found that in S. bo o the number of eiggs per 
gram of faooda in sheep was cnuoh higher than oszttle, which 
ooinoidia, ý' dis finding with longer infootione(18 weeks), McCully 
at 1(1969) reported the care decline of egg output\ in fhoooa of 
oxen and sheep experimentally infected with S. rnrtttheoi 
Distribution of eggs in liver, small and large intestine 
Was more or lees uniform im each species of anirals. But the egg 
densities per Cram of tissues in sheep and Coate ware auch higher 
than in calvest irr particular the liver in sheep and Coats were 
®ore affected ty eggs. The density of eggs again dramatically 
increased in sheep with longer duration of infection and in 
Contrast declined in calves possibly due to acquired resistance 
in the calves. The worms in the calves appeated to produce new 
fewer eggs than those in cheep and goats: 
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Table, 20 
Parasitological behaviour of S. bovis in Calves, Shoep 
and Coats. 
Type of bto. of No. of Total Prepatent Eggs per gram 
animal animals cercariae Worms period (fie ) 
of faeces per 
recovered c3ay(63 days 
t S. E. after exposure) 
1 5,000 2783 45 64 
2 3377 45 135 
C lves 3 3562 44 66 
4 3401 45 40 
5 2693 44 70 
Than 5,0 00 3163 44.6 75 
(177) (0.2) (15.8) 
1 5,000 1940 48 57 
2 2496 50 92 
sheep 3 1806 47 41 
4 2296 48 62 
5 1689 50 46 
FIean 51000 2045 48.6 60 
(151.6) (0.6) (0.7) 
Coats 1 5,000 3656 47 76 
2 3077 48 75 
Mean 5,000 3366 47.5 75.5 
S .E Standard of Error 
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Tablas 24 
Poroentage distribution of adults and e of S.. bovis 
in differe t organ of Calves, Sheep and Goats experimentally 
infected. 
Typo of Egg distribution Worm distribution 
animal 
Liver Small 
intestine 
Large 
intestine 
Portal veins Iesenterio 
veins 
calves 23.8 38.5 37.7 14.1 85.9 
Sheep 50.3 23.9 25.0 7.6 92.4 
Goats 22.2 45.2 52.6 25.5 75.5 
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Tabier 25 
Egg; produotion of S. bovio in large animals a m$tirnatod bfr fa®oal 
egg oounts during the period of oboervatione 
Type of No& of teals Days poet Mean, no. Mean no Roan no of 
animals infootion female of egge egg per 
worms per gran 
female per 
of faeoe day in 
per de faeces +ý 
63 1408 7 '06 
calves 3 126 1491 50 67 
Shoop 
2 63 1044 ý 5T °. 
2,126 947 180 112 
Goats 12I 63 1 1571 1 76 1 48 
* Based Am the ovor-night faecal output # 
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AU 3 
TAE PATHOLOGY IN RT3MINANTS EX Ib ALLY IN CTE1) 
WITH S. BOVIS WITH A NUTE ON A NATURALLY INFL,; (, ''TETº C(xi 
I RUDUCT otl 0 
Very little has been published about the alintoal aM 
pathological manifestations of S. äovie in ruminants. The present 
report is an account of a comparative study on tba pathological changes 
of B. bovis in large animals. The material forming the basis of this 
atudy vat; from different cpecion of animals ( calves, cheep and 604 0) 
oxperimentally exposed to 5,000 ceroariae of S. bovio. A total of 12 
calves, 5 sheep and 2 goats were experimentally infected. A bsavily 
infeoted cow from Dezful abattoir was also studied. 
/ Rosulte.... 
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RESULTS 1, 
PATHOLOGY OF X} Rfl2NTAL INFECTIONS, 
CALMES0 
Ante. 4sortem examination, 
Slightly redness and minute haemarrhagio spots were seen at 
the exposure site on the logo akin which lasted for 2-3 days. After 
approximately 45-50 days when the first egg appeared in the faeces some 
chaneo in the general condition of the animale were noticed# lack of 
appotito; hollow appearance of the abdomen; faeces becorainß mostly 
muaoid with dark colour with blood and opocial small; act tines typical 
haenorrhagia diarrhea; loss of weight in some cases severe emaciation; lose 
of hair and harsh hair coati pincbed expresion an occasional dry vougho 
Usually after 2-3 weeks the calves a little passed the acute stage of 
infection and improved in condition but anaemia, WOAknc5$ and barsb hair 
coat remained o 
/Post- zartem.... 
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, 1ýos, 
t- aQT$Sm examinations 
Most of the calves showed a moderate amount of ale" fluid in 
thorax and abdominal cavities with some degree or 17dropa'eoerdiwn, 
Lin i There were szar minute gr+ rieb ' fool (graaolumata ) on the surface 
of the liver as well as deep in the tissue substance. The Glisson, s 
ospsule of the liver iu oft*n thisken*d pertxoular], y &loeg tho fro* edge 
of the liver. The surfs of the liver psrtioularly in 18 weeks oid 
infacticros showed large yellowish or white spots, firm and quite distinct 
from the small grsnolumLts( lymphoid nwdul.. ). Appear ua. of the left 
lobe is oars" looked a little Irish with s fibrous streaks , aa 
the 
abäowirt surf*** or liver aloof the lntr*bopatis voins. The ooloor of 
the liver was in gsnsral slightly darker than normal p but less eta Often 
in eba. p and goats which wars heavily piWnnt. d. Tbc min is pSUo 
meint lookrd slightly disMi dd id aentatxd s. r*rs3 t cbi With 
1 
numerous dead worms trapped in oollagwnoue material 
Cthr ' aýaýans s In psºrts of the sma1 intestine there wsse .i ht]j 
ilavstud rod lesions bitt the saost severs patbology was seen in the 
/calßß 
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oaooum. In most of the calves oztenGivo haemorrhages and wide atripes 
of brownish pigments were seen in the muooue membrane of the oaecum and. 
some times in the rectum. There was also some degree of dilatation of 
the mesenteric veins which contained numerous adult schistosomee ( Plate, 
0 ). 
Lymph nodes: The thoracic, portal and xeeenterio lymph nodes were mostly 
enlarged with a dark appearance due to sohistosomal pigment. 
scopio examination, 
Livers The commonest lesions seen in the early stage of the 
infection ( at 9 weeks after exposure ) were the schistosome granolumasp 
Ahere were also extreme perivascular infl=ation with oedemaaand moms 
dogree of intralobular fibroei® ( Plate, 9 ). The walle of the hepatic 
vein were mostly thiokend with medial krpertrop1y which is a diatinot 
picture only sen in calves infected with schistoaomes ( Plate, 10 )' 
8chigtosona® egge either single or in groups were prevalent in 
they ariall intralobular veiny pcroduoing granoluma with diffused r 1oulo« 
/. Motheliax.... 
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endothelial reactions which extended into the sinusoids ( Plate, 11 ). 
'rho ova in the liver of calves were mostly in the portal areas where 
they provoked a granoluma and cellular infiltration in the pareno yma. 
Iii calves with 18 weeks old infections the livers shoed 
den e intravascular or extravaaoul&, r, lymphoid nodules with very, 
ýymphooites 
and eosinophil3. 
Other organs s Histological sties of the small and large intestine 
revealed eggs in all parte, particularly in the submuc©sa. Granaluma 
formation with extensive infiltration of lymphoid call was prevalent in 
the eubmucosa engulfing the dead eg s. The oaecum in some calves showed 
a very heavy infiltration and granolwza formation with numerous 
disintegrating eggs surrounded by different type of lymphoid Dellet 
lymphoid nodule formation waa also prevalent ( Plates, 12,13 )" 
StOEP, 
Ante-mortem examination, 
T ante-mortem conditions of the sheep depende(I upon the 
v 
/intensity.... 
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intensity and duration of infootion. After the propatent period the 
clinical manifestations were obvious in almost all the exporimentall* 
: aniected,. ©h®ep. Lack of app©tite, progressive emaciation, weakness, 
paleness of mucous. mcmbraaes and broken wool were all features of 
this stage of the infeotion, The sheep ingested larje amount of wool 
daily so that wool was frequently mated in tho faeces. Foottd facoes 
With mucous and sanotimee hasmorrbagic dia=zbea and cawing was 
oounmon. 
¶I wo sheep died during the pxperiment. One of them died 79 ' 
days after exposure to S. bovie ceraariae with eovvere emaciation azui 
®eoond, ary respiratory inf©otion ( pneumonia ). At autopsy the liver 
was seen to be badly damaged and fibrous, - with high densities of 090 5 
and granuloma. 
The infeoted sheep never shared air sin of reoovery as 
8®®n in oalvos, aM they remain. 1 in oritioal condition up to time of 
autopsy, 
/The relatively.... 
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Tho rolatively high nuibers of ej% per gram of tiDsuo, tho 
degree of liver dcmage and dramatic clinical conditions showed that 5. 
OviS wem: much more serious in Shoop than in calve8e 
lho amount of 
pathology produced was Itroportiona1 with duration of the infection. 
Pont-zartem examinations 
There was a considerable lose of tneeenterio Fat-body, aaoitio 
fluid and serous effusion in the abdominal cavity with awe degree of 
lydothorax and Yydropreoardium" 
Li ver t Liver was dark in colour and had numerous email greyish spots 
in the parenchyma beneath the capsule and on the out surface of the 
liver eubetanoe. In sheep with langer infeotion (18 weeks) lymphoid 
nodules were seen frequently all over the liver and they were quite 
distinct from the other parts ( Plata, 14 )e In examination end perfusion 
of intrahepatio veins large number of living adult sohiatosomio were 
diioovered. The gall bladder in most oases was distended. Some t%rombi 
in response to parasites were observed in hepatic veins in which numerous 
dead worms were enoapsulated. 
/In sheep.... 
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In cheep with 18 weeks old infection of S. bovia which were 
oha1lenged with O. turkestanicum the liver was more seriously damaged 
by deposition of fibrous tissue and eggs. 
Other arganep By holding the mesentery against a light a coiled mass 
of adult schistosomes could be aoen in the mesenteric veins. The small 
intestine in some parts contained several prominent red and congested 
foci. The rectum and caecum were also baemorrriagic with some brownish 
stripes but not no intensely as in the calves, 
Lvmnh nodes: Thoracic, hepatic and nesenterio lymph nodes showed some 
degree of enlargement and pigmentation* 
Miicro; ao i examination, 
Livers Sohistoaome egge were mostly found in the intralobular branches 
of the portal veins and were surrounded by lymphoid cells, the eggs in 
the sheep live rarely escaped from the portal weine to the parefcl . 
In UOme Cases may lymphoid cells took part in the reaction. A cone of 
intensive eoeinophilio calla surrounded some of the ova and. infiltratod 
/to the centre.... 
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to the centre of the granules and producin a res of inf1t to y 
rcaotioni ( Plato, 15 ). 
In cheep with older infections (lb weaka), cone of the intra- 
hopatio branches of portal veins exhibited severe proliferative 
endophtebitis and throixbophlebitis with numerous eosinophile cu the 
villous projections and around tho veitlB in surrounding tia ue (Plate, 16) " 
This type of pathological picture was only observed in cheep and not in 
wlvea or grate. Iyaphoid nodules were more frequent in steep with 
intensive and packed cellular proliferation. There was a very alight 
ronpor o to the living worms but strong response to t ho do ad vcm and 
tbrc bi in tntralob lar portal veins. 
The fibrous for ation in Mvanoe ca ee in nkeep liver was", 
outstanding. As a, result of theca lesions, the 1 nß of veiny were 
either partially or totally obotruoted with hhyperplania, k rp. rtro AV 
t' 1sorabophlebitio. Pigmentation of the liver was intense with moat of the 
p ant in the Kuppfer calls. Te intestine showed numerous eggs and 
¬ nu1ozaa formations all over tho i mall and large intostino o 
/ coats.... 
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GOATS, 
Ante-mortem examination, 
Goats were more affeoted than sheep and calves with S. bovie 
infeotiun. with considerable lose of weight, weakness,, :a and 
abnormal faeces ( mostly covered with a coat of mucous) and soma times 
haomorrhagio diarrhea which wiwB more severe in goats than in cheep. 
Poet-martem examination, 
A severe lose of mesenteric fat-bodyg the presºcnoe of accitio 
fluid in the abdominal cavity were common. The lymph nodes were mostly 
enlarged and pigmented. The liver showed greyish minute spats. A 
large number of adult abhiatosomes were recovered from the liver by 
perfu6, eion. Intestinal tract showed numerous red foci and granulnmata 
in submucosa. 
Uioroscopio examination, 
Extensive host tissue reactions were observed in every intrc- 
lobular areas in the liver. The reactions were a diffuse granu1cu a, tus 
/proliferation,... 
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proliferation with many eooinophileg and lymphoid cells ourrounding 
numerous ova in intralobulrzr opacor ( Plates, 17,18 )oA large number 
of eggs in the liver showed I the Hoeppli phenomenon Ia very interesting 
antigen-antibody response. In come oases rod-shaped acidophil bodies 
were aged side by side around the egg shell and made a rosette-form. 
This reaction was very common at this stage of the infection (9 weeks) 
in goats but not in sheep or salves ( Plate$ 18,19 ). 
TILE PATHOLOGY IV A CM NATURALLY INYECT1D WITH 
ý . Bl7VT: ý 
Among the different type of animals examined in the Zhuzeatan 
elauhter houses only a few cattle were found to be infeoted with 
S. 
b ovi_ and these harboured very few adult worms. No ahiep or goats 
were found to be infected. Most of the infected cattle showed mixed 
infections with O. turksetanioume only one cow was found with a pure 
infection of S. bovie. This (soar was over 7 years old with excessive 
/ 
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"auzciation and a large anount of aacitio fluid in do abdominal cavity, 
an oedematous serous membrane an markedly congestion of the it estineso 
All the mesenterio veins were blooked with dead worms, - end shaved 
tbrombosio and severe pigaentation ( plate, 20 f. The inteainal veins 
were, seriously injured with black and tortuous appearance on the outer 
surface of the intestine ( Plate, 21 )a Scraping of the intestinal 
mucoca revealed very few egge, but granuloma with acute, superficial 
haemorrhagic ulcerations were abun4ant4 Plate, ?2 
The histological sections of ena11 intestine showed marked 
byperp1aeia of the intima of veins and thrombi formation aroui4 the 
daed worms sassooiated with clots ( Plate, 23 ). Newly dead wow in veins I 
showed milder reactions with soeinophil infiltration ( £lateo 24 4 the 
living worms ehoWed no considerable reactions ( Plate, 2.5 ). ihr dead 
Romaa and calcified egge with grenulamatus reactions were seen in the 
oubmucosa of intentins. 
/diacw3Qion., 
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RISCUSSIONg 
Le Roux (1929) attributed the pathology of 9. mß theei 
infections in sheep to egg and pigment deposition by the wore, and 
a lesions caused by the dying worma. The number of egge in River is 
good indication of the severity of the infection. In our experiments 
the d8nsity of the 5. bbovia egge per gram of liver tissue in steep and 
goats was much higher than ih oaLvss and the pathological pictures 
also was much more serbaum than in oalvee. 
The amount of pigment in a1 iver was also useful iruýioatian 
of the intensity of the infection. Moat of the pigments regurgitated. 
from the gut of the eohißto3omes entere the liver by portal blood# but 
a small amount also entere the Lymphatics and is phagooytioed isst the 
ms*antsric lymph nodese The retioulo-endothelial system, in the livor 
espicially the Kupffer o911s inests the pignsnt and when the 00115 Us 
overloaded the pigment pass into the hepatio veins and on to tbo heart 
in the venous blood and in eventually phagocytieed in the fur and 
l1ympb.... 
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lymph nodes where it gives rime to a grey colour. The amount of 
pigment in above organs directly depends upon the number of wow and 
duration of infectione in our experimants the amount of pigment 
deposited in the livers and lymph nodes in sheep and goats was mich 
higher than in calves and was heavier in those with the longer duration 
of infection ( 18 weeks ). McCully and Kruger (1969) similarly reported 
the relatively higher pigmentation of livers in sheep than in cattle 
Infected with S. mat___thai. 
In 9 weeks old infeotiona with 5,000 S. bovij üe'xoaria e we 
found that more eggs and pignent were deposited in sheep and goat* livers 
than in calves and that the pathological changes were also Mrs eeriowu 
in she®p Wad goata than in c alv®s. This result ahowad that b is 
better adapted to calve than to sheep and goats. 
The following distinotive pathological features were noticed 
in the different hoste# 
Calves. The extensive medial b pertropty of the intzalobulax hepatic 
/vex,,.., 
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veins was not seen in ebeep or goatee Hussain (1969) reported the 
same. pictures of intrahepatia vOirl hypertrop r in cattle inteabed 
with S. b_ e,, 
Sheep- The most characteristic feature was endophlebitin and intimal. 
ioyportrcphy and byperplasia of the intralobular veins in liver of cheep 
with longer duration of infection ( 18 weeks )o Letulle ( according 
to Der, 1923 ) described a human 0080 of endopblebitis of veins oontaining 
bilbarzial adult worms and regarded it as being due to the looal aotion 
of a toxin, but in general adult worms are thoughts to play very little 
role in the pathology of the him an disease. McCu1], y at al (1967,1969 ) 
lesoribed a similar enclopblebitia of the intrahepatio branches of the 
portal veins in the Hip8potamue and in sheep infected with S. hipPopot+ i 
and 3, ýt, rruý the®i, and they were attributed to the presence of live 
adult worma and the sensitivity of the hoato. In the present 
oboervations the endophlebitis and tbrombophlobitia was a charaotori8tim 
Picture on3y in sheep. 
Goats- The numerous eoainophilio antigen-antibody deposits around 
the 8. bovis e in the liver of goats was the most striking picture 
/, in thus*.. 
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in thin host, This reaction indicates a strong hypersensitivity to 
antigen associated with the egge in this particular host. This 
phenomenon was first described by Ycnagiwa (1931) in cattle infected 
with O, turkestanicum and later by Hoeppli (1932) in S. a oniown 
infection. $adun at al (1962) oboerved this reaotion in the liver of 
the Wood chuck infected with S. maneonio McCu11y et l(1969) found the 
same phenomenon in cattle infected with S ematthee o Verminous phlebitis 
was described by Fairley and Mackie (1930) as the most charaaterietie 
lesions in the liver of goats infected with S. 8 ip_ ndal . The klaeppli 
phenamonon was obeyed also in goats liver infected with O, turkestani©uzn 
( see 113rt, 1 )' 
The different stages in the granuloma formation from the 
early reactions around the newly deposited egip to the chronic granulOmU 
with the fibrous tissue formation werd seen in all the infeoted animals. 
The intense attraction of eo3inophile to newly released eggs paartioularly 
in sheep and goats was interesting and may have been caused by delayed 
kW-porsorwitivity as suggested by Maloney 
et 
1 (1953) cM Win t 
ßl 
(1967)o 
/The ocourence,.. 
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The ooourence of lymphoid nodules and byperplasia in tissues 
Particularly in the livers of the ruminants with long atandixýg 
infections was similar to that reported by Hussein (1969) and 11cCully 
and Kruger 0 959) and is believed to be Produce by both ®, gs and dead 
worms. This reaction is unu$unl and has not been reported from can 
or other experimental animals infooted with schistosomes. It seeins 
likely that further studies of the pathogenicity of 3chiatoeono 
infootion in livestock will help to unravel some of the problems in 
the immunopathologr of the aohisto0omiasise 
p 
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PARwT_III 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES a AC(UWIRRESISTANCE 
TO SCIIISTCE3O tLASIS USING ROMOIOGOUS AV D 
HETEROLOGOUS SYaTEL( 
CUP=. t 
INTRODUCTION, 
Epidemiological studies suggent that man and domestio 
animals can acquire resistance to pohistosomss. The first observations 
were those of jinami(1917) in a "japo, _ 
nioum endemie area in Japan, 
who obeerved that children wets move affected than adults anä that 
calves brought in from the outside were seen to Bioken and die some time 
after, although local animals were apparently relatively reeietant to 
the severer effests and did, not die. Subsequent observers bave noted 
that the prevalence and intensity of §. haematobium infection deoreaaee 
in adults as compared with children ( Gerber, 1952; ßotbe, 1963 )" The 
same was noted by Fisher (1934) with S. interoala, tum. Nilson (1959) 
/frail studies.... 
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from studies on the incidence and distribution of 3, nanssonii in West Nile 
district of ügaMa found that the highest incidence was in the 5-15 
r 
years age group, The same patten of the disease was observed with 
S, japonioum infection in China by Vogel et 1(1953) and in the Philippines 
by Posigan t al (1953 ). However, naturally aoquired immunity may not be 
the only explanation for the apparent mildness of schistosomiasis in 
adults Van den 8erghe (1959) bas suggested that there is age r®eista1 1 
in man and La wert and D.; andlovits (1959) have shown that in old 
experimental animals relatively fewer csroarias penetrates Nelson (1959) 
suggested that in addition to acquired resistance other faotori might 
account for the differences in pathogenicity in different areas for 
example racial tolerance, different strain of the parasites and 
differences of nutritional levels. 
I, o Roux (1961) theorized that oeroexioo of the anirn&l ncl etooome 
species S. bwis may immunize man against the human. schistosome species 
¬3. h matobium and vice versa and tIAt this could explain the diutribution 
pattern of these infeotions, for example the presence of §, bovis_ and 
/abrence 
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absence of S. haematobium from Sardinia and the rovereo situation in 
Egypt. Nelson at al(19S2) suggested that constant exposure to animal 
achistosoma osroarias will modify schiatoaomo infeotion in an by 
reducing the worm burden without necessarily affecting the prevalenoe 
rate, but in these areas the complications lees would be eevere" This 
type of hoterologous immmiiW reopo ae in tmn was named 1ZOOprop1eXi$' 
which has been defined as the prevention or amelioration of disease 
in man as a, result of previous exposure to hsterologous infeotions of 
animal origin (Nell nl, in press ). 
Apart from the epidemiological evidence most of which has 
been reviewd by Clarice (1966 b), there are numerous experimental studies 
on animals to euport the view that aoq*ir d immunity plays an important 
role in sohistosome int®otiona. But only three experiments 2zvs been 
carried out on assn ( Fisher 19341 Gotha 19631 Clarke 1966 a) and, the 
results have been inoonalueivee 
Experimental data show that mice and xauters oaz acquire 
a partial reeiatanoe to reinfection 'with S. man. o t aq a on cum end 
%'a0 8toaomati " .. 6 
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Sohistoso tium douý__ thitti, and rat can develop partial iuaunity to 
S. r nsoni and S. j ponic a, Baboons and Ceroopithecue monkeys can 
develop some resistance to s. mansoni and partial immunity has been 
induced in the horse, the dog and the rabbit after homologous inmunisation 
with S. japonioum, Hamster can develop some resistance to reinfection with 
3. haematobium and rhesus monkeys can become completely reuistant to 
reinfeotion with S. mansoni, S. e onioum, B. haematobium and 6ohietosornatiÄ ' 
douthittii. 
The experiments on heterologowa immunity to oohictosoree have 
recently been reviewed by E'velcnd et al(1969)s mice can become partially 
resistant to D. maneoni after it munisation with S. rodhaini and 8. bß 
and S. mattheei end to Sahietosomatium douthitti after immunisation with 
Bein nconi. Rhesus monkeys can acquire partial immunity to S. msnBoni 
after exposure to S, nioum, A. hau taºtobium, 5. bß and ogm tb. ei; 
to 
. 
ha*matobium after immunisation with 3. bß and to the 0J, strain 
of Sojwponý after immunisation with the 'CHt &train of 9. jap # 
ß. mß oni and Sohi8tosoauatium douý,,, h ittio Calvsa icmunized with S. mat oni #AW 
can partially resist, , challenge with S. ast___ the i and a chimpanzee with 
/a natural", 4" 
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a natural infection of 5. mnnsoni strongly resisted challenge with 
E. japonicuo. 
Studies on the mechanism of schietoeome immunity have shown 
that inoculation with dead parasite material has a slight protective 
effect in mice but fails to induce any reoognisablo resistance in rhesus 
monkeys. Exposure to ceroariae which are prevented 
fx 
maturing in the 
host by previous irradiation will provoke some resistance in mice and 
monkeys but only a partial resistance is developed in the rhesus monkey 
even after exposure to very large numbers of such irr&diated oeroaria, 
( Sazi thers, 1962 ). 
The experiments of Smithery and Terry (1967) and Smithery t al 
(1969) on homologous triunity to 3. neo i in the rhesus monkey have 
oiad considerable light on the stimulation of resistance* They Ybave 
demonetrated that the adult warme Swovide the main immunogenic stimulus 
and in a series of transplant studies using worms that have matured in 
different hosts they baue also shown that the adult worms are able to 
/ disguise.... 
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disguise their presence in the host by incorporating host antigens in 
their cuticle. This produoes a state of I Concomitant I immunity where 
the adult worms are able to survive in an otherwise completely immune 
bout. Recently Clegg and Smithere (1970) have demonstrated that in the 
presence of serum from highly immune rhesus monkey some eohiatoaomula die 
within the first twenty-four hours in vitro and by the fourth day 95-100 ý 
have died. This suggests the presence of a lethal fact= in immune oerumr 
this appears to be epeoifio antibody which is dependent for its notion on 
complemento 
The purpose of the present study was to investierte poabiblo 
cross Motions between the animal, and human eohetosomes that are jTevalent 
in 8huzestan. In the first experiments in mice U. turkestanicum was used 
too the immunizing agent. In this second experiments oalvea aM sheep were 
used for further investigation, using U. turkostanicum, 3. bovir aM . 
haenatobium. The results were quite striking, "spocially in calves which 
are the main natural host of bovines sohistosomissis in the Khuzestan 
endemic aria. 
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CHAPTER 2 
MATr1UAL AID I TTIIODS, 
Three species of experimental hosts were used in the 
present study. 
I. Albino mice, 6-8 weeks old. 
2. Galvea, male 7-9 nontha old( local race). 
3. tiheep,, male 7-9 months old. (loca, l race). 
Four species of achistosomes were useds the local- strains of 
4. turkeatanicumý S. b_ovio aM S. haematobium, and a Yuorto Rioan strain 
of B. ma____naoni. 
In mice each experiment was separately oontroled and followed 
a similar design as that used by Nelson at nll (1968)i group A, immunized 
and challenged; group B, challenged control; and group C, , united 
but 
not o)allenced. Immunisation consisted of a single or triple exposure 
to various doses' of ©. turkest&anicum seroarias and the ob nens at 9 
weak$. go 0 
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weeks was with 300 carcariae of 5. bovis or S. haematobium or 150 
o®rcariae of S. maneoni. The ceroariae were all taken from the same 
suaponaion obtained from a large Ywmber of infected anvils. 
The valves an sheep were divided into groupo of 2-3 animals* 
The challenge control group in one experiment served as the control for 
the other experiments. In the hrterologou3 immunity experiments 
immunizing and challenging doses of oercariae in large animate consisted 
of a single exposure of 8,000 o®roariae of 0. turkeetanioum or 5,000 
5. bß in calves and 5,000 csrcaraie of d. turkeetanicwnn or n. bovi 
in sheep. Immunizing the calves with S. baematobium consisted of three 
inoculations of 7,000 oeroariae in each inoculation with 4 weeks interval 
Autopsy wag pert rmod 9 weeks after the oballeange expoeure. 
The mean worm recoveries and tisaus egg counts per, gram were used As 
the criteria to evaluate the degree of reei8tanos. 
In homologous.... 
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In homologous i=unity experiments on salvos the immunisation 
consisted of a single exposure of 19000 oercariae of P. bovis or 2. 
turkestanicum. The oha11on&e was made with 4,000 cercariao of the same 
apeoies: but the challenge control groups were exposed to 5,000 
ceroariae, which meant that each animal in the immunized and control 
groups finally received 5,000 ceroariaeo 
The proteotlve effect of immunity in sohistosomiasis was 
measured by determining the effeote on "xp. oted worm burden andýe 
oounte of the ohallenge infection. Irmnunity sch be soamplete in the 
none that no developing or mature worms can be found or it may be 
partial in that the wor and 0993 load of the immunized aaim*le are 
reduced Stunting of the worms with the production of fewer eggs by 
the females, in also considered an evidence of acquired ; tmmunit7. 
Other criteria like distribution sand viability of e and also egge 
per female worm were considered. 
172 
CRAFTER, 3 
RESULTS IN )ICE, 
A. Feterologous 3mn nits studies. 
Exporiment, IsO. turkestanlcuni ( 100 oeroariad ) ohallonged 
with S .b brie (300 aeroariae ) 
Analysis of the results of the aobistosome reoovary(Lbl®, 32) 
showed that the mean adult worm burden of §, bovie in the imaruniz®d 
group As was lower than that of the challenge control group S, being 
12 and 16.8 respectively, with a percentage reduction of 28.5 A" 
S. boý egg counts in the livery gut and the total egg counts 
per moues shoved a more defined effect with a marked reduotion in group 
A as compared with group B, (49.0 ). The differences between the 
mesas in the liver, gut and total "gg oounta were etatintioal].. y 
aignifiaant (P (0.05; P (0.01 and Pk 0.02 rea *otively ). The total 
numbers ."" 
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number of eggs per female deposited in liver and gat van slightly lower 
in group A than in group l3. 
The mean adult worm burden of O. turkoatanicum Sid e, gga per 
mause in the immunized group A was higher that, that of group C, 
$uggesting that the pcresenc" of the S. bovis stimulate s high e; output 
than odours with the ®inkl. ® infection. A similar phenomenon wan reported 
by TVIor at g X(1969) with 2. matý, ýtheei 
in the etnce of S. rý, ns_ of i,, 0 
Ezperincnt, 21 o. turkestanicun ( 50 z3 150 cerjariee ) o2allen, ed 
with D.. bovis ( 300 oeroariao } 
In this experiment immunisation wam carried out by three 
rated inoculation of 50, o. turkeetanicum corcariac with 4 weeks 
interval between inoculations. The oballen e expoeure with $. bý, ovin 
corcaria. was . arried out 4 woekks after the last exposure to a. 
turkastanicum aercaria®. 
/ As lMioated.... 
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An indioatcd in Table, 33, tho mean recovory of 8. bß 
from the ohalbongo infection was lower in group A than that in 
group B9 with a reduction of 21.9 %. 
Analyain of the egg counts in the tissue showed a 
considerable reduction in livers gut and the total number of ages 
per mouse in group A an compared with group ß( total 55.8 %)" 
The student t-test showed that the differences betw©on, the maw 
of the eggs in liver, gut and the totel cggs of these two groups 
were significant (P 40-05t P <0.02 and P<0.02 reepeotivoly ). 
The total number of sere per female was marked yº lower in group 
Athan ingroup D3. 
The mean burden of worms and sees of q, turkestan; Lgin 
in group A was s in higher than group C but tho differences W44 
less marked than in the first experinont. 
Experiment, 3: g. #urkeetanicum, (200 oeroariao ) ohallen, cd 
with A. bLOvi, o( 300 aoroariao ). 
Analyaie of the roeulte of this Meriraont ( Table* 34 
showed that there was a reduction of 30.1 % in Koran burderr of 
/a. bovi a. 99* 
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S. bovis in Group A compared with group B. Tho ogg counts in the 
tissues chowed cignifioant roduotiono in liver and total eggs 
per mouse (P(0.05 and P4 0.05 )' 'but not in the cut* The number 
of eggs per female was also higher in non-frzinuniZed Group B than 
that in group A. 
Experimont, 41 g. turkootanimuar ( 50 x3a 150 oeroariao ) oh . larxged . aid i  r rrrs 
with A. hLema$obium (300 c eroariao) , 
In 43in o the remrstl$$ of This °s rimsnt(Table 35.1 
showed that although Chore were it* *ignitioant. difterez a 
between the, means of adults of l. h matobium(tho raduotia aas 
only 0.7 % the tieoue egg oounte in the liver were oonaidorabiy 
reduoed in ohaYler group A oampared with control group 131 a 
41.1 % roduotion was obeorved, There van a eignifioc nt difforonoeR 
botwoan the maims of the liver egg ooimte and total eg per 
mous® in IMO. crape A iz4 33 =( P< 0 1.01 and P(0.05 ).,. 
The nwnber of eggs per femals worn were lower in group 
A ithan that irr group f-. There vere oonriderab L. mro eggs per 
/M()Iw@ 
0*i" 
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Mouse in group A than that in group C. 
Ezporimao t, 51 Q4, tMrk®Gta icrým 50 oeroariao ) ohealezgod 
wi b,. anegni 150, aaraariao) 
Azmiysiv of the teealte of this piper . ment 
( Table# 36 ) 
showed that there was no marked dif! noes obsorved between Ulm 
mean number of either adults or tissue egg counts of S. an ,,. 
in 
the im =iz. d and non-immunized oontrol groups A and 13. 
The mean ii*eue e, YöMa ö, # rirýntani m `P ` Tauaa 
in the Immunized and challenged group A. Vaf markedly higher than 
that' ins control group C. 
Experiment, 6s q turkeetanioum(200 oeroariae) ohalenced 
). 
, 
(350 coroariae with A . matson 
. yeis of the reeulta of 
this experiment (Tablet 37 
showed that ax. thou, h thcnre Was only a slight reduction im adult 
1sna ae ni Kurden, there was a statietioally significant differenoe 
in the Qeand of the total tissue egg counts with a 37.9 ` reduction 
and P values of (P ý 0.05 pP<0.05 and P40.02 ) in liver I gut 
and total eggs respectively. ' /B. nomologcrae... 
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B. ßomolo *ouo Immuniiz Studien,, ý+wr. rý r^rri 
Experiment, 7s s. b s( 100 ceroeriac) challenged 
With , 
a. bo ßs(300 oeroeriae) 
This experim(rnn was designed to oomparo the im=dying 
effect of hoaologoua infeotion with 8. ovia in mice compared to 
the results proviounly obtained in calves. The analysis of the 
results in this experiment ( Table, 38 } showed a 66.0 % roduetion 
in the odult , .b 
burden( P(0,001 ) .' Tissue egg ooun$e in 
livers Cut And toto eggs per mouse also showed` consider ble 
reductions ( 49.4 %) .P values in liver: gut and total. egg 
counts per mouse were P(0.2, P, <O. 02 and PC0.05 respectively. 
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G. 4 
RESULTS IN CALVES AND SUE, I9 
1. CAL : S, 
A. Ftoterologoucr Immunity Studioas 
" rý.. rýi r rrýrr rr. 
Experi mont 9 1: tuemajo, nioum vorouo s" 
The calvoo were divided into three groupo. Group I 
consisted of 3 calves which wer® each exposed to 8,000 oorc ciao 
of O. turl: eatanioun but not chaUon od; they were killed 9 wookß 
after oxpoauro to the corcariae. Group II oonoicted of 3 calves 
each exposed to 8000 ooroariao of O. turkaotonioun and ohallongod 
9 weeks later with 5,000 ooroarine of B. 
b i they were killed 
after further 9 wooln. Group III consisted of 2 oalvoe each 
exposed only to 5,000 corcarine of a. bovi j, serving as the control 
for the salves in Croup II. 
The rooutto of this experiment are Given in Tabby 39 
and 40. There Was a reduction of 17.7 adult a. hAs in the 
iruiunizod calves compared with their ch3llonro control Group. 
The correapondin roduotionc in tiaoue e, -C counts were also 
/cozlriidorabl®... 
L86 
conDidorublo, ohowing a roduction of 71.3 %, 65.6 % and 76.2 
in tho liver, small intootino and largo intootin© roopootivoly 
corapaa'od with the are counts in oontrol group III. 
Experimont, 2s S. bovin vorouo 4. turkc tcnßrnzn# 
To. donign of this atu y wan tho sago as tho proviouo 
OxPo rirnont t them Were 3 animals to each croup except for croup I 
which had 2 calvoc, The z bor of lm-. =izjnC 5. bß ooroariP. O. 
wao 5,000,, ahallonCed 17 8,000 coroariao of g. turitostanicnin, 
The romatD of thin oxperin©nt aro a1iownt in Tables 4 
and 429 Tho moan minbcr of O. turlmato. nioun adulto was roducod to 
29.7 % of those in the challenge group XIi ai4 reduction, of s uc 
o counts per Crur,, of livor and s=11 intootino woro 61.3 % and 
774% roopootively. 
E. - pcriraant, 3s 9. hß ntohium verstus 9.. ovß, 
T ha calves wex e divided into it non-. i n iZe4 group I 
and trtmizod group Iis In group X1 oa1v©M wcro brat i nixed 
/ th.... 
187 
with cercaria© of S. haematobium and then challenged with ceroariae of 
S. bovino lmmunisation of calves group I was by 7,000 S. haenatobium 
cercariae for each exposure at 4 weeks interval Giving, a total of 
21,000 cereariae per calf. 
It was found that the mean worm recovery of 3. oi in 
immunized group I was much loaner than that in the control group II9 
with a r. duction of 42.3 %( Table, 43 ). Distinguishing 3. haemat0bium 
from S. bovis was easy,, since all the S. kaamatobium worms were V017 
small and immature with undeveloped internal organs. 
5. bovis egg o©untr in the liver, smell intestine and large 
Intestine were very reduced in group I compared with control group Its 
reduction of the 3O. 4 q%in the liver, 45.0 % in the small Intestine 
and 9V. ß % in the large intestine ( Tables, 44 )" 
Experiment, 4, S, haematobjum versus 0"turkestanioum, 
The detail. of this expeariraent are given in Tables, 45 er 469 
The mean recovery of adult 4. turkaatanicum was 31.4 ý lower in 
/challenge... 
" 
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ob Menge group I than that in control group II. The corresponding 
reduotion in tissue egg counts per gram of liver and Ball intestine 
was 17.5 % and 82.5 % respectivel*. 
The results of the above experiment on calves shored that 
there is a strong interaction and cross-protection between Sb 
O. turke®tanicum and S. haematobium. This suggests that the immun® 
phenomenon will occur in endemic areas like Khusestan and that under 
natural condition this might reduce the severity of the disease in 
livestock, 
B. Homologous Immunity Studies$ 
Experiment, Is O. turkeatanicum versus O. turkestanioumi 
In this experiment 2 groups each of 2 calves were used. The 
results are given in Tables, 47 and 4e. The mean number of q. turkeetaania. 
adult worms recovered in group I was 1,400 while in the nonsimnunized 
control group Ii Us mean recovery of adult worms were 2,434" The Lý- 
reduction in the immunized group was 42.4 %" Further evidence of 
/protection... 
189 
protestion can be aeon in the tissue egg counts. In the immunized 
group I, the number of egS3 in the liver was the same as in the non- 
immunized control group III but in the small intestine there as a 
considerable reduction of egg densities ( 72.0 i4 )d 
Experiment, 2: 5. bß versus S. bovis, 
Calves were divided into immunised WA non-immunized 
groups, 
Analysis of the results ( Tablee, 49 and 50 ) showed that 
there was no reduction in the vorm recovery in the immunized groups 
but the tissue egg counts were reduced in the immunized group I animals 
ooaap red with the non-imunised control group II by 21.2 % in lirer, 
46.9 % in small intestine and 76.0 % in large intestine. 
/2"SHEE:,.... 
,ý 
I9 
rS 
D 
2. SHEEP 
Heterol sous Immunit, Studieas 
Experiment, lS Ooturkeetan1cum versus 3. bovier 
190 
The results of this experiment are given in Tables, 51 and 
520 The reduction of worm burden was 8.2 %% and the reduction of tissue 
egg counts was 19.8 in liver, 15.4 %, in small intestine and. 2603 
% 
in large intestine. 
Experiment, 2s S. bovie versus O. turkestanicumi 
Analysis of the results of this experiment (Tables, 03 and 54) 
showed a reduction of 43.6 % in adult worms of O. turkestanioum burden 
and a reduction of tissue egg counts of 87.4 + in liver and 22.1 i% in 
small intestine. The effect of immunisation in sheep in group II was 
variable: in sheep no, 2 low numbers of adult O. turkestanicun (432 wie) 
and no egge were found in the liver digestions with very low egg 
/CQunt8:. 
00 
191 
I 
counts of 350 eggs per gram of small intestine, whereas sheep n0. ä 
in the same group had 1569 worms and 13,475 d Per gram of small 
intestine. 
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CHAT-.. 5 
DISCUSSION, 
Us results of the experiments on mies ere 81 cued in 
Tsble955. Initial Mingle ' aultiple exposures to 4* turkestanieu 
cercarias inäuoed a moderate partial protection against the challenge 
infootion with -9. bovis aal S. h natobium, but to a less, extent 
against S. The immmity was evident from both the_ reduction 
of worm burdens and the tissue egg counts, Initial doses of 100 
cereariae or more groduoed partial protection, but 50 ceroWias 
produced very poor resistance. It seems likely that with 
this parasite 
there im a minimum itmunizinß exposure as was reported' by 5mithers 
and Terry(1965) for 2. , _onl 
in the rheaue monkey. This threshold 
in C1. turkeetaniotuz is less than 100 cercariae. 
single exposure to 4. turksstanican cercarise paroduced 
immunity as effectively an repeated "xposuree. Purthermoa, the 
degree of resistance in mice Showed no correlation with the number 
/of ceroariae... 
,.. __ý ý_ý; r 
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of oercariae used since 100 ceroariae of O. turkeetanicum produced 
the acme degree of protection an 200 cercar3ae or 150 cercariae in 
3 inoculations. Hunter at x](1962) also found that with S. i an___ýsonii 
in albino mice multiple exposure was no more effective in producing 
immunity to a ohallenge infection than a single exposure to the same 
total numb®r of cercaria®. On the other band Kagan (1952), Thorp®on 
(1963). Wang It ! ý1-(195a)p 11011 it 1(19(13), Amin and Nelson (1969) 
suggested that resistance to schistosome infections is inore$ued by 
repeated immunisations 
The experiment on homologous immunity in mice with S. bovie 
showed that there was a moderate protection against the subsequent 
infection after immunisation with this epeoiec. 
The results of the heterologous immunity studies in calves 
are ausmýcized in Table, 56 and show reduations of 29.7 % to 42.4 ä 
in adult worms load and 50.2 % to 81.0 % in tiague egg counts per 
/gram.... 
210 
grass of tissues in immunised jroups compared with the non«i=uuized 
odntrol groups. A strong; reciprocal protection was demonstrated 
between S. boyis and O. twrkestnn c in calves, the natural host of 
these parasites, The imnunity in sheep (Table, 56 ) was less effeotive. 
Results from calves together with the previous study which 
show some degree of 'self sure I in S. öovis and O. turkeetanic22 
infections in calves suggests calves are useful animals far studying 
4=unity in sohintosomiaasis particularly an they are the natural hosts 
of these parasites. 
The only previous report of heterologous studies in calves 
gras by Hussein et I(1970) who reported a high degree of partial 
protection in calves immunized with S. mansoni against challenge with 
a. natý i. 
S. haainatobium in the callves. failed to develop to natarity. 
hovertheleaa immunization with 3 inoculations of L. %ematobium 
/oercariae.... 
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corcariae produced very strong cross-protection a ,. 
inat 3, bß and 
O. turkestanicunm. This experiment was the reverse of those reportei 
by Hsu et al (1966) who immunized. rhesus aonkeya repeatedly with Iranian 
S. bovis cer©ariae and then challenged them with Iranian . haematobiun 
and produced a atrang protection* 
In our homologous im unity experiment in calves with S. b av%N 
no reduction in worm burden vac observed in the immunized group compered 
with the non"i=unized gacoup, but in homologous %unit7 with p. 
turkestanicum in valve3 a 42.4 %b reduction of worms load was observed. 
There Uraa a considerable reduction in tissue egg countm in the immunised 
Croupy, 50.2 % in S. bam arid. 72. % % in the O. turkeetanicum experimentso 
In our observations on cattle naturally infected with O. turkeatantotzm 
the warms load and tissue egg counts also declined with increasing age 
which could be attributed to the development of some degree of natural 
acquired icuaunity either homologous or heterologous. 
/to oonaluie.,. 
; ", - --, -, ,ý "i -7-1 
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We conclude from th33e exper3mant3 that natural heterologoue 
and homologous immunity between both the bovine parasites and the 
h= an parasite s. haematobium could be m great importance in protect 
the animals from the severe effects of subsequent reinfection. A 
similar effect mV be of general importance in echsitos©miaei® Of 
domestio animals in many endemio areas, 
213 
Tabl"@ 55 
Summary of work done on hoterologous and homologous immunity 
between echi$tosome species in albino mice, percentage of 
reduction in warm load and tissue egg counts. 
Im nzni mied Challenged Speoies 
Spocie® 
2Ta* of 
oeroarirs 
S. bo e sm 
9. haem. 
ý- -- . 
ýadnfýoni -~ý"'-" 
25.5 
50 
7 
213.5 
(49.8) 
t o. urk. 
150 2L. 9 8.7 
(5023) (55.8) (41"1) 
200 304 20.4 
(51.3) (37,9) 
8. bovis M rrýr ]00 66.1 
(49.4) 
ý ý 
() Reduction of tho, mean egg counts per Cram of tieauae. 
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Table p 56 
Suanmarr of works dome an beterologous and homologous 
immunity between schistosome species in calves and sheep, 
percentage of reduction in worm load and tissue egg counts. 
ýnmstai s. 4 olza]. l od species 
speoie* 
Calves steep 
.2*. tt Mk 
S, bovis 
42: 4 37' 7 - Sot 
(72.5) (2o j) 
29.7 0 43. d 
{7W"8) (50.2) (29.5) 
31.4 42.3 s w 
(81. o) (2.2) 
() Badueuiom of -the mean egg counts W gram of #iseues. 
ý, ý_ 
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ADDENDUK 
TEE FIRST RECORD Of UI RIIIENTLL INFECTION Of 
CALTES WITH $. HAEKLTOBIUMi 
I} TBaDUcTION, 
In the above otwlr on h. torologous zmunity oa1Y+11 xtro 
"xposod to a large aumbor of $. ha. matabiua iarcariae=at auto X22 
weeks after initial exposure ieeexture worms were present. There are 
no previous records of S. i atobiuz infection in sattle. unts sad 
Ma1a. katis (1955) exposed 'vets to S. sematobiu* osrsarias v4 only a 
Yer7 few small warms wie recovered l L. ipsr (1915)1 isaistti. (1933); 
Sared(1970) tailed to inf. ot sleep with 8. haemstobiM. 
In the lvexoat szpsriaSnts 4 salver 7-9 sonthu old from 
Xbwwatam *sre ixposoa to a total of 21,000 osroariao of J. hýgatobiwa 
sash, in 3 inoculations at 4 weeks intervals ( in each inooulation 
7,000 sersariae were used ), Boar cash inoculation, . eroariae were 
/Pooled.... 
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pooled fron 20-30 Bulirga tru tus which were infected fr a how a 
source in the lebaratca'r. 
After 1ý weeks from initial. exposure the salves Were ci . lenged. 
with S. b or O. turkutaniaum streaX'lae to study tba eross-imunity 
agsiDst Animal rohistosomss. 
RESULTS, 
The red papules on tbs skin of the logs showed tbab the 
oeroariae had ponstratodp whoa the mioals were killed 22 weeks aft *r 
initl*l sxporuro to B. haaMtoblu% . ersaris. it wU ZouM that ; all, 
tbs 
, 
4 calves had developed limited p. ha ºtobima intratians ('1tbl. t 55 
ý" 
Tbs nuiaber of worms xeeomred bw perfasioA mied from 250 to 640 
378+6 99 )t the yarantw of worms rmoayerea wsg 3,0 0.9 ý6,1, 
WA 1.2%withamu. uof 1.8%., 
in tissue digestion for egg counts on37 self no. I rsrsaled 
a fear deformed, rudimentary black eggs with no mirweidis. ( Table, 55 'j* 
/ Most$**" 
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Moat of the worms were found in the portal vein., but in salt 
no. I some large warms' with deformed intra-uterine eggs were recovered 
from the lower mesenteric veimas of the large intestirA# but no norms 
or eggs were found in the vesciftl plsxQs oar bladder wall. 
' lýeº 
immature S. baematobiu* warms wars easily distinguisbsd from Q. 
a 
ttkestaniaum and S, norms beanse, they were smaller in size exsd 
the fsnalse had u Msvtlopo Titollariae 
DISCUSSION, 
Not only domsetio anirals but also Ywious upeoies of rodents 
have been known an reseryoir of great epidemio1ogiwl iaporta ce for 
niaa_t one of the tires p'imipal species of the schiotonome 
Waaite of the Mt. is for the other two species A. bEM_&tobit* &Ad 
!. man1oon_i, it was beli vsd until reoently that am was the only häet 
of epidsmiologissl Importance. A wide variety of rodents bom Ursa 
found naturally inZ. cted with J.. manaý____onii but it it g. nerul, 17 sanlidorei 
that they are mlikely to be of any eignif ions as maini eMnoe hosts. 
/ft t zicently.. " 
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But recently it has been shown that baboons in Eut. & rioa, act as a 
rssorvoir host for S. nansý (Jolson at &, 1962; Bsmrisk, 1966#1969 )s 
Borbou st &1 (1962) found adult S. in sattle sla tä in an. 
abattoir in Brasil and Sued at &1 (1969) successfully infected Salves 
with S. Xoasö i but their sjgaifioanof as natural matntrnanas host it 
still mb1t a. 
Beaorda of 8 iagat, gbio, ufoations in animals are rata. 
Nexeaaa (1960) reported two ras*s in ]Cant Afries, one 'in o" aboon und 
the other in a Cersopitisssus aoskyr. A natu &1 infection of I,. 
i saatobiaw in a vest African ohi*psasee wear reporis lw Doi Pao1i(1965)0 
Hooent4 ow baboon out, of 24 trcu West Af°risa was fou4 to 1N *atars14 
3at'ected with 8. atobL and Vs. parr#A viable a«gar in both the 
faacss and urine (-Taylor, 1971 prrcnal of u*iesttoa ). ' 
Kuntz and lüalakatis (1955) *wood 3 goats to "boat 200,000 
®ercartae of S. bae , stobiux eaeh! aM reeeeeded in infesting 2 of the*, 
/bows rer... 
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however.. the number of parasites recorded was extremely sma11. 
Leiper(1915), KsaHattie and Cbadwiak(1932); UaaRattie, t 11(1933)t 
Saved (1970) were unable to infect ebeep with S. haem&toý. 8a©wä(1 g66 ) 
also failed to infect pigs with S. heematobiun serearia4 in lsb(Watoxl 
and disputed the report by Hill and Oiiabaniro(1960) who slaaed to have 
found a natural 8. haeaatobitm infection in a pig is Nigeria. 
Our . xpsrimonts with It-kovis aTA J,, bsomwtob aM Q. 
turksstantsun show that su. ssas in szporimntall» infestI* selves 
depends largely on the t. obuºigwr ussd. Using an "ffioi. nt toobsiquo 
oeº1we8 were shoed. to take S. h e2IatobiMM infection but the worss r. oovered 
were immature. This may also happen to salves in nature in eMsaie 
areas# sins thgr live in yez7 alas. "ontaat with infootaä natural 
waters, The irm=s. rsspcaosa whioh developed in salYns with B. heºeetobim 
intention was considerable snd. was disoussed in the previous ahaptero 
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PART IT 
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FIELD AND LABCRATC87 OBSERVATIONS Q LTMNAEA GEDROSIARA 
TIC INTERMEDIATE HOST OF CRNITHOBIU1ARZIA T1W TANICUM 
IN MMESTO 
Th ODUCTI c N, 
L. gedrosiana (Anan ale & Prashaä ) is a Eollus host of 
2 important parasites of domestie animals (O. turkestaniowe and 
Fa4ý iola gi tics ) in h siatan. Therefor',, control measures against 
the snail are of Great oooroais importance. dotaitod biological XAA 
esologiosl studies are nec scary before ss ' control measures can be 
directed against L. os, tnft, This $pproaoh has been uas& in other 
parts of the world against the snail hosts of human sahistosomiasis 
Posigan 
!t 
&1,1958; Skiff, 1%41 Webbi, 1962 aM Chit 
st 
. 91p 
1968 }. 
The present study xsorLs observations on the trsnstii. ssion 
of O. turkestanieam, the bioloj7 eM ecoloil of the principal aaollwrean 
host, seasonal tluatuatians in snail popalation d. nsitiu and aseooiateä 
O. turkestaniaam infection rates and laboratory experiments designed 
to atudy the " vector " potential of k, mk42'C+riana, 
/ Chapter, 1 .... 
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CHAMP 
OBSERVATIONS ON N THE G PRICAL DISTRIBUTION 
Ü L. GEEDROSIANA IN Rxi1ZNSTAN 
Tb. L. ýs i,, as ny w&a "tartod in 1967 in conjunction 
with tha B. tru,,., ncat 9 eurryº. k. aodrosims, was found to be dishribut*d 
all over the irrigation systeas of Khusestan. Most of the primary 
and secondary eanals, water-rheds, ieolated, breedinj sitar such as 
ponds, swamps and ditcher wars kited. Map, I shunt tbat 14M. ". 1-128 
and L. e ajs a were mostly found in the mane, areas. The following 
accounts , firs detail of the study area* 
maMain 'locust 
This aria in the larg*st ý aM aßrioultural33r rho richest 
plaain. aM the Ust irrigated aura in: tho Xhu: stau; it is b , d. zst in 
thr *orth , fir the slops. . north of 26sta aM AMis. shk, and in the, 
want *it& *oat 'b7 the Za kh h &nd. Xarun rivers, zasp. atiyel7, &M 
/ telLi=tog 0' 040 
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terminates in the south near Ahaas. For convenience of description, 
the saxes has been divided into 3 namely, the northern area, the 
sugar sane area wA the southern are&. 
The Northern Area ( Map, 2) 
The distribution of snails in this area during the period 
from 1959 to 1961 gras described by Gaud t &1(1962) and Cbu 
*t a1 
(1968). In the centre Doming an area of 22,000 , is a mw 
irrigation system which was installed between 1962 'and1 s water is 
drawn only from the )es river. Privtousl there had existed as Old 
Votes of earth c mAls ant flow of water in there was rapit. Tb. new 
irrigation system in lud*s asin eaaa1M, lateral wA tertiary santloj 
some of the canals are se*. nt limes. The old canals are still used 
to distribute water to farming laid and fruit «Mrdsns and as drains 
to collect water from the lisld and to discharge it into new large 
drains which finally empty themselves into the Abjirob stream and 
the Des river. A mmber of Canals are not in uae and  om of tYan 
dry out from tim to tine. 
/The snails.... 
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The snails wer. mostly b UM in sands, drains, swamps, 
ricsf ields , ponds and springs* 
Ys*m 1965 onwards, math' nsw habitats 
were foundconsisting of svaaps and siäspools along new canals aM 
new higiste y s. The insrsassd use of water in the ricsfields mir 
account for tu. further "prad of the Snails. 
Between the lower ends of the new ixrigstion area &d the 
Lureh area is the Abjirob area where a chain of irritation canals 
her existed for some 20 years, the source of water hence it the Ab)irob 
stream, whish also collector water from the zv irrigation arses - anä 
discharges through a d, as Sotto D$* rivers jetrun, nssatle 
Mkdi 
were found in most canals at thcir terminal ends in swan a &4oining 
the canals. The Lureh area it located in the north part of the 
Ab3irob area between the Shur h stream and the eb j ixob stream. The 
IAuwh streaa is the cn7, y eater soiree for this area. Sahistomom 
inf. otior. in man and anita la wer* aids spread. 
In the vest is an arcs rasaiving water from sea+nral socwser t 
from the Karkheh 'riv. r (H. rmoshi *anal* )I from the Dan rLvw; from 
/t)ie s lur.... 
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the Shahs= stream which also srossos this area, Snails were lotend 
in swamps, way. sidspools anct eanals. Recently, the treater Des 
Project eras begun to install a nI1 isrigatiou systea in this &reap 
with water taken from the Do: river. 
Tk. Su, r can. Area, 
This area located in the South Part of Pilot Project Area 
and ®. parated by wire mesh from the adjoining arias. It in a. now 
irrigation systss with numrous rawly built saws, lane -water 
reservoirs and a deep drainage network# the water soraos is from the 
Des river. B. noStug aid L"Avdrosiana were wide spread all over 
the area. The slow water flaw in the canals and the large water 
reservoirs with plenty of vegetation gave ideal eonäitions for snail 
brooding. 
The Southern gis, 
This area is 'bounded in the north by the $uar Clane Area, 
# iio east b the D. 24Xýrun river, ''in the wert bpr the Xarkhoh riwr 
/and the.., 
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and the Ahns-Desful Highway aM is the south it sztsuds to Ahaaz" 
The water in this &"& is derived from the Shah= river which divided 
into two lrrunohi. The upper bran. h (K&1. h) is wide, meandring 
MA o"rgrovm with brav vegetation; during the dry $$"On (eve r 
and autumn) this branch becomes broken up into several nramps. During 
the wet seasons (winter and spring) snails are tt refora carried to 
doirn stream "same The lower bransh of the Shahur river is about 
b0 hm. long; it is the main branch and the water flows fast. In the 
course of the low, r branch theta are several smll and large elers)V 
seeps aM snails wars spar sd all over the srsa= aan and animal 
achistooom. s wore abundant in this o ria, 
Oth. r Important Areas, 
Karkh. h Area (Darht4Lishan) , 
This arse is bou t in the wert by the Iraq frontier, in 
the north by the dry Dehlar n area, in the east by Ahw&x aM In the 
mouth by a teert. A dam was established at dish where a main 
irrigation shax 2 foods water to some cansin in the esst sM south 
/ part of"... 
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Wt of this area. The lograr Drkheh river divides into two 
branches at Xut Naha. The southern branch was enpt of water for 
7 kn; below that point it reoeiv. e water from the main Hmaidieb channel. 
The northern äranah further divides at Susan ird and diechaargea into 
a large marsh (sueangirct swamp) a&joining the Iraq border* 
The area north of the northern branch of the Xrkheh river 
Was evmpletely dry. On the south ride, the rater was ptaprd froh 
the rimer into short irrigation sannsls along the bask, &. jedrosiana 
flourished in irrigation eeial., but B. trý gras fomA only in 
Panda and tertiary sawls around a village 'öall. t Gbadiar. ' Im th `-'' 
large avasp (suasi gird swamp) between the Irazz arid Iraq, border oily 
dyad shells of kr, nasa bis Aus wid few live ±ß and M. 1ý i&. s 
were fc. 
The Shushtar Ar ap 
The water in this area is drawn partly f cs th+ lG rtm riser 
and partly from natural sti' as s whisk f1J s1 7 join the Karwn river. 
/ IrSL , ... 
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I mnaoa was abundant in oo=l" and ponds around crket gardens and 
Irrigation canals, },. tmng&t war found in aa ralzr drain Rear 
Borah Arabba. Animl aohiatG amen W&I prevalent in this region. 
Othtr Aro&G, 
The area south-saat of Ahvas (Roahormoa ) is suitable for 
snail breeding, but an]y J. edro was fOUM and no R. tr noatus. 
In Shsd. g&n ar. a who" ohs dry Jambi river ends there in a shallow 
lams saline swamp aM no it,. snails. In the Khorramshahr area, dssd 
sbells of :. trunk wars found in the field ahumel of date farms 
but in the canals egal pcýadu L. iana isa ! 'owed. The Dahlcran 
uy& north of Duht"Mis)an is a Tut MA 4r7 ar*a. 
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CHAPTER 2 
A GENFMAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIAL 
STu DY ARS 
Studies on the seasonal population trends of k. etomi&n& 
and its relation to transmission of O. turkestaniaus in animals were 
curried out from 1967-1970 in the rp. cial area ( Pilot Project Area ) 
located in the northern part of Khuseetan ( Map, 3 ). This area Use 
mainly aouth of Anäimesbk-De$ful, within an irregular quadrilateral 
of e somewhat rhomboidal ehipe. It is bordered in the west by the 
Karkheh river and crossed by the Teheran4hwa* hi ay quad railro$Aq 
in its north-east part by the Desful-Shushtar raedj in the east by the 
Shureb etreax, in the south it it bordered by the Sugar Cane Area 
( Uaft»tapeh ) anal 4hudazht steppe, The great axis n th. set from 
the Karkheh river down to the mouth-east (railway station of Ahuäaeht) 
measures 73 kao The s10a], 1 axis north-east to south west measures 45 law. 
from balbiah. h village down to the intake of the Sr"t canal of the 
south Agricultural Compact in the Karkh. h river* 
The Pilot.... 
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The Pilot Irrigation Area with its narr system of irrigation 
canals is entirely insluded in the study sector. It almost sovers 
the axial part of the area and represents approxlrate37 one sixth of 
the tots]. study aria, on the Dos river 25 3aß. north of the old oit7 
of Desful, the rirst of s .. ri"n of multipl. -purpws diar, The MohPasd 
Russ, Shah 1 i1avi Du ( the high. Nt du in the Mid is-48t) was 
dsdieatsd in Msrob, 1963. A pilot dI*On$tratiO* of aproximat. 13r 
50,000 asrs" 
, 
(22,000 hssta ru ) war sslsstsd to rsasiw the first 
vatsrs of the Oat, A syrstaa of canals and laterals wes constracted 
in this area whieb . xtenis generally southra t from the city of Deztul, 
which was to be known as the Des Pilot irrigation fires. The oonstraetia*' 
of the irrtgaºtion not mocks for ths, un&evsloprd lrsianoe of 250,000 
serer known a. the Greater Deg Irripºtion Projest, which is inoludad 
in the Stud? Arses is to b. somplet. d by the end of 1972. 
Th. whole stud sros o. onpios 1,000 ka the main water- 
souse in this arcs it the Des river . hish iivit. s the o from 
north to south into equal parts unt ooUests water from the weit, 
at Of**** 
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east of Ea1a Bud. The Dula Rudi a tint shish corn et6ly drin up 
in summer. The Karkheh river runs along the western edge of the area. 
From these rivers a great ui bar of trrigtion cmna3s branch off. 
The exoes. irrigation water finds its WRY to the iatwcsl drain$. Tbaae, 
which nMMU$U7 flow north-oath *ria &ro t Th. Sbihur aid i+r' tributwty, 
US Attids between Xarkheh WA D. C. The Abjiroh, the Lurch and the 
ßhtaeb, east of the Dee. The Sbureh borders the eastern side of the 
study area. Down streams, before flowing into the Dez river tbsae 
give rise to new irrigation network. 
This flood plains have wry d `fer nt sap et. s. thou of the 
Hartbern ml eastern part of the area ( Ball Rud,, upper Des# l r. b 
and sturen )aw , rast ar as and eov r. d with a, think º of 
pebbles t those of the Xatkb h sM of the soutbnrn -pst of the Des ers 
costly soysrsd with a shrubby vsjstattoa (Tsmarix ) in a relatively 
wet soil; The food plat %a of t Shah= are mush rcm. r aM are 
$nr$aw, with h rbaa. o is »t Lion 
C}iapterj 
rs, " 
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3 
FIELD OBSERVATIONS ON SEASONAL POPULATION '1 NDS 
OF L. GEDROSIANA AND THEIR R$ LLTION TO TL SMI SION 
OF O. TURKESTiNICUM IN VARIOUS HABITATS IN TEX STUDY 
"El 
aiwý- 
)=mat 
Bolss inn of plina Areas, 
Studi*s on the J&e ºdr population 
d*naiieo amt 
Newonai infections with 0. t rkýrr týniau wrere st&rtet in Janu*ry 19670 
Twenty different t of *rail hOitatt ( canals, swampcs Pander and 
drains ) were selestell for mantWv study of natural infcotions of 
L. ýe+dx% with O. tux ku ten icu n ouroariae (po up Aj" 
In October 1969 another series of observations were designed 
to study the population d ra*ies aad bionc*ie of legedromisma by 
fortnightly $U2Y. 7. sight different type of habitats were, x. leetdd 
( coup 13 )0 
1piirg.... 
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SaºIint of Sail Populationa, 
Snails war collsctoa monthly at fixed sites in eaeh habitat 
Th. habitats sampled inslud. d 11 au el" in different parts of the 
BtUd7 area (6 *&= in in Ab jirob area, 3 san im in Lurch arsa and 2 
Canals in Pilot jrrd4Fti(a A"& ), 3 sismPa r4 pow am 2 drains a 
In tin ®ttebpt to detest messonA flustuationt of mail populati+osa, 
as well as oaraaxial faction Tatas, snails were aoflooied in as 
Unifarn a Irannsr a. possiblt br using the methods of Oliver anä 
Sobiu idermus (1956 ). Tb. *na "e1*$ted for a tudr wu first *. uusa{t 
aM mrksd. If th. body of water was a canal a portion 100 to 150 
metres long waa oboes, whereat it the habitat way a smell pool the 
wbole area was used. In large bodies of water, a segment of tl 
margin was aarksd as the collosting Msas, For sail sampling or* 
an earried out +a dip-. wrt in the marköd axe.. .y stestºtiea1]y and 
uniformly for 10 mina#es. 
C01104t0d snails were brought to the 1sborator', after 
aeparatinIg the species, the iris* diwrributidn of the Collected snails 
/was. 
.9 
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gras determined by measuring the length of all snail shells( the 
distance from base to apex ). Snails were divided into 3 size groups 
( 0"-6 '=', 6-10 'ýM' and 10.14 mm. ). 
The snails fs srushrd Individually between 2 slides and 
'iwd under x diereoti sierossops for s. rearial inl oticm. Proof 
of the identifisatiin of O. ttCkee tu oer"ariae was obtainsa by 
exposing a losal will rodent ( Tam iri isa ) which is ruseeptilelS 
to Uetwrkeetenici , to the eoreacise obtained by SMUSULAB mare than 
2 Infected snails. Tie exposed rodents were samriti. *d 3 Months 'later, 
the worms szd the *Sp dspNited in the liver of the hott were ob. erwd 
for identification of the species of pamsitss, 
In MLttion, Ohr water level of the habitats as r"sorded 
an sash ossasion. Ths highsit rater level was dssignatsd "5" and 
00" wan Thoord. d urban the bs'bitat Nnus near drying ar dzl, this 
study "ontiMod for 12 noatha from Janaawy to Damamber 19670 
/ A. S ing".. " 
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A. Sta_, 
ý,, 
lirg Waý, 
_, 
t. ri9 
Ponds. 
A total of 4 Pon" in different part of the Study Area was 
surveyeds the Beyatian pond, populated with a variety of anailso 
was 2 metres in depth aM vaa OY*1' 'aºn by submerge& vegetstionso 
The Mm=bad Ghotb pond was in the east aide of the Study Area with 
shallow castor. Th. Batch ljad pond was in the Pilot Irriestioa Aac. $ 
ar4 was a small pon& "urrouMU& with tress aM a large amount of 
decayed tree leaves and vegetation. This Dehbar pons was small aM 
"ballow and was losat. d OpUst $ garrdon gall and roasived water from 
the garden drainage. Te snail data from sonthly surveys from Jan- 
Dea. 1967 are given in Tables 57 " Fig. 2. During the observation 
period the peak of snail population o. ooxsd mostly fromm April to June 
with a small peek also in autumn, Ianteotsd snails were most abundant 
in Marsh and Lprsl and also in September, Oetaber wA November. 
/ Swamps 0 ... 
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Swamps t 
the 
Three sups were selected in different a of Study Area 
to monthly oba. rvatim si tbo Boylam Sofla *woup which was a large 
a mp lo. atal In the Pnot IxriMpation bra with dLense vegetation sad 
vri*ties of oniils. Anfl s"I hum" sonts t with this swamp was 
abundant. The shad Ohoth reamp in the east side of the Study Area, 
was vary largo and shallow, had numsrozur tributariar. The Bonski Jawas 
swamp in Us Abjirob Area was very 1args and ä*op, t 
j vegetation 
was grown all 0m the ns p making a Was bush, in, the . eentsal 
Parts. 
The snail data from the. monthly obeerrttione are given in 
Table, 58 end. ? ig. 3. TU peak density of Snail popalationn differed 
in "ah swamps h. dro rue tras moist abundant in April and q with 
low density in sw r, TIM Xbv2&bad Ghotb sw p dry in July uzd 
Augout. inteot. d 
. nxraila were foum trom April to November 1967. 
B, stunning.... 
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BQ Running Wa'wr, 
Drains, 
Two newly made irrigation drains were selected in the Pilot 
Irrigation Areas tb 'Sard xabaA and the ioneb R&hizash dra, tos 
eharraoterieed by their long source, dense vegetation and low water 
velocity. 
The data from monthly snail eolleetious from Jan.. Deee :L . uGt 
1967 are rcor. nted in Table, 59 Fie 4. he osi densities 
w. re )Od. rste witä $ peak in May and Jw .A fsw infect. t snails 
Tsr. found in the brardarabad atria in MM, yº and Ssptemb. r and In Bwrh 
Rahimsh drain in AXs 'sh, Agil, and laust. 
oir ca"I 
Bcuioh Cbasrg am Boa. b Yakub oa"nah xwx'e 3. oQat. 4 ixt ; ths 
Pilot Irrigation Axes, axed were newly oonatraated irrigation eanalr0 
%ý Tb. Boneh.... 
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Th. ßonsh Charr7 canal tOrminatid in MW W ponds and wstsr 
depressions shish were *bst]3 populated with L. ge osina a3 
B. tru, 
_, _ nsatus snails. 
Data from, monthly sollestions are given In 
Talrlo, 59. In the Bonih Ghana drain the peak of ' th, Jý. medromisrA 
population äensity ryas in W and Juni but in the Boneh 'akubs nal 
it was irreVll&r during the observation period. Weeteä ,. osärooiarla 
v wo solleetet in the l3on. h ChWLrr canal from July to Catoberl In 
tha Boneh Yakub canal" from Au pst to December. 
Old Canals (Lurch Arse ) 
Three old s&=Is in the Lureh Area wero std m©nthl1. 
The Faxash- &A ean&1 s this *anal parser tbrough th fi11s . sr. &ting 
msv pond* and water depressions. The Shongor Sofla canal, with low 
veto it &zid dens. "ubmWeed vs t-ationa" Th. 16hongor Ohs vana1, 
with toc'tuoua . ours. Ud a abaUov rponad side drain running along 
the *Simi 0 
Th. data. 
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Tho data from monthly observations are given in Table, 60. 
The L, g drosiana densities wars mors or less constant ftrougho'ot 
the observation period, only low density were fowl in Jun. aM July. 
The intssta& snails wets taw4 3rr. jularly, in the Farash-4bad sansl 
from April to December$ in the Shongor Sofl. a canal a11 over the year 
and in the Shongar Ohs caul in winter and, late autwan. 
Old Canal: (Ab j irob area ) 
Sir canals in the Abjirob Area were surveyed monthly1 the 
ssrals received water from the main Abjirob canal which branched oft 
from the Abjirob strum above a dam built cove 20 yours ego. The 
flaw of water in tbess ssn 1s vs lower in winter than in i mmmir" 
Tn "uoamer the rie. fi. Id  adjpininj the canals used much of the water 
whioh "ontinu*d to ran into the tertiary canals. 
The most prevalent snail was the L. aedraisna. The results 
on Table, 61 show that the k, y rgsism population was ratter high 
with peak densities is acct of the canals in April and U*y asd low 
densities in summer and winter. The suamer dsaline wes due to very 
high water level in the canals aßä, the winter decline pxesu ably was 
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due to cold temperatures. 
Infected snails w +, found in Lost of the ea is during 
the whole period except in the Boneb Jawas Banal where infected snail 
were found only fron January to Kay 1967. Human and animal schistosomes 
were Prevalent in the Abjirob Area and it is likely that infested 
canals played a major role in transmission of  chistosowes in this 
aea* 
In general snail densities in the canals in different parts 
( Fig. 5) showed a major peak in spring and a minor peak in autumn 
with a decline in summer. The infection rate of L. g drosiana was 
high in ewnmer from dune to October, and low in winter, 
COnßlusi0ri9"... 
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CCUCLUSIONS , 
1. Seasonal transmission potential of various types of habitats, 
Cana $ wars permusnt transmission sites of, Q"t -kostanicum 
tbroujhout the year. Iasstivity of snasps &180 oontinu. i throughout 
the year with a peak in the owner season but a very lbv level in 
winter. In ponds the number of infected, L. gedrosiana was very low in 
stammer and winter with peaks in spring and autumn. Drains played a 
very minor role in transmission, with very low Ord, irregular 
infectivity ( Table, 62 and Big. 6 )o 
2. Size-freauonoy of infected snails, 
The prmiewo of infsstion in large snails w" higher the 
small size snails* pr. iuubly due to their ham more ohansa to 
contact mirasidia during their longer life-span sampsring with young 
snails. The Perlentags of infestei snails in different sirs groups 
was 0 .1%, 0.5 % and 1.1 4 in 0-6mm ', OYA2 'mod 10.14"m ' bight of 
/ $, h. x1.... 
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shell of L. Reärsiana respestiwlY 
( Table, 63 ). 
3. Infsstion rates in sn&Ua from tiffsrent babitata, 
The infection rates of L. S*drosiam in different type of 
habitats was o"68 % in caxals, 0.38 % in swaaps, 0.25 % in ponds 
and 0.15 % in drains. The higbast rate of intsation gras observed 
in the canals ( Table! 64 )o 
4. Snail infection rate in different part. of Study Area, 
'The infection rate of L. godroeiam with 0. turk. stßnisua 
sereariae in different parts of the Study Area was 0.66 + in Pilot 
Irrigation Area, 0.54 % in Abjirob Area and 1.0 % in the IAareh Area 
( Tsbl", 65 ). 
The full patty= of sasao fluctuation of the infection 
*at* of Lgedros with O. turkestanicum serearise in the different 
t of habitats is shown In Table, 62 and Fig. 6" 
/ Lda. n; um.... 
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ADEMiMIs 
Nco... histosoru pirasite larva]. itag. r founä in L. gedroaiama 
1. Fa ssiola ign tioa. h. osiana is an intermediate host for 
Faste viola gigantioaº on the Bhuiestan plain and in fast the infection 
rate of L. giedrosiana with Z. 4i " eereariae was higher than with 
the O. turkestanic a sexsarias. The prevalence of F. antica in 
sattle and sheep was Aso higher that of O. turkestanicum. 
2. There was an unknown oeraarias mors or less like the F. gi antics 
cercarias but smaller in size and very active: this sercariss did 
not enoyst on vegetation, the infection rate of this seroariae in 
. hag drosiarºa was mush higher than the other ceroariae. It may be 
that this eereariae is the sau species that Miriam Botbrahild(1936) 
described fron IF=&@a tee e*lphr____atie_a in Iraq, as belonging to 
the Gymnosephalio group. 
/ 3. There.... 
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3. There was also an apiaxyngea1 longifureate oereariae mush longer 
tban the brsvifureat. ©erearias of 9. tu ksstat. Laboratory 
animals exposed to these eercaraie developed no infections. The 
infection rates of this diatom* in Lga&rosiana was very low aM 
it was seen only oooaaionaliy in certain canals. 
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Table,. 57 
Numbers of L oCIROB Iazýa "ollaatod monthly from 4 Pon" 
kae niouno wi th 
- .. 
ea 
Month Beyatian K ait-aba& Sardar-abad Rehbar 
Ghutb 
Jaane 0/ 52 e/ 34 0/ 69 1/ 67 
Feb, 0/ 91 0/ 63 0 0/103 
March 0/ 10 0/ 90 1/ 24 2/105 
April 0/ 68- 3/166 0/ 72 0/1111 
uv 0/191 0/175 ' 0/745 0/1138 
June 0/ 66 1/307 0/390 0/263 
July 1/179 0/305 0'102 - 0/ 13 
Aug. 0/110 0/ 5 1/554 0/2 
Sept. 2/210 0/ 7 3/164 0/ $0 
Oct. 0/ 44 2/152 0/227 0/ 50 
Nov. 0/90 9/ 78 0/254 0/214 
Dec. 0/250 0/ 12 0/106 0/136 
Nwm. rators" number of snails with Q*turksstanicum infections. 
D. nosiswtors»total number of snails oollootod. 
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Tab1e& 58 
Nubers of 1.4! 24o*11e6tsd monthly from 3 swamps 
in $busestan and aambera infeatsd with O. turkestaniswn. 
Month Dbylam Soils Khannabad 
Ohutb 
Boueh Jagt 
Jan 1/104 0/433 0/ ei. 
Feb: 11/131 1/343 0/ . 59 
krah 1/148 0/ 20 04 
lpri. 3/300 0/23T 0/205 
1/ 41 1/1171 2/110 
June 3/ 41 0/ 74 0/164 
0/ 24 dry 1 124 
ýº a/ 29 dry 1/ 40 
seilt 0 0/ 31 0/ 4 e/ 74 
Oot. 1/ 52 0/ 42 1/101 
Nov 1/ 65 0/ 16 0/101 
Dec. 0/ 46 0/ 53 0/162 
Nottors. number of snails with O. turkestanicum infsstion. 
DsnaminAtcrs. numbs r of snails coll"stsd. 
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Table, 59 
Nuribars of L. gndr o isn. oolloatoci month17 from nerv irrig'. tian 
system( 2 aanala and .. 2 drains) in . husestan and numbers 
infected 
with O. turkurtanieum 
mont ioneh obarx'y 
Canal 
Donsh lamb, 
Canal 
Sardsr-urbad. 
Drain 
23ansb. Rahiraeh 
Drain 
Jana 0/417 3/120 0/ 25 0/ 32 
Feb. 3/125 0/304 0/199 0/561 
Mauch 0/ 73 0/516 o/ 33 1/220 
April 0/270 0227 0/165 1/223 
Mýy 2/490 2/320 1/424 0/1067. 
June 0/447 0/320 0/ 38 0/437 
July 4/217 2/271 0/ 19 0/182 
Aug 3/452 2/ 68 0/27 3/534. 
Sept. 9/195 4/ 78 2/ 66 0/570 
Wit 2/247 1/ 30 0/143 z ' . 
0/179 
NOT, 0/133 0/118 0/ 73 0/ 66 
Itaa: 0/198 1/74 0/ 22 0/ 25 
Nomoraters- numbs of snails 'with g. twckostanisum infect one. 
Denominators-. total number of snails ao1lsoted. 
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Tablet 60 
Nuzbtra of L. Adro aa collected zonttly from 3 csntils 
in Rhuzeatmn (Lureh Baraa) and ambers infected with 
O. turkestanieum. 
Month Shongor 01ia Shongor Sofia Parma -aba4 
Jan. 3/145 2/358 0/ 59 
rob.. 2/206 3/155 0/349 
March 0/ 24 0/ 13 0/ 83 
April 1/181 7152 0/473 
p 0/202 0/285 
Tune 0/ 24 1/28 2/448 
Jul? 0/ 76 0/ 34 4/ 50 
Aug. 0/260 3/ 36 3/122 
Sept, 0/359 3/ 76 3/270 
Oct. 0/208 8/283 0/ 27 
Nov. 1/121 6/285 0/ 63 
Dec. 1/138 2/265 1/ 42 
Numeratori« number of mnails with O. turkestanioum infeetiona, 
Denominators.. number of snails sollect®ds, 
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Tablet. 61 
Numbers of L. gearoý solleotocl monthly from 6 canal. in 
Khuzost&n(Abjirob Arsa) and numbers infect*& with O. tuxhestanicwn. 
Month Bayed 
Nur 
Bayed 
1Lajid 
Bayed 
JoY'ex 
Boneh 
Ayesh 
Bonnoh 
jat 
Bonah 
Jt*" 
Jan. 1/152 1/ 74 0/ 88 1/ 78 0/ 92 1/491 
Feb. 2/124 1/179 1/20$ 0/244 0/100 1/184 
March 0/ 54 3/193 0/ 66 0/107 0/ 70 2/367 
April 3/601 1/391 0/336 4/481 0/ 07 5/188 
MAY 3/381 5/581 3/331 1/437 1/271 1/451 
June 7/131 0/305 1/207 1/121 0/ 10 0/ 52 
July 0/74 1/269 of 5 0/ 2 0/ 22 0/334 
Aug* 0/230 4/259 0/ 10 0/ 4 1/ 39 0/ 53 1 
Sept. 0/196 3/149 1/ 57 0/ 54 3/ 96 0/111 
Oct. 0/231 2/ 60 1/ 59 1/ 59 1/298 0/, 
132 
Nov, 3/294 3/ 74 0/59 0/51 6/140 0/51 
Doe . 0/138 3/ 49 0/ 75 0/ 68 0/ 80 0/ 37 
Num4rataors- number of tonsils with 2. turkeM4.. nicum inr. otions. ....... ......... 
Dfncstinators- total number of snails oollaotid. 
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Table 63 
Size frequenof of L. 3drosi and infection rate of 
O. turk. stanioum soll"stod fron 11 canals, 4 ponds, 3 
.. aupr and 2 drains in Khuz. sten. 
Size Distrimutton of Snails (&. ) 
0.6 6"-10 10.14 Total 
Total no, 
of snails 18858 14660 10799 44317 
collected 
No, of 
snails 26 14 125 225 
infected 
Rafts of 
infection 0.14 005 1.1 0.5 
% 
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Table, 64 
Intootion rat©o of L. 3cirooiana with 
O. turko tcnicw aorcariao in differont aw 
typo of habitato in Study Area. 
Cana2o 8w=po Ponds Drains 
No. of 
onailo 25718 4687 8690 5224 
collected 
- mow 
I TO* of 
snails 177 18 22 8 
infected 
Rate of o. 68 % 0.38 % 045 0.15 % 
infection 
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Table# 6 
Infootion rateo of L*rjoclrociana with 
O. turkeatanicum caroariao in canals in 
difforont pnrta of Study Aroa. 
flow Irrigaiion Abjirob LurOh 
Aroa Area Area 
110. of 
onailo 5718 13992 6008 
colleotod 
No, of 
onailo 38 76 63 
infected 
Rata of 0.66 % 0.54 1. o % 
infection 
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CRLPTER 4 
DETAILED STUDIES ON THE POPULATION DYNAttCS 
CY L. G ROSIANA IN SELECTED HABITATS. 
METHODS 9 
Eight different type of I*bitate (2 *analog 2 swamps aM 
4 pozsis ) were sslsstsd for observation of the population mss 
of L edrosiand. The shove l bitate were highly populated with snails 
sa4 for "onvsnisnss in sash habitats only 10 dip-note were used on 
sash oseasion once fortnightly from Ootober 1969 to September 1970. 
The silo of stab snail was determined and allocated to cue 
of the following groapss 04" 0,4-6"'A", 6-. 81', 8-1010', 10-12m. r 
12.. 14'a ' and ov. r 14"'o 
The amber of e wer was counted at each visit anä all the 
snails w. rs, returned to thiir respective sites within 24 hours, to 
/avoid.... 
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avoid e. n' dis ? bsnee of snail densities du* to survey sollgations. 
Water level index, crater temperature ar4 other . eo1ogioal infonation 
of the babitats was recorded Occasionally* 
RUIllS, 
A. Snail density fluctuation in various habitats, 
Habitat, I" Ba1 s 
,n 
Pond q 
This ahallov pond Woe aonnaatad to an irrigation canal 
with moderate vegetation. The data from fortnightly observations are 
shown in Table, 66 and Fig. 7. EggiMeee were eollwoted from September 
to November and April to August ( Tablet 67 )e Snail densities were 
high from October to January. 
Habitat. 2. Sardarabad Pond, 
This pond also was oonnsoted to a sana1 and, shaded with 
trees and was all the time ex0 ing water with the adjoining canal. 
/ The data.... 
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Th, data trm fartnightl7 Observations are &i" in Table, 66 and 
Fis. 8. The r. produatiOn of L. S! drosiana stopped only in the winter 
sssson ( Tables 67 ). The peak of snail densities were observed in 
ALZUIt and September. 
Habitat. 3. Nahr-Khan Pozndr 
This was a pond with heaYy vegetation and was elongated 
in &bapo aM had a *ore constant water levs1. The data from fortnightly 
collection are given is Table, 66 an$ pig, 9. The eggwassr were 
abundant from Ootobor to December 1969 and from Jana to t3. ptimber 1970. 
The first peak of snail densities oooured from October to December 
aM a second peak from April to July 
Habitat, 4.8 bam* -aäºd "ona, 
This ws. s a smaller pout psrmazmntly f*b fron the Market- 
gardening sxe. ss wat rl, with dons* v. g. tation. The "ta from fortnightly 
observations are given in Table, 66 and Fig. 10. indisatitg tunt 
major.... 
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=ajar peaks of snail danitiss ai4 egg production were in autumn 
aM spring. 
Hsbitat. 5. Ghaleh Sheikh Swamp, 
This evamp vu irregular with d. ru" vegetation and a high 
water fluotuation rate, water some from a nearby garden. The data 
given in Table, 66 and Fig. 11 indicate that the first peak of snail 
densities was: in Ostober and November, the second peak oea%rIS in 
Juno and July. 
Habitat. 6. ßlns],. h Ssysd Swamp, 
This was a my large grid risk swaupq sui*abl" for snail 
colonies throughout the year. Vegetation partioulax]y DMM was 
abundant. The data solleotrd from fortnightly obrervatiwaa from 
Ostober 1969 to September 1970 are giwx in Table, 66 ant Fig. 12. 
The L-PP4Lrosi&m yopuistion saut 699 FoduotioA showed .2 majaar peaks 
%Ons in,... 
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onu in autuon with a obarp deolin. in winter, the "ocofld peak was 
from May to August 1970. 
ßabitst. 7. Chagha Saba Caul, 
a 
This was newly built eaoondary irrigation Banal in the 
pilot Irrigation Area, with high submergsi vegetation aril slow water 
flow. T data "o11"oted f tnightly arg showna in Table, 66 and 
Fig. 13. The snail densities and egg Produstion first peak was in 
autumn and the sesond peak was from Ida to July with a sharp decline 
in winter. 
Habitat. 8. Main Canal No__80, 
This soma 
1was 
a large ant main now irrigation *ystea with 
large amounts ofv water and high subr cgsd vegetation. The velocity 
of water flow wu high in niääle part of the caanal. but low at the 
bank, with aaoy ®im nt barri. rs for water diversion to the secondary 
sazals. The main peak of ý. g. äaý obi densities and egg Iraduotion 
was groat Ootoi. r to Desemb"r 19690 deolinsd in winter with second minor 
peak from April to June 1970 ( Tables, 66,67 and Fig. 14 ), 
Be Repr©duotior_ 
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B. Rwoductio2'Rats of L. Aedrosisna, 
In appearance the eggºasses of the L. &*droeiana were 
elongated and their length varied from 5-15Fm'. Eggnaaoe" were 
transparent and sontainsd soya 7-108 egg sass with an average of 60 
egg "as" in 112 sggmassss sollsst. d in a snail babittt in April. 
The cumber of eggs "olleated in a series of samples on a3 
day represents the eggs laid by the adult snails present in the same 
samples. Table, 68 shows the reproduction rates of L. Iedroslana 
obtained by estimating the egg production per adult snail: per day 
during successive time-intervals calculating by dividing the number 
of eggs eolleoteä from sash sampling ty the number of adult snails 
over 6 m°' length. It was 41OU that the reproduction capacity of 
L. gedrosiaea was highest in running water systems, possibly due to 
high aerations The peak r. prroduction rate was observed in autumn 
and spring in all habitats and it was nil in the winter season in 
swamps and ponds,, though some fresh eggmassss wars obtained from the 
/ cri .... 
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canal No. 80. In summer egg laying activity continued but at lower 
lovel, whereas the snail densities did not decline very mush in 
su .r canted with the marled decrease in wintsr(Table., 66 and 67). 
C. Sits distribution of snail zopulatic4 
The "iz.. tr, quamW (Tableg, 69 and 70) show that aast of 
the snails in different habitats xrrs young snails less than 6-8MMO, 
I,., edroaiana is ver' senßitivs to environmental changes ai their 
toleranoo to drought is vary poor oceipared with other snails (as. 
Chu at 1,1967 ). Beeause of this sensitivity and short life-urpan 
of L. gredresiana it was difficult to draw a synchronized growth rate 
curs. for this snail as has been don* for Bulinid and Biour alaria 
snails. 
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Sabl®j, 66 
Number of L. gsdrosiana sollsstsd fortnightly troff 2 stets, 
2 wwampeº 4 Ponds in Xhuzestan for 12 months. 
: onto No. 80 
canal 
Chagha 
aS 
aabz 
1L. Seyed 
p 
Q"Sheikh 
swami 
Shads- 
aba 
Padd 
Mahr-Miau 
Pond 
L? 
&r- 
ýbad 
ta1enun 
Por 3 
Oct. 352 209 3641 409 469 480 563 27 
1732 757 1707 260 312 391 699 105 
Nov. 1 1 1100 1730 1494 469 426 368 211 
323 786 70 533 416 93 
422 - 1311 69 230 280 302 dr7 
Dec. 398 272 978 212 535 159 271 dry 
45 128 589 126 32 210 196 101 
Jý"" , 140 52 393 95 3 104 100 43 
80 84 123 109 3 32 37 21 
Feb, j 47 1 58 20 0 35 23 3 
30 2 38 130 0 34 40 3 
rab1 33 14 35 0 - 43 11 
Aprill 83 13 22 46 288 16 90 dry 
64 50 375 96 444 68 191 106 
91 504 711 121 237 102 407 61 1 
81 236 619 139 303 58 540 22 
35 127 826 57 156 162 431 19 June 18 489 588 547 231 133 482 71 
10 365 605 879 225 104 676 13 July 17 214 000 125 222 51 365 13 
Aug. 
17 112 639 14 233 39 3,96 4 
29 140 567 6 123 117 610 2 
8e t 1 
45 76 310 5 132 117 608 7 p . 20 76 140 6 41 62 000 7 
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Table, 67 
Numbers of JI. geºdrosiana " s"# oolleotsd fortnightly from 
2 canals, 2 swamps and 4 ponds in huzostan far 12 months 
( 10 deep net*) 
Months Uo. 80 
canal 
Chagha 
Sabz 
canal 
. Seyed 
warap 
Q. Sheikh 
Swamp 
Shams, - 
abed 
Pond 
Nahr"khan 
Pond 
Sardar- 
abad 
Pond 
balengzn 
Pond 
Oct. 
137 68 51 18 55 131 5 8 
44 30 23 10 23 89 17 1 
0 20 Nov. 
1 22 21 22 26 0 2 
23 0 25 3 53 14 1 4 
14 0 10 1 28 a 3 0 
Deco, 7 36 0 1 8 4 6 0 
Jan. 
14 8 it 0 0 0 3 4 0 
, 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
F®bo 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30 3 Q 0 1 0 0 
DSarah 
110 
2 0 0 0 0 0 
ý29 0 17 2 23 5 9 0 
April 15 0 49 6 11 2 7 1 
'5 6 23 4 7 4 3 3 
May 15 2 7 1 15 3 4 0 
Juni 53 ý 3 1 5 2 5 0 
0 24 4 6 3 6 13 2 
July 05 12 5 7 12 6 0 
°3 7 3 16 9 15 2 
Aug* 1° 3 ° 3 14 4 12 2 
05 4 0 6 6 11 0 
03 1 0 2 3 3 0 
Sept, 03 0 0 0 0 11 0 
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Table, 68 
Rsprodustive rat.. (eg . per adult snail per day) of 
L. gedrosiana in different habitats at fortnightly 
interv4n from O. t. 1969 to Sept. 1970. 
Month inter al 
(weeks) 
Canals Swamps Polls 
2 18.0 3.0 14 04 
Oste 4 16.8 3.0 1200 
Nov. 6 30.0 5.4 7.2 
Dee, 8 49.2 1104 9.0 
Dec. 10 3306 1. s 2004 
12 31.8 0.4 1008 
Jan. 14 60.0 0 54 
16 180.0 0 1,8 
18 0 0 5.4 
Febo 20 16.2 0 00 
24 2502 4.8 0 
March 24 5 *4 6.6 1.8 
262 10806 87.6 5j2o8 
Apra 28 45090 60,60 6.6 
30 10.2 2.4 9.0 
MAY 32 16.2 0.3 3o6 
June 34 12.6 0.6 1.8 
36 18.0 4.2 2*4 
38 15.0 4.8 3.0 
July 40 5.4 4.2 5.4 
42 6e0 108 5.4 
Aug. 44 NO 0.6 4.2 
46 4 *2 1.2 2.4 Sept, 48 7.8 0 3.0 
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sail., 69 
Observations on the reproductive capacity of L. gadroý naa 
in difffrsnt habitats. 
Btaffi. Type of 
habitats 
Total no. of 
nature snails 
over 6 man. 
Total no. 
of 
eg sses 
No, of egg- 
masses per 
No. of 
eggs per 
snail 
No. 80 Cana, 677 213 0.3 18 
Cbagha canal 562 223 0.4 24 
Sabs 
Gbal. h 8 va p 9375 271 0,02 1.2 
8ey. d 
Ghaleb Swamp 1320 85 0.06 3.6 
sb. skb 
Shays.. Pond 2626 298 0.1 6.0 
abet 
Sal-dar.. P. M 2748,: 334 0.1 6 
aba 
. 
Nar.; Cban Pond 932 135 061 6 
Balengun pond 242 ' 25 0.1 6 
Mean nwib r of sgp in one sgg ia. a sý, is 60. 
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Tmlm1s* 70 
Siso-Frequeaey of k. osiam eolleoted foo 'tnightly from 
the snail habitats during the period of 12 months,. 
Type of Si. se-fequenyy Of eulleeted snails (mm.. ) shop n 
habitat 
0-4 4«6 6-8 8-00 10"'12 12-14 14 Q"r 
Canal 2944 1508 517 133 21 6 0 
No. 80 
Cal al 3673 1359 460 84 17 1 0 
Chaghs 
cabs 
swamp 6217 5321 8443 838 84 10 0 
Gbaleh 
seyed 
Swap 
Ghaleh 1558 1075 866 422 30 2 0 
sheikh 
Pond 
Shams 1911 920 1182 920 473 51 0 
abaci 
Pond 
ssrdar 2923 2273 1976 669 95 8 0 
abad. 
Pond 
Nabr-MAm 1461 1255 714 106 1 1 0 
Pont 
Balengun 424 310 100 37 29 26 50 
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CHUTER 
-9 
DISCUSSION, 
8oasor l Fluctuation in Population Dyn ia., 
Locidroniana was four only in permanent water bodies. 
4ocording to Gaud at _Al 
(1962) drought and flooding a" the twa main 
factors limiting snail populations in Khusostan The siss of a snail 
population is controlled by thr pbysisal, ohsnisal and biological 
factors in the habitat, especially temperature anä competition with 
the other spioias of snail$ 98 well as the activities of natural 
prsdatoxs. It bas been noticed as tines in Khusestsn that fallowing 
molluscisiding that when snails have reappeared the population has 
built-up very rapidly und after some while the avail densities have 
reached a peak, the sontrolling fastors having produced a natural 
balance again. 
/ Eifeet of Osseo 
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Effect of Drought, 
Drought my ocour in every season in Khuzistan but the 
summer drought is YM severs aM most of the L. aadromians 
population in dry babitats are sleminated. Previous studies 
concerning the adaptation of B. truncatus, B. slexandri and, L. 
edroeiana to drought in the laboratory bare been presented by 
Chu, Massoud and Arfaa(1967). W toand that B. trunnoatus was able 
to burrow into sod in response to the disappearance of msterv while 
L. ged, osii was unable to to so and had only a slight tolerance for 
deaaioation,, ba®auai of the wider aperture of its shell and inability 
the 
of withdrawing the body tar into shello Ctwston(1929) in South 
Afrisa also concluded that p is Aatai lei was lore able than 
allied species to survive in drying conditions. MoQal1ough(1965) 
obs. ryed that Loatalonsim, the int. r. diata boat of fteciola, antiea 
in G) na shows the least resistance to drought of all the local 
species of fresh water gastropodso Other faotors, such aas a wider 
rye of distribution in water bodies &M & high rate of reproduction, 
/ eno ur®... " 
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ensure that this species outnumbers B. trun__ý, __catus 
in most of the snail 
habitats of Hhuzastan, Only in habitats . hero drought it froquent 
and Irolong" are larger B. tru atu. population found. 
Effeet of Rainfall, 
Rainfall has a significant eifest on the ecological 
slmngss of the habitats egal paroviäos suitable oonclition for snail 
breeding. As shown in Fig. lip the rainfall from Ostober to December 
1969 in the study area was high and the b. Qkosiam population 
densities were also high, but in the following months in 1970 there 
was low rainfall and th. s mil densities decreased in all habitats 
In the area frma F. bruar7 to Sspte*bsr 1970. Moslgr (1939) working 
in Tansania r. sard. d that a. (p). loboswº barged rapidly daring and 
after the rainfall. Wabbe (1962) shaved that aajcw seasonal 
fluotuationsin 8. (p). ns1s produw, ul d. ity in T ika *ai 
depewis upon rainfall, t. mperatura and, tb* eeologiea1 changes brought 
about by that. 
Effect of temperature. 
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Fff est of Tamperature, 
In the present observation it appears that temperature 
has some influenos on the population dymazios of L. gedrosia . 
The low water temperature ( 14 °C. " 15°C. ) in winter stopped egg 
production and the population density declined to the minimum level; 
high temperatures abays 30 00. in July and Lugest also decreased the 
egg production sncl snail densities in shallow ponds. 
The snail population densities varied in different type 
of babitats. In standing vat. rs, tie peaks of snail populations 
occur in 2 periods one frcw lq to July aM the other from Ootober 
to Decembers In flowing waterms snail colonies were collected mostly 
in autumn and spring sad to x j&* "xtentu in summer when tb* water 
temperature is suitable f snail breeding. The winter was the 
most unfayourtbl" season fcr , osºdrosiasa 
brooding in the different 
types of habitat., when s** l densities fell to a wxy low level in 
sold temperatures. Our previous Observations ( Chu, )Lassoud & Arfaa, 
1968) an the B. tr__u_unoattw population curve in the sat. arts, showed 
/ that the.... 
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that the yearly peak of B. txun tiny po)ulstion as occur twice or 
only onso a year. 
mission Potential of Different of Rabitatr, 
The present results suggest that in Khussstan, ca Mis are 
psnsnent transmission rites of 21turkestanicum throughout the 
year, ponds play ratbar ainapr role in transmission, but swamps also are 
important sit.. and tr . nsaiuuion +sa2 ooonr in late spacing, gu mer 
WA autunn, Draine in general are unlikely to be of importance as 
transnission sites for O. turksstaniouE. Chu, Sumoud & Arfaa(1969) 
reported the importance of samals aM ponds as the main tratumission 
sites of S. haemstobiwn in the sans area of Kiuzsstan. 
The Po'eya1encs, of infection in large sn=1t6 was mush 
higher than in those of sm&Usr size. ,. eosins ssrr. m as the 
molluwcan intermediate hosts for O. turkeetaniown, F cýiols g antioa. 
aM other unknown flukes in the Khussstan area, 'bat there was no 
evidence of nixed oercerial infection. 
%In our.... 
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In our previous observations (Chu at &]91968) we shored that 
the optima transmission "ussonr of 3. baumatobiua and 8. bbovis were 
mainly spring and autumn. In the present observations we conoluded 
tiM transmission of O. turks. tanicum in Ahus"atan was likely 
throughout the year partionlarl7 from June to NToTember, when there 
aro none infected snails and more animals in contact with infected 
wstero The differences in transmission of O. turkestanicum compared 
with 8. ta. matobium and S. bovis were mostly due to different patterns 
of distribution and dynimios of the aollusoan intsrnisdiat" hosts. 
TinQ1i. ation! for th. PlaSMM of Control Cow, 
A sourA know1. dg. of the bionamis" of k* jM_go4ianA is 
essential for the preoise understuding of the epidemiology and 
control of O. turksstaniaum aM Fasciolasis. In particular, if snail 
oontrol measures are to be WAOrtaken, the seasoenl population 
fluotuatioaa must be u erstood" our observations show that the 
population densities iuora+wt is autumn and spring and deoliru towards 
cold winter monthso The observations euggeai that the application 
/of moil.... 
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of mvllussiaide" would be most effsstivs if first applied in 
April to June 4z4 repeated at the early autumn ( October to . December). 
The control measures against L. gedrooiars. ar rather 
different from the aompeign ego, iwb Betrun atus in Khuz®stan, because 
B. trun atus boa a patejr and discontinuous pattern of distribution' 
while L. gedrosiana has a permanent and continuous type of distribution. 
liollusaiciding'hieh seems to be the only feasible way of control 
measures against this snail host should be applied in sash water 
body in the arsao Fboal application ham no valor, because as was 
observe& in molluscicidisig against B. truncatur in Khuzastan (M&suoud 
it 
al, 1969) the Lea ions population is re-. atabliahed in 
treated habitats in a very chart period du. to rapid introduction 
of the snails from up-atr.. a* 
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LLBQUTORT STUDIES QN THE HUBT-'PARASITE 
RELATICNSHIPs TH EFFECTS OF VARIATIONS 
IN MIRACIDIAL EXPOSURE DOSAGE 
INS UCTION9 
At present our knolwdge concerning the host-parasite 
relationship of L. dr©sianm and £ sturkk. stanicum is very ape d 
Besauss this knmisdge say be necessary for effective control measures, 
experimental studies on various sspeets of the problem are of 
importanese The effect of the exposure dosage of miracidia on the 
biology of the snail host and on the subsequent dey. loymenat of the 
larval stages of the paresiti is intsrssting problem involving the 
host. 'paraait" r. 1&timshiy of jj'gldi'0" l*MA aM q*ti kostnaicume The 
similar topis of study goads by ftsigsn ß(195a) on p, s nisum, 
Najarian (1961). and Chu, L aisoid and Saabbaghian (1966) on Balinom 
trunoatus and S. M. matobium. 
/ The present.... 
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The prevent study dssoribss somas rssiarsh on the boat parasite 
relationship ani lexval Ov. lopaant of O. turk"stanilum in Lgaoo 
under laboratory condition. 
MATERIAL AND lWHCDS, 
Laborstar, bred Z. Odromi&na 5-714 ' long Me used.. The 
snails were divided into six groups, sash group consisting of 35 to 
50 snails* Snails in group I were used as non-infected controls. 
Lash individual snails in group II to VI was exposed to 1,29 5f 10 
and 20 miruidia r. spestiwly. The miroidis wert "ountod carefully 
under a dissecting misroscops and transferred with a fine pipette to 
a watub glass. One snail was added to sash glass and left there Paar 
at least 4 hours, after which the snails In sash group were maintains& 
in separate plastis tanks at 250G... 2700. 
The mortality of snails was r. soard. d every day and from 
day 15 after exposure snails ware szaainfd for ceroaria-shrdding in 
/:. paz'at* s. r. " 
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separate test"tnbss. The snails in sash group were emminst every 
other day for ssrsarias shedding after 3 -hours sxposuro to light in 
were 
a 501"' b. ah+r . After 3 hours the snails rsnov. 
L tram beaker and 
th. nubsr of on-suiae wer* "ouut. d with the ninbydrin staining 
tsshniqus (Ys C1s11aMl, 1961). 
IThs total number of sercarias divided 
by the uumbrr of snails in each group gave the average number of 
osrssria. abed per snail per day. The ssrssrial oounting was 
continued during the whole serearial shedding period which was usually 
tiu lit. -span of the in . ct. d snails* 
RESULTS, 
Pr a snt periods _(Tablet 
71 )r 
Olt day 17 utter exposure 4 snail. in group III vid 3 snails 
from group VI were foun& to be abitdding asrearias. The last snail 
from group IV started, to abed ssrsarias on the 24th de, 'y after expoeurso 
An the negative snails at 30 dUVa after exposure were eruehe8 between 
/two slides... 
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two glides sr4 ssarshsd for ssrsarias under a disssoting aisrossoPs t 
they Rsrc aU . uzdntsstsd. The av. rap 
length of the ssrsarial 
pr. pstemt priori from the mii. s 
in groups uni= was 219 18g 200 21, 
WA 18 Lays rsspestivsly. Thus, war obssrvsd no =Tksd diffsrsnsss 
between the different groups. 
Infestion rateq(Tablea 72) 
The infection rates of snails in groups II-VI were 54.5 
57.1 %t , 62.5 
%r 84.0 % and 100 % re. p. ottvely. This rsault indicate 
that the inr. atian rate inoroas. d with the exposure dosage of 
mirac 1ALis o 
NýMsr of ssrsarias $be&by the infs®tsL anails, (Tabls, 73) 
The mean daily number of "ersariat sied by the snail from 
groups n-VI during their entire iafeotion life-span was. 62; 2251 
7991 172 we 565 rsspestively. Thum the snails in group II sxpossd 
/to on. "". " 
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to one iairaoidium and group III sxpossd to 2 ®iraoidis shod fewer 
ceroarias than those in the other group.. The difference between 
the number of sersaries "tkd in group II-III ant the other groups was 
"tatisti. ally signitioant ( P( 0.02 and P(O005 )o 
Cerearia-sheäding suryf, 
Beginning from the day Of the first shedding of the oeroariae, 
the average number of sorearias shed per snail per da was at first 
low, it then gradually insreasedo In group II and III the peak of 
eercaria"shedding was re&Qhed at 25 deers after the first shedding, 
then the snails died; in group IT the peek, was at about 27 days after 
first shedding remaining high until the ensile died; in group V the 
peak was rssordsi at about 22 days; in group VI peak was at 32-34 We 
after the first shedding. 
Survival rates of the exposed snAilo. (Tablet 74) 
At the time of "xpooure to miracidia there wars, 50 snails 
in group II9 40 snails in groups III, IT, VI and 35 snails in groups 
/x and v... 
c94 
I amt, Y* ft th. end of the shortest e. rearial prepatent period 
(17 day. J the number of the surviving snails in the control group 
was 35, and the nuab. r of au driving Mils in groups II9 III1 IV, V 
and. VI were 44,35,24,25 and 12 respectively. The am-rival rates 
of snails in group IV, V and VI which were exposed to the larger 
numbers of miraeidia were thus sonsidsrably lower than the other 
croup$ . 
The mean survival periods of the ssrsaria-shsdäing snails 
were 39,45,36,40 &M 34 days fro* the time of sxposurs to mira, sidia 
for groups n to VI rsrpestivaly, and the miau* survival periods 
wert 50,45,60,40 aM 55 Lays art. r expoaum r. spmotlvely, Cc parision 
with the maximum survival period of Hourinfected control group Iq 
whir. 28 lira snails out, of 35 with 80 % am-rival rata in 60 days 
observation period showrd that the differenoes between the aan 
life-span of the infected snails and, non-infeow snails in the control 
group were statistically Ughly "igntfi. actt (P0.001 ). 
Disou$sion.., . 
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nx8CUSSIQNi, 
Corsarial output rates, 
C®roaria1 output rsried greatly, both from snail to snail 
and from day to day. In general, few osrsarias were produssd at the 
beginning of the shedding period, than the number increased over a 
period of days or weeks until it reuehs d more or less constant level, 
shish was maintained until a few days before the termination of shedding 
by death or self-eure. 
Some snail spesies prodused on small numbers of sereariae 
and remain infected for a short period. For example sersarial output 
figur.. for jehasma. tobtua ari reported to i" low up to 1500 from a 
single B. (p). afrispM (Porter 1920) auf 50-400 fraw j. (p). globorus 
(Gordon st al 1934) and up to 790 from B. trun, satus (Chu st u21966) 
where" with 3, mansoni in 1.6brata as marp as 1000 to 3000 seraariae 
per snail "psr da'y is not wiuaual and individual snail mir shad for 
many weeks. L. jadrosiar with sersariae production of clay 62 to 
/799... 
ýýý 
799 maximum in 4-5 weeks is therefor s poor sbadder. 
Thr daily pattern of output of the o®raariae shedding 
oarr. tpon" with the temperature and intensity of i11umination, 
particularly with animal sohiatosoma oeroariae which are sore 
susceptible to temperature and light. Thus, S. bovis and O. tuurksstanicum 
osroarias are very susceptible to sun light and ooroaria-shedding 
usually takes pleas in the morning, partisularly in the ears iß 
2'turks. tanicus. 
With regard to the effeet of the exposure doeae of 
mir"idis on the number of serosriss sied by the infected snails 
Pasipn ft al (1958) reported that Onscmalanis que rsai "xpvI. d to 
one niraoitiu* of 8, japrniou* abet twice an sax serosrisa per day 
as the snails sxpossd to 2-5 miracidia. Conrsrssly Chu It ! 1(1966 a) 
found B. trunaºtus exposed to 2 or more mirasidia of g. haemstobium 
shed iiore eeroarias than those snails exposed to an* mirscidium. 
Our present.... 
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pur pressnt studios soincids with those of Chu t 11(1966 8). 
L. godrosisna inf. ot. d with ona cc two mi maths oh. d mark. dXy lass 
eeroarise than those snails infected with 5 tO 20 miracsidis, each. 
Gemrial t cspstent porioäop 
(1966 a) tounsi that tho asrcarrial patent Chu it 
al 
periods in B. tr nnoatu. exposed to various nw*bers of a tcid. ia of 
j. bsmmatoblua were invars. 17 proportional to the exposure dosage. 
Conversely Peeigsn et &, (1958) studied this prepatent period of 
. ja is O. gaadrasJ and found that third vss no daft rent, in 
the longth of the oonazriao'proj t. nt period botwuan tho avails 
exposed to ons mir"idius aM those to 2.5 niraoidia" The results 
of our studies on the 'seroa rrin1"prepatent periot in. &. e osTana 
exposed to various bor/ of miracitia of getake#tsn10t were at 
variance in this rsspe. t with those obtain*d by Chu jt 11 (1 '6 a) 
and eoinoide thou obtained lgr $lsig tM (1958). Tb. an 
prapatdnt period in ice. 
, 2gj&m 
in our sxptriments was 18.21 days 
in different groups at water temperature of 25 00., but Azixav 
!t 
sl 
/ 1968..... 
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(1968) reportsi that do"lopment of a. turkaatanicum airasrias in 
Radix aurisularia oblli uata took 22-25 days in üsb. kstan(SSR). 
Infestion rate? 
Im atigating the infection rate of snails to miracidia, 
Shr6ibsr and 5hubart(1949 b) found an inorsasing percentage of snails 
shedding osrcariae as a result of exposure to increasing numbers of 
miracidia, Similarly gtgss (1963) fouM tbat B. is to vas 100 
susaaptibls to Sammoni infection if ensile were exposed to a 
suffisisntly lano amber of airaaidia and the failure to achieve 
100 % infostion of Us snails is attributable to deficient infectivity 
of the Miraoidia r&thsr tbsu to : 
ýMti 
rssistanse of tha snails. 
Chu ot 11(1966 a) uhiivrä 100 % intsotion rates in 8. trun us 
exposed to 20 miracidia of jobAs ato'bia. Similarly we obtained a 
100 14 infection rats in J6. jt! droriara with 20 airaoidia of 0. 
turkistanicun. 
Lrnt r.... 
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L. n@ar (1962 a) Zound that smmnar-minter variations in 
temperature hsvs little ernst on the success of infection and that 
B. trun atus baaome infected with S. bovis miraoidia equally well at 
14°C. and 30°C. However, Chia t e]. (1966 b) Count that tlu inf. ation 
rate of B. truneatus . xposed to p. ha. matobiur airaoidia at temperature 
of 10°C. "20°0. was loan, although the longevity of airacidia in oold 
esstur was inarSMsSdo In tha prasint study we found k. &+ osiana 
infected with O. turksstanicum in field sonditions all around the year 
ihieh average water temperature varied from 14 °0. in winter to 30°C 
or more in sum*sr. From our studies on the lifs«. span of , 
6. &drosiaýxia 
infected in the laboratory wkish abow a nasirus of 65 days after 
exposure to mirusidin it a"" $ unlikely that vender natural condition 
snails infected during the summer would survive into the winter psriodo 
Snail nortaliU rat.., 
Snail mortality subsequent to infection we. high, all the 
snails in different groups were dead 65 dais after exposure to 
misacidia... 
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miracidia. Similarly Iona (1962 a) obrtrved, high mcrtality rates 
( 50 %) is ja. trratw infected with §. bovis over a period of 2 
months o After 2 Bondis the infections in the surviving snails had 
difd out and the snails N`ssd shedding s"rsariw, In our expori*®nte 
infectet Ike edromiam, always died and no self-eures ewer avrr observed, 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Gsogr by and freshwater "oology of Ihussstan, 
1. Shnsestan is a semi-arid plain extending over 157,000 square 
kilonetr. ® in the south-west of Iran. The maximum temperatures are 
very high in the rummer ( over 500C. ) &M minimal winter temperatures 
are around 0°C. 
2. Five major water courses drain the soutb. -west slopes of the Zagros 
Range and transverse the plain of Khueestan. These are the Hindijan, 
the Jarahi, the Karun, the Karkheh and the Dez rivers. The northern 
and central parts of Khuzu tan are important endemic areas for the 
huzan and animal schistosomiaets. 
3. The &quatia molluscan fauna is limited in species and yß. 
tru_,, nc atuee 
and nsea snails are the only medically end veterinary important 
snails. 
a. The human '"tiritii sa rioulture, rice fields market gardening, 
sattle breeding and clay pits are more or lese directly connected with 
the "oology of the snails. 
/ 5, s . haeratobium.... 
3 0,6 
5.8. haematobium in the only I human I eehistosome and S. boo ig and 
O. turkestanioum are the only I animal I sohistosomis ooouring in 
8huzestan. The mollusoan host of the S. haomatobium and S. bo vis is 
B. tru ncatus whereas O. turlcestaniau32 is transmitted by L. gedro . 
The high prevalence of animal eohistooomiasis in Khuzestan and the 
"concaaio impottance of the parasites in ruminants prompted the present 
detailed studie$ on different aspeote of two bovine parasites in 
various laboratory and domestic animals and the otudies on L. gedrosiana 
the snail intermediate host of O. turkectanicum. 
Studies on O. turkestnnicumg 
Morphology, 
Most of the species in the genus Ornithobiý. harzia are 
parasites of birds but a fow occur in large anima18.0 tirk. atý n 
is restricted to mammals and is a parasite of ruminunte in which it 
is common. The morpholo, g$oa1 Nh*raotsristiss of O. turkestanioum 
which diatI''uiah this species from the gene Zohiatoeoma are the 
smaller.... 
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smaller size of the adult WOMB (21-1ßm'), the larger number of 
testes in the male worm (50.90 ) and the spiral shape of ovary in the 
female worms. The eggs are much smaller than eggs of bovine schistoaomee 
( 76µs 261L ) and are oval with a blunt spine at one pole and a nipple. ' 
ebsped appendage at the other end,, 
Observations on nat rally infected domestio animaleg 
1. The wide distribution of, L. ee droeiana in the irrigation system in 
Khussstan has provided an exosllmnt apportunity for the dissemination 
of this paruito. O. turkestani©us infeotion is wiifa mly distributed 
is the northern and central parts of Khuzeutan, but in the southern 
at the infeotion rate is very lour Ot Akjjvee found this parasite 
in Isfahan and Babolear in the aantral and northern parts of Iran. 
2. The prevalonoo of 0. gat$nioum 
in cattle ( 30.3 %) Was higher 
than sheep (15.6 % ), and goats (6.7 %) or in but: aia. s (2.1 %). In 
otbar typos of animals the infection rate of O. turkestantoum was 
vary low. 
3. The intensity of infeotion ( lord burden and tissue egg loads) 
/ in naturally.... 
doe 
in naturally infected cattle declined with increasing age. In 
contrast in sheep the intensity apparently inozoased with ago. the 
intensity of O, turkestanicum infection in nature was much higher in 
cattle than in cheep and goate. 
Laboratory experiments in domestio animals, 
I. Eight calves, 5 sheep, 2 goats, one buffalo-oalf and one young 
wild pig were exposed to O. turkeetanicum in the laboratory; autopsies 
were performed either 9 or lo weeks after exposure to oeroariae. A 
new technique was devised for exposing large animals to oercariae by 
leg immersion in a cercarial suspension in a polythene bag and good 
infection rates were obtained by this method. 
2. The prepatent period in ü. turkeetanicum infection in different 
type of animals varied from 43-46 days. 
3. The adult worms recovery rates were 37.6 fin calves, 33.9 ro in 
cheep, 22.5 % in goats and 9.6 in a buffalo. 
4. The distribution pattern of adult worms gras charaateriatia. Very 
were few worms recovered from the bepatio veins (3.1 jý in calves; 0.3 % 
in sheep-.... 
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in sheep and 5.2 4 in goats ) compared with the large numbers of 
adult worms recovered from tho mom enterio veins, particularly the veins 
of the duodenum ( 96.9 $» in calves, 01 .7 1/10 in sheep and 94.8 /o in goats) . 
No worms were found in the inferior mesenteric veins of the large 
intestine. 
5. The distribution of the eggs in different organs was similar to 
the distribution of the adult worms. The duodenum was most intensely 
involved in O. turkeet¬anicum infootione. The density of egge declined 
gradually in the jejunum and few eggs were found in the ileum. The 
large intestine was entirely free from egge. The liver showed very 
low eeZ. counts (1-2.3 % in calvea, 9-11fo in sheep and 20 . 6; in goate)o 
Other argýans (lung, spleen, rumen, retioulum, caaaum and aboaiasum ) 
were free from arº egge. In the buffaloes only a few non-vtgble eggs 
Were detected. 
6. The mean daily egg output per gram of faeces aas higher in calves 
than in sheep or goats being 179,379 and 59 respectively. The daily 
egg output in faeces per individual female worin wao also higher in 
calves than in sheep or goats, being 283,52 and 02 respectively when 
estimated 9 weeks after exposure to oercariae. 
/3usceptzbility... 
3io 
Susceptibility of small La ma1s and birds, 
1. O. turkestanicum showed very little infectivity to small m. m les 
Tatý___era indica (a wild Iooal rodent ) produced a few viable egge after 
62 days, but other rodents including laboratory rodents produced only 
a few immature worms with non-viable eggs. The susceptibility of 
Tatire indica to O. turkestanicum gras rather by and laboratory 
maintenance of this parasite in Tatera indica was difioult as this 
wild rodent will not breed easily in the laboratory and stocks had to 
be provided by trapping wild animale. It is more practibal to maintain 
this parasite in calves or sheepe 
2. The dog, mongoose, domestio dnok and ohicken were in3ueoeptible 
to infection and no worms were recovered at autopsy. 
3. Surveys of n&ri*ls än Khussstan and the above laboratory studies 
show that O. turkestanisum has very little infectivity to the small 
mammals and that birds are probably completely resistant to the paraoite. 
The main natural hosts of O. tur staniaMm are the large domestic 
animals, partioularly ru*inanta* 
Studies.... 
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Studies on S. borvist 
Pr. vslInc. t 
1. Obsevatione on the Frevalenoe of 8"bovis infection in Shuse®tan 
shgwsd that only 0.8 % of the sattle wars infeotsd wdth S. bowis and 
among sheep the infection rate was nil* 
2, The dramatto. reduotion in the S, b= inflation rate in ruminants 
in Kbuz"stan from 20.8 % to 0.8 % in cattle and from 14.0% to nil in 
sheep from 1964 to 1970 is due to the euoaeeaful er1ail control measures 
against B. trun,,, _, _ostusp 
the snail intermediate host of 8. bovis and 
8. ba. matobium during this period, # 
3. This observations shows that prevalence studies on bovine 
schistosomiasis before and after snail control measures mehr be used 
an a criteria for the evaluation of the effectiveness of control 
m seures direoted against hu sohistosomia, sis where the snail hosts 
Of the human and animal schistosomss are the assw. 
Laboratory experiments on S. bovie in large animals, 
1. Seven calves, 5 sheep, 2 goats and one buffalo-calf were exposed 
to S. bovie cercariae in the laboratory; autopeieo were performed 9 or 
/13 weeks.... 
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18 weeks after exposure to eeroariae , 
2. The prepatent periods varied from 44-45 days in calves, 47-50 days 
in sheep and 47.48 days in goats. The differences betqeen the prepatent 
periods in calves and sheep or goats were statistically significanto 
3. The recovery rates of adult worms were 62.1 % in calves, 41.4 % in 
sheep and 67.3 ý in goats. These infeation ra, t ýmüah higher than those 
obtained by previous workers, possibly because of the improved infection 
technique in the course of the present studies. 
4. A buffalo-ealf exposed to S. bovis oeroariae showed no signs of 
infection. Studies in slaughter houses also showed no infections in 
buffaloes in rupture suggests that they may be insusceptible to the 
Iranian strain of S. bovis. 
5. The distribution of adult worms in the liver was 14 % in calves, 
7.6 % in sheep and 24 ý in goats. The adult worms in the messnterie 
veins were evenly distributed in superior and inferior merenterie veins. 
This was a quite different pisture from O. turkestarnicum infection where 
the parasitee'nainly were concentrated in the veins of duodenum. 
6. The..... 
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6. The pattern of egg distribution also differed from O. turkeetanioum 
as the eggs were uniformly distributed between the small and large 
intestine. A few eggs surre also found in the abomasum. 
7. The mean daily egg output per gram of faoosa was 75 in calves, 
60 in sheep and 75 in goats. The daily egg output in faeces per 
individual female was 106 in calves, 52 in sbe. p and 46 in goats 9 
weeks after exposure to oereariae. The number of eggs passed in the 
fasces decreased in calves and increased in sheep as the duration 
of infection was prolonged, 
8. Siailarly the egg cuiA. t expressed to egge per gram of tissue 
inersaa. d as the duration of infection ire prolong*d in sheep, whereas 
in calves those counts declined considerably wit 
hluration 
of infection* 
The pathelogisal, and cUnioal manifestations in eh*%ýr &I*o beoone more 
serious with longer infection, aas in some oases, §. bovis produced 
fatal infection in sheep. It thus seen that there is some tendency 
is calve, to "If-limit int'ootionr with this parasite but no such 
"ffoot was obsorwä in sheep. 
Coaparative.. s" 
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Comparative patholopr of S. botis and 0_. turkestanicun in ruminants, 
1. Severs pathology was observed in one cow with a chronic natural 
infection of S. bovi®; there was blockage and thrombus formation in 
the mesenteric veins with numerous dead worms and Baute superficial 
haemorrbagio ulceration in the small intestine. 
2. In the experimental infections sheep and goats were more severely 
affected with 3. bov_ie than valves. The grase appearance of the liver 
showed numerous minute greyish nodules and some large Ymphoid nodules* 
3. The different ruminants showed different bietopethological 
responses to 5. bß. Calves had pronounced medial IrpertropI Of 
portal veins; sheep had proliferative endophäebitis and tbroaibophlebitis 
with abundant eosinophil infiltration; goats had a large number of 
eggs surrounded by stellate-shaped accumulation of "osinophilio 
antigen-antibody materiel ( the foeppli phenomenon ). 
4. O. turkestanicun produced a miler pathological response in ruminants 
than S, boý. The liver showed mild cr moderate pathological changes 
with minute greyish nodules all over the surface and deep in tissue 
substances in sheep and goats but not in cattle. 
/5. In the .... 
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5. In the intestine O. turkestanicum eggs were found chiefly in the 
mucýcxsa and lumen of duodenum. 
6. In sheep with natural heavy infeotion of O. turkeetanicuri inflamatory 
reactions and eosinophile infiltration in the nuccosa and viii of 
duodenum were striking. 
7. Infection of O. turkeetanicum and S. boý in ruminants in 
Shuzestan is probably of considerable economic importance. The damage 
to the intestine u'oäuoea inadequate nutrition aM fattening of euch 
animals becomes difficult. Furthermore, damage in the intestines 
wakes them useless for processing as sausage skins and causejeodnomic 
loss, and porous intestirea or I sprinklers I are disoardable, 
Control measures to combat the economic loss caused by eohistosomes 
of domestic animals should concentrate on snail control programs and 
K 
the provision of safe water supply, 
/ Izunity.... 
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jxgunity experiments, 
1. Immunity experiments on bovine and human sohistosome species 
were carried out in mice, calves and sheep using heterologous and 
homologous systems. Heterologous immunity experiments in albino mice 
immunizing with 100r 150 and 200 ceroaric, e of O. turkeatanioum produced 
the came level of partial protection against 9. bß ie and S. haeamatobium. 
immunisation With 2Oi cercariae of O. turkestanicum produced lower 
protection against challenge infection of 5. manaooni and 50 cercariae 
of O. turkestanioum produced very little protection against S. nansoni. 
Homologous immunity experiment in albino mice with S. bboovis produced a 
moderately high protection against the subsequent challenge infection 
with the sae parasite. 
2. In albino mice imzaunized with O. turkestanioum there was a minimum 
threshhold value for the immunizing exposure which was lees than 1Uu 
cercariae. 
3. A single exposure at albino mice to O. turkentaniauii cercariae 
produced as effective an immunity as repeated exposure. 
4. A hith.... 
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4. A high degree of reoiprocal hateroligous and homologous immunity 
was producfd with O. turkestanioum. S. bovis and S. haematobium in 
calves but the effect was poor in sheep. Calves could be partially 
, protected against bovine schistosomiasis by previous exposure to 
5. haematobium oercarlae. Cattle have advantages in experimental 
and field studies on schistosome impunity as one is observing the 
effect on their natural parasites. 
ý. HHomologous immunity and heterologou® immunity between bovine and 
human eohistooomee could be a great importance in proteoting animals 
in ichuzestan from the severe effects of subsequent reinfection. 
6. It was shown that calves can develop S. haenatobiun infection but 
only immature worms are produced. In nature in the endemio areas this 
must occur- since cattle are in very close contact with 3. baexnatobiun 
infested waters. This may help to protect them against subsequent 
infection with the bovine schistosomes. The reciprocal effects of 
irmuniaation of man againet 3. haematobiun by S. bovis and O. turkest_nioum 
may also occur. 
Field studies.... 
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Field studies on L. edrosiana the molluscan host of O, turkestanicum, 
1. A study on the distribution and population dynamios of L*gldromiiana 
in relation to the transmission of o. turkestanicum in various habitats 
was carried out in Khuzestan. L. $! droeoana is the moot co=on aquatic 
snail in IChuzestan and occurs throughout the year in different types 
of water courses. It 3s the intermediate host of Faea___ýý3ola gjg ntica 
as well as O. turkeetanicum" 
2. Populations of L. g drosiana were higher in camels and swamps 
than in ponda, with peaks in spring and autumn, and lc densities in 
summer and winter. The winter decline was more marked then in summer. 
L. gedrosiwm is soon killed by exposure to drought and other environmental 
changes. In summer the populations of L. egdrosi were larger in canals 
and deep swamps than in small and shallow habitats. 
3. The reproductive capavity of I,. gedroaý was higher in running 
water than in stagnant water. The peak reproduotion rate aas in 
spring and autumn and continued at low levels in summer but it was nil 
in winter. 
4. The size..... 
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4. The size; ýfrequenoy studiao of L. gedrosiana showed that most of 
the snails in different habitats were young snails lees than 6-8°' 
in height. 
5. The prevalenoe of infection in large size L. gedrosiaria with 
O. turkeetanicuw was higher than in small snails, being 00 ý 0.5 % 
and 1.1 ; in snails measures 0-6=' , 6.14°iß' and 10-14mm' Tespectively. 
6. Transmission of O. turkestanicum oocurrsd through the year in canals 
with a peak in late summer. Infectivity of swamps also continued in 
spring, Bummer and autumn with a peak in early summer. in ponds most 
of the transmission probably occurs in spring and autuzn. Drains 
played a very minor role in the transmission of O, turkeetanicum in 
Khuzeatan. 
7. The infection rates of ß. gedroaiana in canale was higher than in 
other habitats, being 0.68 % in canals# 0.3E3 % in e ampe, o. 25 % in 
ponds and 0.1 % in drains. 
ß. Non-schistoeome parasite larval stages found in L. gedrosiana wares 
a, Fasoiola gigaantica oorcaxiae. 
bý Cercarias of the heterogeneous Uymocephalio group, 
ag An unkown apharyngeal lonaifuroate aeroariae. 
1 boratory... 
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Laboratory experiments on L. Sedroeo$na., 
1. In the laboratory infeotion of L. gedro with 1,, 2,59 10 
and 20 miracidia of O, turkestanicum the following results were obtained: 
2. The infection rates in different groups increased with the dosage 
of iirac i4ia, being 54.5 A 57.1 %0t 62.55`/ 84-07ä and 100% from 1,2 p 5, 
10 and 20 miraoidia respectively. 
3. The mean jepatent period varied from 1b-21 days in the different 
groups but the differences between the groups were not significant. 
a. The mean numbers of cercariae shed daily by single snails exposed 
to one miracidium or 2 were significantly fewer than those exposed to 
5ý 10 or 20 miracidia. 
5. Fear cercariae were shed per snail during the early patent period 
but the number increased with the duration of infection. All the 
infected snails died at the peak of cercarial shedding, and no infected 
snails survived more than 60 days after exposure to miracidia. The 
differences between the mean life-span of the infected snails and 
non-infected snails in the control group were statistically 
significant, 
f6. Mollusciciding... 
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6. ltollusciciding seems to be the only practical way of controlling 
L. g drosiana. our previous works on mollusoioiding in the Xhuzestan 
showed that L. Redrosiana is more susceptible to the molluscioides 
than Bulinus snail. Since L. geedrosiana is wide-spread and has a 
permanent and continuous type of distribution, mollucoicides should 
be applied throughout the water bodies of the area. 
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